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PRAYER FOR WORLD PEACE

(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 853)

A NOTE FROM THE PUBLISHER
The contents of this book were originally printed in the mid
70’s by the late Giani Pritpal Singh Ji of Jalandar in 2 books:
jIvn ju g iq (Jivan Jugat) and mu k iq pM Q (Mukat Panth). Giani
Pritpal Singh Ji compiled the contents based on lectures
and discussions with Saint Scholar Naranjan Singh Ji.
We are grateful to Mata Surjit Kaur Gandhi Ji (from Patiala)
who rendered valuable help in the translation and editorial
work of this book.
We are sorry for any grammatical and typo errors that may
have missed our scrutiny. Kindly accept our humble apologies.
We shall be grateful to receive feedback on errors. Kindly
email your feedback to: contact@gurukhoj.com
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SAINT SCHOLAR NARANJAN SINGH JI
by Surjit Kaur Gandhi
In total humility and with the blessings of Guru Ji,
dass tries to dedicate some words to Saint Scholar Naranjan Singh Ji.

Sant Ji was born around the year 1921 in Sulisar, Bathinda,
Punjab. From his early childhood, he showed signs of being
a highly spiritual soul.
Sant Ji was blessed by Sant Attar Singh Ji(Mastuana Sahib).
At the young age of 7, he would wake up at 1 am and do
kirtan until 4 am, in seclusion. He would then take some
curd in an iron(srb loh) bowl as his breakfast. He stayed in
Damdama Sahib from the age of 7 to 13.
Sant Ji then moved to Patiala, where he stayed at Gurdwara
Dukh Neevaran Sahib, a historical site of Sri Guru Tegh
Bahadur Sahib Ji. Here, at this young age, he started katha
of Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji. This katha, from start to end,
was completed in 18 years.
For 50 years, Sant Ji did katha in Patiala and other cities in
India. He travelled extensively all over India as well as to
foreign countries like Singapore, Malaysia, USA and Canada.
He spoke to eager audiences wherever he went and rekindled
the light of religion in many hearts.
7
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In 1983, Sant Ji was bestowed the title of
SHIROMANI KATHAKAR (Chief Exponent of Sikh Scriptures)
by the Shiromani Gurdwara Parbhandak Committee for 50
years of contribution to the Khalsa Panth. He was conferred
this award by Sri Akal Takht Sahib.
Sant Ji left his physical body on 25th May 1994.
The lives of Gurmukhs, Gursikhs, Sants, Bhagats and
Mahapurushs are the foundation of future civilisation and
ethos. They are beacons of light who provide guidance to
the shore of salvation. Sant Ji was amongst those blessed
souls.
Sant Ji was a strict follower of Gurmat Maryada. He was
a learned scholar who was dyed in Naam. He led a life of
sewa, simran, katha, kirtan and absolute faith in Sri Guru
Granth Sahib Ji.

mY gurbwxI AwDwru hY gurbwxI lwig rhwau ]8]
I have the Support of the Word of the Guru’s Bani.
Attached to Gurbani, I survive.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 759)

Sant Ji also used to stress on the need to rise at amritwela.
For 35 years, he led an amritwela sadhana from 3 am to 5
am every morning at Guru Nanak Ashram, Patiala. During
these amritwela sadhanas, the lights would be turned off at
3am sharp. Only a dim candle would be lighted near the
Pothi Sahib on Sant Ji’s harmonium. He did the sadhana with
intense love(bYrwg). Everything would come to a still and the
atmosphere felt peaceful and tranquil.
8
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Sant Ji always guided people to Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji
and not to himself. He advised people to stay away from
individuals who claim to be living Gurus.
He always encouraged the sangat to (upon waking up every
morning) recite 5 times the words Dhan Sri Guru Granth
Sahib Ji.

The following are some of the words(bcn) of Sant Ji:
1.

Katha can be said to be knowledge(igAwn), vision(drSn),
faith(SrDw) or tenets of Gurmat. The purpose of katha is
to unite the thought-waves(surq) to the Shabad. We need
to bathe our thought-waves(surq) in the lake of katha.
The aim of katha is to obtain the Grace of Guru Ji.

2.

Do not keep the mind(mun) free. Always praise the Lord;
otherwise, it will indulge in gossip and slander.

3.

A Sikh has one door(dr), one house, one support. If we
are able to hold on to only ONE support, then everything
can change. Two will not work. This Perfect Law of Akaal
Purukh is irrevocable. Join yourself, not to two, but to
only ONE. We cannot have more than one spiritual head
or centre.

4.

Ardaas requires one-pointedness of the mind. When the
mind starts getting one-pointed, then the secret unveils.

9
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5.

What is the duty(krq`v) of Guru Ji? He comes to the aid
of the suffering person who remembers him. His nature
is:

jo srix AwvY iqsu kMiT lwvY iehu ibrdu suAwmI sMdw ]

The Lord lovingly embraces whoever comes to His Sanctuary
- this is the way of the Lord and Master.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 544)

6.

Guru Ji changes our bad karams to good ones. A Sikh
obtains Grace and Blessings from Guru Ji. Guru Ji tells
us the way of life(jIvn jugq) and helps in achieving onepointedness of the Surti. He sorts out our life; now and
hereafter(lok-prlok). Guru Ji lights up true love, intense
longing and affection. As such, desire(BwvnI) awakens and
with this desire, mental strength increases.

7.

As our faith(SrDw) keeps increasing, the Grace of God
(ndr) will unfold unto us. Our success will increase as
faith, steadfastness and belief increase.

8.

A Sikh may desert his Guru but Guru Ji will never desert
His Sikh. A Sikh may write a baydawa(letter of breaking
his relationship with Guru Ji) but Guru Ji mends this
broken relationship (tu`tI gMf).

9.

The words of Guru Ji are God’s words. Guru Ji is the
intimate knower of the secrets of our hearts.
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PREFACE
Giani Pritpal Singh

What is religion? Is it a practical guide to man’s spiritual
consciousness(jIvn jugiq), a way to torture the body or is it
the mechanical repetition(without focus and concentration)
of the scriptures and performing customs and rituals in a
mechanical way?
Before the time of Sri Guru Nanak Dev Sahib Ji, religion
was not regarded as a practical guide to man’s spiritual
consciousness(jIvn jugiq). What was religion viewed as at
that time?
An understanding of this can be made from the writings of
those times:
Sri Guru Nanak Dev Sahib Ji travelled about 12 miles(12 ko) and
arrived at a forest. A group of Sadhu’s were sitting there. Ascetics
and hermits were performing austerities - some were sitting with
their hands up in the air, some were sitting very close to a fire from
burning firewood, some were sitting in various yogic positions,
some had forsaken wearing all other clothes and were wearing
just a loin-cloth, some were sitting naked in water and some were
seeking the comforts of the “next world” by sitting in solitude in
a corner after having abandoned the comforts of this world.
(Janam Sakhi Bhai Bala Ji)

Before he placed the Hindu sacred thread on Sri Guru Nanak Dev
Sahib Ji, the family priest conducted all the traditional customs
and rituals of the Bedi sect of the warrior class. He then started
to teach Guru Sahib Ji about some of the rituals; the importance
of sandalwood(sMiDAw), libation of water to the Gods or manes of
the deceased ancestors(qrpn), lock of hair left on the head after
11
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tonsure(isKw), a cloth worn around the waist - passing between
the legs and fastened behind (Do q I) , hindu sacred thread (jny a U ) ,
rosary(mwlw), sacred mark on the forehead(iqlk), and the six ceremonial
rituals(Kt krm), etc....
Pandit Hardyal Ji said,”Without wearing this thread(jnyaU), a person is
impure. He is not fit to enter the ceremonial platform and remains
impure. According to the traditional ways of the Vedas, when a
Khatri Brahman wears this sacred thread, he earns his right to all
religious rites and rituals.”
Then Guru Sahib Ji said, “Listen Pandit Ji, what is the use of
being a Khatri Brahman, wearing the sacred thread and performing
external rituals if that person does not stop doing evil deeds? ...
Such a person is not really a Khatri Brahman but a person of low
caste. When he dies, he will be accountable to Dharam Raj(King
of the Angels of Death). A person who does evil now will have to
suffer in hell after death.”
When Guru Sahib Ji said this, all the people who were sitting
there were amazed.
(Janam Sakhi Bhai Bala Ji)

The Brahman set up his ceremonial platform and started giving
advise about the significance of the plate of sandalwood, flowers,
etc. He then started teaching the Gaitri mantar and the maryada
of the Shasters and Vedas, the six ceremonial rituals(Kt krm) and
how to perform sewa of the Saligram. Then, the Pandit washed
the ceremonial platform and asked Sri Guru Nanak Dev Sahib Ji
to sit on the platform. After that, the Pandit wanted to put the
sacred thread(jnyaU) on Guru Sahib Ji.
Guru Sahib Ji said,” Pandit ji, is the religion of the Khatri Brahman
upheld because of the sacred thread or is it upheld by discarding
evil and performing good deeds.”
When Sri Guru Nanak Dev Sahib Ji said this, all the people who
were gathered there were very surprised.
(Janam Sakhi Meherban)

Then Baba Nanak Ji said “How is his religion upheld? Is it by
wearing this sacred thread or by performing good deeds?” When
Baba Nanak Ji said this, everyone present was astonished.
(Ancient Janam Sakhi)

12
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Based on the above narrations, we can ascertain that
during those times (and in some places even now), religion
did not serve as a practical guide to man’s spiritual
consciousness(jIvn jugiq).
Instead, to those who called themselves Sadhus, undergoing
difficult austerities and yogic postures was considered as
religion. To the normal public, religion was the performance
of external customs and rituals.
Gurmat considers the above-mentioned austerities, customs
and rituals to be futile deeds.

keI Agn hoqR krMq ] keI aurD qwp durMq ]
Many perform Agnihotras (fire-worship);
many perform arduous austerities while standing.

keI aurD bwhu sMinAws ] khUM jog Bys audws ] 12]42]

Many perform arduous austerities by keeping their arms raised.
Many are in the garbs of Yogis and Udasis (stoics).

khUM invlI krm krMq ] khUM paun Ahwr durMq ]

Many perform neoli rituals of Yogis of purging intestines.
There are innumerable who subsist on air.

khUM qIrQ dwn Apwr ] khUM j`g krm audwr ] 13]43] ...
Many offer great charities at pilgrim-stations.
Benevolent sacrificial rituals are performed.

keI dys dys iPrMq ] keI eyk Tyr iesQMq ]
Many wander in various countries,
many stay only at one place.

khUM krq jl mih jwp ] khUM srq qn pr qwp ]15]45] ...
Somewhere the meditation is performed in water,
somewhere heat is endured on the body.

keI bRhm byd rtMq ] keI syK nwm aucrMq ]
Some Brahmins recite Vedas,
some Sheikhs repeat the Name of the Lord.
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bYrwg khUM sMinAws ] khUM iPrq rUp audws ] 19]49]

Somewhere there is a follower of the path of Bairag (detachment)
and somewhere one follows the path of Sannyas (asceticism),
somewhere someone wanders as an Udasi (stoic).

sB krm Pokt jwn ] sB Drm inhPl mwn ]
Know all the Karmas (actions) as useless,
consider all the religious paths of no value.

ibn eyk nwm ADwr ] sB krm Brm ibcwr ] 20]50]
Without the prop of the only Name of the Lord,
all the Karmas be considered as illusion.
(Sri Guru Gobind Singh Sahib Ji - Akaal Ustat)

Guru Sahib Ji also tells us exactly what happens to those
who perform the above-mentioned austerities and rituals:

Pokt Drm ijqy jg krhIN ]
nrk kMuf BIqr qy prhIN ]

All the followers of the futile path, fall into hell from within.

hwQ hlwey surg n jwhU ]
jo mnu jIq skw nhIN kwhU ] 58]

They cannot go to heavens with the movement of the hands,
because they could not control their minds in any way.
(Sri Guru Gobind Singh Sahib Ji - Bachitar Natak)

To get out of such futile rituals whose result is to send the
human to hell, Gurmat has provided hope and shown a
practical guide that will result in spiritual conciousness.

nwnk siqguir ByitAY pUrI hovY jugiq ]

O Nanak, meeting the True Guru, one comes to know the Perfect Way.

hsMidAw KylµidAw pYnµidAw KwvMidAw ivcy hovY mukiq ]2]
One can attain liberation even while
laughing, playing, dressing and eating.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 966)

14
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What is that Perfect Way?
A discussion of that Perfect Way is given in this book. The
contents of this book are chiefly taken from notes of lectures
given in divine and inspiring one‑pointed state of mind by
Saint Scholar Naranjan Singh Ji (Shiromani Kathakar) to Sangat
from time to time. I have had the opportunity to listen to
these lectures.These lectures have been summarised in small
chapters and are presented to the Sangat so that everyone
can benefit from them.
The contents of this book provide a deep insight into
spiritual consciousness and require serious contemplation
and understanding. This book is not like an ordinary novel,
which is read once and put aside, without any need to be
read again.
As Bacon said: Some books are to be tasted, others to be
swallowed and some few to be chewed and digested. This
book certainly falls in the category of books that need to
be chewed and digested.
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POINTERS FOR
SPIRITUAL CONSCIOUSNESS
jIvn dIAW jugqIAW
ismrn AiBAws
Do Simran.

mn hwzr hovy [ ie`k ic`q ho ky pRBU dI ArwDnw kry

The mind should remain in Guru Sahib Ji’s presence. Meditate with a one-pointed mind.

gurbwxI dI vIcwr

Contemplate on the meanings of Gurbani.

gurU swihb jI dw hukm mMnxw

Follow Guru Sahib Ji’s Hukam.

jwck bx ky Ardws krxI

Do Ardaas in humility like a beggar.

sqsMg

Attend Satsang.

sB ivc Akwl purK nzr Awvy
See God in everyone.

Kwx pIx iv`c sMjm

Practise restraint in eating and drinking.

gur Piqh (vwihgurU jI kw Kwlsw, vwihgurU jI kI Piqh) rwhIN sdw cVHdI klw ivc rhy,
sRI gurU goibMd isMG swihb jI dI Xwd iv`c rhy, aunHW dI bwxI dw AiDAYn kry Aqy aunHW dy
srUp nUM AMdr vswie

Stay in optimism and high spirits through the Gurfateh and remembrance of Sri Guru Gobind
Singh Sahib Ji, study His Bani and instill His Divine Vision within.

AMimRq vylw
Amritvela.

syvw

Sewa.

sRI gurU nwnk dyv swihb jI mhwrwj dy nO buinAwdI hukm (sRI jpjI swihb)
Nine commandments of Sri Guru Nanak Dev Sahib Ji (in Sri Japi Sahib)

swD sMgq

Sadh Sangat - company of Holy people.

au~Tdy swr in`q pMj vwr ikhw kro : “DMn sRI gurU gRMQ swihb jI”

Say ‘Dhan Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji’ five times as the first action/thought of the day upon
waking up every morning.

16
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THE MORTAL’S BUSINESS IS
WITH HIS OWN MIND
mmw mn isau kwju hY mn swDy isiD hoie ]

MMA: The mortal’s business is with his own mind;
one who disciplines his mind attains perfection.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 342)

Some people say that the kirpan, given to us by Sri Guru
Gobind Singh Sahib Ji, creates a difference in the idealogy,
teaching and Gurmat of Sri Guru Nanak Dev Sahib Ji. However,
a study of Gurbani shows that such doubts are baseless.
The theory of Gurmat is that there is only one light(joq) and
only one method(jugq) – transformation is ONLY in the body.

joiq Ehw jugiq swie sih kwieAw Pyir pltIAY ]
They shared the One Light and the same way;
the King just changed His body.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 996)

From the time of Sri Guru Nanak Dev Sahib Ji, the light(joq)
and the method(jugq) have remained ONE. Sri Guru Gobind
Singh Sahib Ji, Himself confirms this fact in His Bani:

sRI nwnk AMgid kir mwnw ]
Amrdws AMgd pihcwnw ]

Sri Guru Nanak Dev Sahib Ji was recognized
in Sri Guru Angad Dev Sahib Ji,
and Sri Guru Angad Dev Sahib Ji in Sri Guru Amar Das Sahib Ji.

Amrdws rwmdws khwXo ]
swDin lKw mUVH nih pwXo ]9]

Sri Guru Amar Das Sahib Ji was called Sri Guru Ram Das Sahib Ji,
only the saints know it and the fools did not.
17
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iBMn iBMn sBhUM kr jwnw ]
eyk rUp iknhUM pihcwnw ]

The people on the whole considered them as separate ones,
but there were few who recognized them as one and the same.

ijn jwnw iqn hI isD pweI]
ibn smJy isD hwiQ n AweI]10]

Those who recognized them as One, they were successful on the
spiritual plane. Without recognition, there was no success.

rwmdws hir so iml gey ]
gurqw dyq Arjnih Bey ]

When Sri Guru Ram Das Ji merged in the Lord,
Guruship was bestowed upon Sri Guru Arjan Dev Sahib Ji.

jb Arjn pRBu lok isDwey ]
hirgoibMd iqh TW Tihrwey ]11]

When Sri Guru Arjan Dev Sahib Ji left for the abode of the Lord,
Sri Guru Hargobind Sahib Ji was seated on this throne.

hirgoibMd pRB lok isDwry ]
hrIrwie iqh TW bYTwry ]

When Sri Guru Hargobind Sahib Ji left for the abode of the Lord,
Sri Guru Har Rai Sahib Ji was seated in his place.

hrIikRsn iqn ky suq vey ]
iqn qy qyg bhwdr Bey ]12] ...

Sri Guru Har Krishan Sahib Ji (the next Guru) was his son;
after him, Sri Guru Teg Bahadur Sahib Ji became the Guru.

jb hm Drm krm mo Awey ] dyv lok qb ipqw isDwey]13] ...
When I began to perform the act of Dharma (righteousness),
my father departed for his heavenly abode.

rwj swj hm pr jb AwXo ] jQw skq qb Drm clwXo ]
When I obtained the position of responsibility,
I performed the religious acts to the best of my ability.
(Sri Guru Gobind Singh Sahib Ji - Bachitar Natak)
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What is Bani? It is the Divine Order(hu k m) of the Cosmic
Power or the Divine Force(Akwl purK) which is stated thus in
the MahaVaak(mhWvwk - Supreme Voice of the Guru or God
wherein the Gurus have spoken about in Sri Guru Granth
Sahib Ji):

jYsI mY AwvY Ksm kI bwxI qYsVw krI igAwnu vy lwlo ]
As the Word of the Lord comes to me, so do I utter O’Lalo.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 722)

And this Divine Order(hukm) has to be understood fully.

nwnk hukmY jy buJY q haumY khY n koie ]2]

O Nanak, one who understands His Command, does not speak in ego.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 1)

This Divine Order(hukm) cannot be comprehended merely
by studying books or discussions or through reasoning
and arguments. It is realised only when there is a
Revelation(AnuBv KulHxw) . Revelation is a reference to that
moment when the superthought (su r q) is merged in its
own eternal abode and this occurs only when our state
of mind(mnoibrqI) is unified or becomes one with the Allpervasive(srb ivAwpI) Bani.

ieh bwxI mhw purK kI inj Gir vwsw hoie ]40]

This Gurbani is of the Supreme Being
and through it one dwells within the home of his inner being.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 935)

Gurbani is the Sound Current(DunI) or Divine Voice which is
All‑pervading. It exists in the moon, the sun, the air and
everywhere else. The Sodar Stanza(Pauri 27, Sri Japji Sahib)
illustrates that air, water, fire and the entire existence is singing
His Praises. In other words, it is manifesting the All‑pervasive
Bani. Guru Maharaj Ji himself experienced the revelation of
the All-pervasive Bani and then conferred that experience
upon us in the form of Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji.
19
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For us to experience this revelation, it is essential that the
wandering of our mind should cease. What is mind? What
is its form? The Shastras have apprised us that the union of
thought(sMklp) and opposite-thought(ivklp) is the mind.
According to psychology, the mind consists of three parts:
the Conscious (su c y q ) , the Subconscious (au p cy q n) and the
Unconscious(Acyq).
The Unconscious mind is a storehouse of all the mental
impressions (sM s kwr) or desires (vwSnW) of all our previous
incarnations. These mental impressions or desires mould the
tendency or the propensity of the mind and subsequently,
it is this very tendency that drags us along. This tendency
is also called an impurity(ml). In reference to this impurity,
Gurbani says:

jnm jnm kI iesu mn kau mlu lwgI kwlw hoAw isAwhu ]
The impurity from countless births is attached to this soul
and it has become pitch black.

KMnlI DoqI aujlI n hoveI jy sau Dovix pwhu ]

The oily rag cannot be cleaned by merely washing it,
even if it is washed a hundred times.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 651)

How can we cleanse this impurity from the mind? Guru
Maharaj Ji has answered this in Sri Japji Sahib:

Ehu DopY nwvY kY rMig ]

The soul, defiled with sins, is cleansed with the love of God’s Name.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 4)

But this mind is as filthy as the oily rag (which is used in
the oil mill) and cannot be cleansed easily through alittle
Simran, nor by telling a few beads of a rosary. Furthermore,
the vicious cycle of actions and reactions(krm Aqy pRiq krm)
continues to incessantly increase this impurity of the mind.
20
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The following Divine Order(mhWvwk) indicates this impurity(ml)
- which is the cumulative effect of previous karma.

shsY jIau mlIxu hY ikqu sMjim Doqw jwey ]
Through doubts the soul is rendered filthy.
By what means can it be cleansed?

mMnu Dovhu sbid lwghu hir isau rhhu icqu lwie ]
Wash your mind by attaching it to the Shabad,
and keep your consciousness focused on the Lord.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 919)

The ancient scriptures have divided this impurity into three
categories: Mael(ml - the dust or dross of our sins), Vikshep
(ivkSyp - quarrelsome state of the mind) and Avran (Avrn - the
veil of ignorance). If all these impurities can be removed,
then the mind will emerge in its original form. This is called:

Ab mnu aulit snwqnu hUAw ]

My mind has now been restored to its original purity.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 327)

This transmutation of the mind to its original or primal state
is:

mn qUM joiq srUpu hY Awpxw mUlu pCwxu ]

My soul, thou art the embodiment (image) of Divine Light,
so know thy source.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 441)

According to Gurbani, a person who does not make any
effort to achieve this primal state is a beast.

mUlu n bUJih Awpxw sy psUAw sy For jIau ]3]

They do not understand their own roots; they are beasts.
They are just animals!
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 8)
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The mind is not an ordinary thing. It takes on the state of
whatever it is focused on.

iehu mnu skqI iehu mnu sIau ]

When the mind thinks of power, it becomes power
and when it thinks about God it becomes God.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 342)

jYsw syvY qYso hoie ]4]

They become just like the One they serve.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 223)

What should the mind be focused on? How can it be focused?
This is a mystery and a tussle. One of the biggest weakness
of the mind is that it is unstable and uncontrollable. This
wandering nature has become its innate characteristic.

iehu mnUAw iKnu aUB pieAwlI Brmdw iekqu Gir AwxY rwm ]
One moment, this mind is in the heavens, and the next,
it is in the nether regions;
the Guru brings the wandering mind back to one-pointedness.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 443)

Thus, to discipline the mind and bring it under control, it is
necessary to end its wanderlust nature. Because:

mnu iekqu Gir AwxY sB giq imiq jwxY hir rwmo nwmu rswey ]
When the mind returns to one-pointedness,
one totally understands the value of salvation,
and enjoys the subtle essence of the Lord’s Name.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 442)

Metaphorically we say: By destroying the snake-pit, one does
not kill the snake.

vrmI mwrI swpu n mreI nwmu n suneI forw ]1] rhwau ]
By destroying the snake-hole, the snake dies not.
The deaf person does not hear the Lord’s Name.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 381)
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Similarly, by torturing our body, we do not conquer the mind.
The real need is to conquer the thoughts in the mind which
are always running around and never focused on its center.
If the thoughts were somehow made to focus, the secret of
God’s path would begin to unfold. Without this condition,
the secret will never be revealed. Sri Guru Gobind Singh
Sahib Ji says:

Apno mn kr ijMh Awnw ]
pwrbRhm ko iqnih pCwnw ]

One who seeks with his mind will find the Lord.
(Sri Guru Gobind Singh Sahib Ji)

Numerous people lament that they have been doing
Simran and reciting Paath(reading Gurbani) but have not
accomplished anything. Amongst them, there are many who
say that there is nothing in religion. However, according to
Guru Maharaj Ji, such people have not cared to analyse or
enquire properly, and have not followed the correct path
as a result of which they become disappointed.
Gurmat tells us that the mind is a root power(SkqI) or force(klw)
which needs to be conserved through effort and discipline.

mmw mn isau kwju hY mn swDy isiD hoie ]

The mortal’s business is with his own mind;
one who disciplines his mind attains perfection.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 342)

To have meaningless thoughts or to indulge in wishful and vain
thinking, or to keep the mind immersed in sensual or worldly
desires, is equivalent to wasting this root power(mUl SkqI). A
Gurmukh or Mahapurush is one who has complete control
of this power, force or energy.
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How can we conserve or control this power(SkqI)? Gurmat tells
us that through the meditation of Gurshabad (ismrn AiBAws),
we can control our mind.

pRB kY ismrin inhcl Awsnu ]

By remembering God, one obtains an immovable seat,
i.e. everlasting place in God’s kingdom.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 263)

The root source of this power is not acquired in our deeds
but in our mind. As long as this dissipated or destroyed
power(SkqI) is not conserved, the path is not revealed; Naam
Ras cannot be attained. This is the secret. This is the meaning
of “conquer your own mind, and conquer the world”.

AweI pMQI sgl jmwqI min jIqY jgu jIqu ]

See the brotherhood of all mankind as the highest order of Yogis;

conquer your own mind, and conquer the world.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 6)

This is the true theory of Guru Maharaj Ji and it needs to
be comprehended and adopted. In Gurshabad, there is a
force(klw) or power(SkqI) which can transform the nature
of our mind. Just as an elephant can be controlled with
the help of a goad, our mind can be controlled with the
Gurshabad.

hsqI isir ijau AMksu hY Ahrix ijau isru dyie ]
The elephant offers its head to the reins,
and the anvil offers itself to the hammer;

mnu qnu AwgY rwiK kY aUBI syv kryie ]

just so, we offer our minds and bodies to our Guru and serve Him.

ieau gurmuiK Awpu invwrIAY sBu rwju isRsit kw lyie ]
This is how the Gurmukhs eliminate their self-conceit,
and come to rule the whole world.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 647)
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Gurshabad is the Divine Order(hukm) of the Almighty God
and, when our mind merges with it, its deposition becomes
Divine as well. The path is not revealed merely by reading
scriptures or performing various forms of yoga and other
rituals. Gurbani says:

pwTu piVE Aru bydu bIcwirE invil BuAMgm swDy ]
They read scriptures, and contemplate the Vedas;
they practice the inner cleansing techniques of Yoga
and control of the breath.

pMc jnw isau sMgu n CutikE AiDk AhMbuiD bwDy ]1]

But they cannot escape from the company of the five passions;
they are increasingly bound to egotism.

ipAwry ien ibiD imlxu n jweI mY kIey krm Anykw ]
O Beloved, this is not the way to meet the Lord;
I have performed these rituals so many times.

hwir pirE suAwmI kY duAwrY dIjY buiD ibbykw ] rhwau ]
I have collapsed, exhausted, at the Door of my Lord Master;
I pray that He may grant me a discerning intellect.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 641)

ivxu mnu mwry koie n isJeI vyKhu ko ilv lwie ]

Without conquering his mind, no one can be successful.
See this, and concentrate on it.

ByKDwrI qIrQI Biv Qky nw eyhu mnu mwirAw jwie ]
The wandering holy men are tired of
making pilgrimages to sacred shrines;
they have not been able to conquer their minds.

gurmuiK eyhu mnu jIvqu mrY sic rhY ilv lwie ]
The Gurmukh has conquered his mind,
and he remains lovingly absorbed in the True Lord.

nwnk iesu mn kI mlu ieau auqrY haumY sbid jlwie ]2]
O Nanak, this is how the filth of the mind is removed;
the Word of the Shabad burns away the ego.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 650)
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It is not an easy task to control and discipline the mind .

mnu AswDu swDY jnu koie ]

The mind is uncontrollable;
only some rare individuals manage to subdue it.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 651)

It is uncontrollable and undisciplined but if someone is
able to subdue it, then he merges in the Lord. Gurmukhs
have subdued their mind with the spiritual practise(kmweI) of
Gurshabad.

gurmuiK Awpxw mnu mwirAw sbid ksvtI lwie ]
The Gurmukh has conquered his own mind,
by applying the touchstone of the Shabad.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 87)

A Gurmukh always walks in the Divine Will of Guru Sahib Ji
and as a result, there is always stablity, peace and happiness
within him.

gurmuiK sdw dir sohxy gur kw sbdu kmwih ]

The Gurmukhs always look beautiful in the Court of the Lord;
they practise the Word of the Guru’s Shabad.

AMqir sWiq sdw suKu dir scY soBw pwih ]

There is a lasting peace and happiness deep within them;
at the Court of the True Lord, they receive honour.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 591)

One who does not live in the Divine Will of Guru Sahib Ji is
a manmukh (one who follows the will and fancies of his own
mind). His state of mind is opposite that of a Gurmukh. He
is always agitated, unhappy and lives in mental unrest.
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A Gurmukh does contemplation(AiBAws) of Gurshabad,
daily. Even if his other chores do not get done or run into
problems, he ensures that there is no obstruction in his
spiritual practise (Shabad Abhias - Sbd AiBAws).
As he continuously does his Shabad Abhias (Sbd AiBAws),
slowly demerits(AO g u x ) and corruption/evil(ivkwr ) begin to
lessen from within him. Ego, which is the root of all evils,
begins to lessen.

gurmuiK iehu mnu lieAw svwir ]
haumY ivchu qjY ivkwr ]3]

As Gurmukh, his mind is embellished.
Egotism and corruption are eradicated from within.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 665)

A Gurmukh gets the understanding of Naam within himself.
On this Path, advancement takes place progessively. As a
spiritual practitioner continues to abide by the Divine Orders
of Guru Sahib Ji and discards the intellect of his mind,
accordingly, the mind discards it’s impurity and the Path
continues to unravel.
To eliminate darkness, we switch on the light. Likewise, to
remove the evils of the mind, the method(jugq) is to indulge
the mind in the rememberance of the Lord. Because the
Lord Himself is the Purest of the Pure, He makes that mind,
which meditates on Him, pure too.

pRB kY ismrin mn kI mlu jwie ]
AMimRq nwmu ird mwih smwie ]

In the remembrance of God, the filth of the mind is removed.
The Ambrosial Naam is absorbed into the heart.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 263)
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We have this freedom of choice: Either we use up our mental
strength in pursuit of worldly commodities and tastes OR
use it for the attainment of Naam.
However, there is one difference. Whosoever uses up his
mental strength for pursuit of worldly commodities and
tastes will get unhappiness, anxiety and sorrow. One who
uses his mental strength for the attainment of Naam will
become more powerful and achieve such greatness that
even negative circumstances will not be able to subdue
him. He achieves happiness, peace and bliss.

suKu pRB ismrn kw AMqu n pwr ]

The peace of the meditative remembrance of God
has no end or limitation.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 263)

Shabad to ponder upon:

DnwsrI mhlw 3 ]
mnu mrY Dwqu mir jwie ]
ibnu mn mUey kYsy hir pwie ]

When the mind is conquered, its turbulent wanderings are stopped.
Without conquering the mind, how can the Lord be found?

iehu mnu mrY dwrU jwxY koie ]
mnu sbid mrY bUJY jnu soie ]1]

Rare is the one who knows the medicine to conquer the mind.
The mind is conquered through the Word of the Shabad;
this is known to the Lord’s humble servant.

ijs no bKsy hir dy vifAweI ]
gur prswid vsY min AweI ] rhwau ]

The Lord forgives him, and blesses him with glory.
By Guru’s Grace, the Lord comes to dwell in the mind.
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gurmuiK krxI kwr kmwvY ]
qw iesu mn kI soJI pwvY ]

The Gurmukh does good deeds,
and so, he comes to understand this mind.

mnu mY mqu mYgl imkdwrw ]
guru AMksu mwir jIvwlxhwrw ]2]

The mind is intoxicated, like the elephant with wine.
The Guru places the harness upon it, and rejuvenates it.

mnu AswDu swDY jnu koeI ]
Acru crY qw inrmlu hoeI ]

The mind is undisciplined; only a rare few can discipline it.
If someone eats the uneatable, then he becomes immaculate.

gurmuiK iehu mnu lieAw svwir ]
haumY ivchu qjY ivkwr ]3]

As Gurmukh, his mind is embellished.
Egotism and corruption are eradicated from within.

jo Duir riKAnu myil imlwie ]
kdy n ivCuVih sbid smwie ]

Those whom the Primal Lord keeps united in His union,
shall never be separated from Him;
they are merged in the Word of the Shabad.

AwpxI klw Awpy pRBu jwxY ]
nwnk gurmuiK nwmu pCwxY ]4]6]

Only God Himself knows His own power.
O Nanak, the Gurmukh realises the Naam, the Name of the Lord.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 665)
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WHY SHOULD WE BELIEVE IN RELIGION ?
People of today’s age, especially educated youths, have one
question : Why should we believe in religion? Why must we
embrace the path of God? They want direct, not evasive
answers to their questions.
A man perceives that every action or every path begets
some gain. For example: when a child goes to school or to
college, he gains an education. If he becomes a farmer, he
would procure his livelihood from the harvest. If he works
for someone, he would receive a salary for his work. Since
there is a gain in every path, there must be a gain in this
path (religion) too.
What is that gain? We need to ponder over this.
Gurmat enlightens us, and it has also been the personal
experience of every individual, that this visible world is
imperfect and that by obtaining materialistic things, we do
not attain perfection nor complete satisfaction.
Nevertheless, we do need these materialistic things. However,
this need is of relative importance and is not of absolute
value. That is why, even after the subsequent acquisition of
these materialistic things, both perfection and contentment
still elude us.
In reference to this, Gurmat philosophy says:
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Dnu sMpY mwieAw sMcIAY AMqy duKdweI ]

Amassing of wealth and property eventually becomes distressful.

Gr mMdr mhl svwrIAih ikCu swiQ n jweI ]

Bedecked homes, mansions and palaces; none of them go with you.

hr rMgI qury inq pwlIAih ikqY kwim n AweI ]

Nursing of horses of various colours is of no avail whatsoever.

jn lwvhu icqu hir nwm isau AMiq hoie sKweI ]
O’ man, attach your mind to God’s Name
as in the end it shall be your succour.

jn nwnk nwmu iDAwieAw gurmuiK suKu pweI ] 15 ]

By Guru’s Grace, slave Nanak has remembered the Name
and he is blessed with peace.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 648)

vfy vfy rwjn Aru BUmn qw kI iqRsn n bUJI ]

The craving of even the great kings and landlords is unquenchable.

lpit rhy mwieAw rMg mwqy locn kCU n sUJI ] 1 ]

Intoxicated with the pleasures of wealth, they remain engrossed in it
and their eyes see not else.

ibiKAw mih ikn hI iqRpiq n pweI ]
In sin, none has ever been satiated.

ijau pwvku eIDin nhI DRwpY ibnu hir khw AGweI ] rhwau ]
As the fire is satiated not with any amount of fuel,
so how can mortal be content without The Lord?
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 672)

Everyone knows that worldy commodities are not capable
of giving us full satisfaction. But, the human still does not
adopt a balanced perspective and thus is burning internally
due to one reason or another.

gUJI Bwih jlY sMswrw Bgq n ibAwpY mwieAw ] 4 ]
The world is being consumed by this hidden fire,
but Maya does not cling to the Lord’s devotees.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 673)
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In contrast to materialism, Guru Sahib Ji’s way(mwrg) takes a man
towards perfection and enables him to attain fulfilment. Guru
Maharaj Ji tells us that only the constant remembrance of Akaal
Purukh alone can make a man perfect because HE Himself
is Perfect and through His Aradhana (ArwDnw - remembrance
of God through prayer and meditation), mankind can thus
be liberated from this visible world.
Guru Sahib Ji says:

ijnw swis igrwis n ivsrY sy hir jn pUry shI jwix ]
Those who do not forget the Lord, while breathing or eating
- know them to be the perfect servants of the Lord.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 651)

jo gurmuiK hir AwrwDdy iqn cUkI jm kI jgq kwix ] 22 ]

Those Gurmukhs who worship the Lord in adoration
end their subservience to the Messenger of Death, and to the world.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 651)

Some people complain that for years, they have been
making the effort of walking on the path of religion and
attending Guru Sahib Ji’s Sadh Sangat (a holy congregation
comprising of people who follow the path of the Guru or
live in accordance with Guru Sahib Ji’s philosophy) but still
the way has not been revealed to them. This is true. How
then can we understand the secret of Gurmat Marg? This is
a mystery, a problem.
An investigation shows that those who make the
above‑mentioned complain have certainly been sitting in the
presence of Guru Sahib Ji for many years but their mind has
not been ‘sitting’ in the presence of Guru Sahib Ji. It is always
running elsewhere. Their mind is playing such ‘games’ as
told in the Janamsakhi regarding Lodhi Nawab Daulat Khan.
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His mind was engrossed in purchasing horses in the market
but his body was reading the Namaz. Guru Maharaj Ji says
that such Namaz is not accepted in God’s court.1
Until a seed is sown in the soil, it cannot bear fruit. Similarly,
until the Gurshabad has penetrated the inner recesses of
the mind (or the subconscious mind), the path cannot be
unfolded.

(1) Sri Guru Nanak Dev Sahib Ji said, “There is no Hindu and no
Musalman.” This meant that there was no difference between one
man and another and that both Hindus and Muslims had forgotten
the precepts of their religions. This declaration made Nawab Daulat
Khan and the Qazi very mad.
			 The Nawab then asked Guru Sahib Ji, “If there is no difference
between the Hindus and the Muslims, why don’t you join us in our
Namaz (Muslim prayer)?”
			 Guru Sahib Ji agreed to take part in their prayer in the mosque.
The Qazi led the Namaz. When Namaz was offered, the Qazi and
the Nawab both stood, kneeled and bowed in their prayer but Guru
Sahib Ji remained standing. After the Namaz was over, the Nawab
said,”Why did you not take part in the prayer?”
			 Guru Sahib Ji replied, “I did take part in the prayer but both of
you did not. While the Qazi performed the service, he remembered
that there was a well in his courtyard and his mind was filled with
apprehension lest his newly‑born filly should fall in the well. The Qazi’s
mind was therefore not present in the prayer. Also, while you(the
Nawab) were in prayer, your mind was set on purchasing horses in
Kabul.”
			 Both admitted the truth of Guru Sahib Ji’s statements. If we do
prayers and meditation with a one-pointed mind, Sri Guru Nanak Dev
Sahib Ji will join us.
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Without the seed, there cannot be fruit. Without the
attunement of the mind with God, there cannot be Oneness
with the Eternal Being. The growth and blooming is what is
within our mind, the rest is all a waste of time.

jo jIie hoie su augvY muh kw kihAw vwau ]
Whatever is in the mind, that comes forth,
mere words from the mouth are of no use.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 474)

To receive the Grace of Guru Sahib Ji, one condition has
to be fulfilled: the mind should remain in His presence.

gur sBw eyv n pweIAY nw nyVY nw dUir ]
nwnk siqguru qW imlY jw mnu rhY hdUir ] 2 ]
The Society of the Guru is not obtained like this,
by trying to be near or far away.
O Nanak, you shall meet the True Guru,
if your mind remains in His Presence.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 84)

nwnk kwmix sw ipr BwvY sbdy rhY hdUry ] 2 ]

O Nanak, that soul bride is pleasing to her Husband Lord, who,
through the Shabad, remains in His Presence
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 568)

Going to the Gurdwara Sahib, singing and listening to the
Shabad Kirtan (singing of Guru’s hymns compiled in Sri Guru
Granth Sahib Ji in praise of the Lord) and regularly performing
meditation(ismrn AiBAws); these are done for the sole purpose
of keeping the mind focused(hwzr) in the presence of the
Lord, away from worldly and materialistic thoughts.
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Nowadays, some people adopt a new ritual zealously. They
believe that by spending some money on an Akhand Path(a
continuous recitation of Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji) and by
offering an expensive Rumala (cloth covering Sri Guru Granth
Sahib Ji), one’s attendance is marked in Guru Sahib Ji’s Court.
But this is a misconception. Such people are under delusion.
Guru Maharaj Ji wants our true love and not our material
offerings.

lyKw ilKIAY mn kY Bwie ]
nwnk BIjY swcY nwie ] 2 ]

The amount of hearty love alone is written there.
O Nanak, if one utters the True Name,
the Lord would be supremely pleased.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 1237)

goivMd Bwau Bgq dw BuKw ]

The Lord needs loving devotion and nothing else.
(Bhai Gurdas Ji - Vaar 10)

How do we discern the signs of a focused mind? How do we
know that it is progressing towards the path of the Supreme
Power?
Guru Maharaj Ji apprises us that when the mind becomes
pure, our desire for worldly things begins to recede and
inner stability and contentment emerge; our life becomes
sublime, peaceful and filled with graceful bliss.

siqguir syivAY suKu pwieAw scY sbid vIcwir ]
Serving the True Guru, peace is obtained,
contemplating the True Word of the Shabad.
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AMdrhu iqRsnw BuK geI scY nwie ipAwir ]

Hunger and thirst have departed from within me;
I am in love with the True Name.

nwnk nwim rqy shjy rjy ijnw hir riKAw auir Dwir ]1]
O Nanak, those who are imbued with the Naam,
who keep the Lord clasped tightly to their hearts,
are automatically satisfied.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 647)

Where is the abode of the Lord who gives such satisfaction
and peace? Gurbani says :

Git Git riv rihAw bnvwrI ]

In each and every heart, the Lord is permeating and pervading.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 597)

Naam Ras is INSIDE us but it is unreachable because our
mind is engrossed in other worldly pleasures. Until we do
not uproot the hunger for worldly pleasures from within our
self, how can we hope to attain Naam Ras(Sublime Pleasure
of the Lord’s Name) or the Spiritual Vision(drSn) of God?
Guru Sahib Ji questions us:

rsu suienw rsu rupw kwmix
rsu prml kI vwsu ]

The pleasures of gold and silver, the pleasures of women,
the pleasure of the fragrance of sandalwood,

rsu GoVy rsu syjw mMdr
rsu mITw rsu mwsu ]

The pleasure of horses, the pleasure of a soft bed in a palace,
the pleasure of sweet treats and the pleasure of meat:

eyqy rs srIr ky
kY Git nwm invwsu ] 2 ]

- these pleasures of the human body are so numerous;
how can God’s Name find its dwelling in the heart?
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 15)
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When a person’s mind, repeatedly and continuously,
concentrates one-pointedly on a single object, then
ultimately, that person will become completely attuned to
that point or object. This is affirmed by both psychological
and religious philosophy.

jYsw syvY qYso hoie ] 4 ]

They become just like the One they serve.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 223)

We become a form of that personality whom we serve. That is
why, Gurmat has repeatedly emphasized upon remembrance
of God(pRBU ismrn). As our inner self becomes incessantly
engrossed in the remembrance of God, gradual progress
on the spiritual plane is ensured and day by day, we begin
to be endowed with Godly attributes.
What is the ultimate state of a person with Godly attributes?
Gurbani describes that state as follows:

nw Ehu mrqw nw hm firAw ]
nw Ehu ibnsY nw hm kiVAw ]

HE (God) dies not, nor do I fear death.
HE perishes not, nor do I grieve.

nw Ehu inrDnu nw hm BUKy ]
nw Esu dUKu n hm kau dUKy ]1]

HE is not poor, nor will I be hungry.
Neither HE is in pain, nor do I suffer.

Avru n koaU mwrnvwrw ]
jIAau hmwrw jIau dynhwrw ] 1 ]

There is no other Destroyer but God.
My very life is God, the Giver of life.
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nw ausu bMDn nw hm bwDy ]
nw ausu DMDw nw hm DwDy ]

He has no entanglements, nor am I in any.
Neither has HE any worldly occupation;
nor do I have any engagements.

nw ausu mYlu n hm kau mYlw ]
Esu Anµdu q hm sd kylw ]2]

Neither has HE impurities; nor have I.
HE is in ecstacy; then I am ever happy.

nw ausu socu n hm kau socw ]
nw ausu lypu n hm kau pocw ]

He has no anxiety; nor do I have any.
HE has no defilement; nor have I pollution.

nw ausu BUK n hm kau iqRsnw]
jw auhu inrmlu qW hm jcnw]3]

HE feels no hunger; nor do I have any.
When HE is immaculate, then I do match.

hm ikCu nwhI eykY EhI ]
AwgY pwCY eyko soeI ]

I am nothing; HE alone is All-in. In the past and in the future HE alone.

nwnk guir Koey BRm BMgw ]
hm Eie imil hoey iek rMgw ]4]32]83]

Nanak, the Guru has dispelled all my doubts.
HE and I, uniting, together we assume identical.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 391)

God’s creation and God’s gifts are seen and enjoyed by us.
This is fine. If the gifts by themselves are so beautiful and
enjoyable, then how much more beautiful and endearing
must be their Invisible Creator? Consequently, Gurmat tells
us that there is no sin in enjoying God’s gifts but our self
or our attachment of the mind must be with the Creator.
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A painting may be very beautiful but it cannot be a substitute
for the artist. Similarly, God’s creations may be very beautiful
but cannot be equated with the Almighty Himself. Saint Kabir
Ji has said:

ccw ricq icqR hY BwrI ]
qij icqRY cyqhu icqkwrI ]

The Master has painted the great picture of the world.
Leave the painting and remember the Painter.

icqR bicqR iehY AvJyrw ]
qij icqRY icqu rwiK icqyrw ] 12 ]

This wondrous painting is now a bone of contention.
Dismiss the picture and keep thy mind on the Painter.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 340)

However, there is one other thing; a person with the right
vision(suc`jI Aqy suGV idRStI) sees the Creator within His Creation.
Just as we remember the artist when we see his painting,
similarly we should remember the indescribable beauty of
the Almighty when we see His creation. This phenomena is
called ‘Simran through concentration of the mind(iDAwn)’ i.e.
remembranceof the Formless One by meditating upon the
Form.
Remembrance(Xwd) is gradually converted into a state of
“no‑thought” i.e. total merger(ilv). Here, the disciple is
detached from all worldly directions and is merged with
the Immortal Being. His super-thought(surq) is detached
from the visible world and is totally merged(ilv lIx) in the
Invisible Power. According to Gurmat philosophy, this is the
ultimate state of Naam Simran.
To attain this state, our mind and our senses have to be
focused in the right direction and kept under discipline.
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Gurbani refers to this in the following ways:

AMqir guru AwrwDxw ijhvw jip gur nwau ]

Within thy mind, contemplate thou on the Guru,
and with thy tongue utter the Guru’s Name.

nyqRI siqguru pyKxw sRvxI sunxw gur nwau ]
With thine eyes, behold the True Guru,
and with thine ears hear the Guru’s Name.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 517)

Upon attaining this state of mind, both God’s gifts and God
Himself can be realized.

hliq pliq muK aUjly
swcy ky gux swir ]

In this world and in the world hereafter, radiant are the faces of those
who cherish and enshrine the Glories of the True Lord.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 46)

This is the supreme gain in adopting the path of God or
in adopting the path of Dharam or Spiritualism. Thus, it is
important that we take on the path of the Lord.
Attaining this state of mind can be compared to the dyeing
of a piece of cloth. To dye a piece of cloth, it is necessary
to dip it into a vessel containing the dye. Likewise, before
we can commence to dye ourselves in the Crimson Dye of
Naam, it is necessary to surrender both our thought and our
action to Satguru Ji and the Gurshabad - the Divine pot of
dye.
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There are numerous obstacles in this path; the biggest
obstacle being our own mind. The mind is constituent of
both positive and negative thoughts(sMklp Aqy ivklp) and is
collectively the reservoir of the actions(sMskwr) which our soul
carries along with it through all its rendered incarnations.
Our karmas rendered throughout our past lives leave their
impact in the form of tendencies of positive and negative
thoughts(sMklp Aqy ivklp), which dominate the mind. The
struggle with these tendencies is essential for one who
wishes to adopt the spiritual path.
Simran is the double-edged sword whose strength enables
us to struggle with these evil or anti-forces. As this struggle
ensues, Divine Force emerges from this very mind, which
attracts the mind to its original Creator or to its source
or origin. As this Divine Force becomes powerful, the evil
forces dissipate. The worldly mind thus gradually gets
converted into a spiritual mind. A person whose mind has
thus converted and become pure is called a Gurmukh.
The ascent on this path comes in stages. It is like climbing
a stairway, one step at a time, to reach the top.

eyqu rwih piq pvVIAw cVIAY hoie iekIs ]

Along this path to our Husband Lord, we climb the steps of the ladder,
and come to merge with Him.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 7)

After ascending the first step, we get the strength to climb
on to the next. In the same way, steadfastness in Simran
practice(AiBAws) at the initial stage renders us capable of
proceeding to the next stage, and progress is made.
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Those who talk of self-realisation or of God Enlightment
without actually working on it themselves are like the primary
students claiming to be post-graduates. Instead of making
progress, such people are ultimately lost amidst self-deceiving
thoughts. It is extremely important to be careful not to fall
into this trap.
By not falling into this trap, obstacles to spiritual progress get
reduced. When obstacles get cleared, there is real progress
on the true path. As a result, secrets of the Divine are
revealed and there is an increase in inner peace, satisfaction,
steadfastness and abundance.

Shabad to ponder upon:

soriT mhlw 1 ]
qU pRB dwqw dwin miq pUrw hm Qwry ByKwrI jIau ]

You, God, are the Giver of gifts, the Lord of perfect understanding;
I am a mere beggar at Your Door.

mY ikAw mwgau ikCu iQru n rhweI hir dIjY nwmu ipAwrI jIau]1]
What should I beg for? Nothing remains permanent;
O Lord, please, bless me with Your Beloved Name.

Git Git riv rihAw bnvwrI ]

In each and every heart,
the Lord of the forest, is permeating and pervading.

jil Qil mhIAil gupqo vrqY
gur sbdI dyiK inhwrI jIau ] rhwau ]

In the water, on the land, and in the sky, He is pervading but hidden;
through the Word of the Guru’s Shabad, He is revealed.
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mrq pieAwl Akwsu idKwieE guir siqguir ikrpw DwrI jIau ]
In this world, in the nether regions of the underworld
and in the Akaashic Ethers,
the Guru, the True Guru, has shown me the Lord;
He has showered me with His Mercy.

so bRhmu AjonI hY BI honI Gt BIqir dyKu murwrI jIau ]2]
He is the unborn Lord God; He is, and shall ever be.
Deep within your heart, behold Him, the Destroyer of ego.

jnm mrn kau iehu jgu bpuVo iein dUjY Bgiq ivswrI jIau ]

This wretched world is caught in birth and death; in the love of duality,
it has forgotten devotional worship of the Lord.

siqguru imlY q gurmiq pweIAY swkq bwjI hwrI jIau ]3]
Meeting the True Guru, the Guru’s Teachings are obtained;
the faithless cynic loses the game of life.

siqgur bMDn qoiV inrwry bhuiV n grB mJwrI jIau ]

Breaking my bonds, the True Guru has set me free,
and I shall not be cast into the womb of reincarnation again.

nwnk igAwn rqnu prgwisAw hir min visAw inrMkwrI jIau
]4]8]
O Nanak, the jewel of spiritual wisdom shines forth,
and the Lord, the Formless Lord, dwells within my mind.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 597)
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THOSE WHO ARE IMBUED WITH NAAM
Studies on human life and findings of religious books indicate
that four kinds of people get encouraged to walk on the
path of God. They are :
1. People with problems (duKI)
2. Seekers (jigAwsU)
3. The needy (loVvMd)
4. Those who are filled with love(AwSk/pRymI)
Whatever the reason a person has for turning towards God,
the attitude of the mind that he has to take to be successful
is that of a beggar. As long as one does not become a
beggar at God’s door, he does not get what he wants.

qU pRB dwqw dwin miq pUrw
hm Qwry ByKwrI jIau ]

You, God, are the Giver of gifts, the Lord of perfect understanding;
I am a mere beggar at Your Door.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 597)

jwcku mMgY dwnu dyih ipAwirAw ]

The beggar begs for charity: give to me, O my Beloved!

dyvxhwru dwqwru mY inq icqwirAw ]

O Great Giver, O Giving Lord,
my consciousness is continually centered on You.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 320)

This is the attitude of the mind which Gurmat emphasises
upon. Only a contemplative mind is capable of becoming
a beggar.
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Without contemplation (vIcwr) , there is no progress on
the spiritual path. Reading and listening is fruitful if
contemplation(vIcwr) on the meanings is carried out at the
same time.
Gurmat encourages us to become beggars(jwck) at Guru
Sahib Ji’s door. That is why Ardaas(Ardws) is given importance
by Guru Sahib Ji. Ardaas means: to make an appeal in a
one‑pointed state of mind and in (mental) close proximity
to Guru Sahib Ji.
Ardaas is to be done in ALL situations. It helps us solve
problems and overcome difficulties of all nature; worldly as
well as spiritual.

myry mn Bju rwm nwmu siB ArQw ]
O my mind, vibrate the Lord’s Name
and all your affairs shall be resolved.

guir pUrY hir nwmu idRVwieAw
ibnu nwvY jIvnu ibrQw ] rhwau ]

The Perfect Guru has implanted the Lord’s Name within me;
without the Name, life is useless.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 696)

hir jn ismrhu ihrdY rwm ]

O humble servants of the Lord,
remember the Lord in meditation within your heart.

hir jn kau Apdw inkit n AwvY
pUrn dws ky kwm ]1]rhwau]

Misfortune does not even approach the Lord’s humble servant;
the works of His slave are perfectly fulfilled.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 702)
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For Ardaas to be fruitful, it should be done as a humble
servant (jn, syvk).

ibrQI kdy n hoveI jn kI Ardwis ]

The prayer of the Lord’s humble servant is never offered in vain.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 819)

To be a humble servant means to acknowledge Guru Akaal
Purukh as one’s suppport and seek His shelter and refuge.
If a person’s mind and heart do not seek His shelter and
refuge by becoming a humble servant, then that person’s
ardaas is like that of a person who puts his feet into two
boats and tries to cross the river. Just as it is impossible to
cross a river by putting one’s feet in more than one boat,
it is also the same for a person who does not have faith in
the ONE Akaal Purukh.

syvk kI Ardwis ipAwry ]
jip jIvw pRB crx qumwry ]1] rhwau ]
Your servant offers this prayer, O Beloved:
I live by meditating on Your Feet, God.

dieAwl purK myry pRB dwqy ]
ijsih jnwvhu iqnih qum jwqy ]2]

O my Merciful God, O Great Giver,
He alone knows You, whom You so bless.

sdw sdw jweI bilhwrI ]
ieq auq dyKau Et qumwrI ]3]

Forever and ever, I am a sacrifice to You.
Here and hereafter, I seek Your Protection.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 562)

One who comes closer to Gurbani, comes closer to Guru
Akaal Purukh because Gurbani is the voice and Hukum of
Guru Akaal Purukh.
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Agm Agocru scu swihbu myrw ]

You are inaccessible and unfathomable, O my True Lord and Master.

nwnku bolY bolwieAw qyrw ]4]23]29]

Nanak speaks as You inspire him to speak.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 743)

kihE pRBU su BwiK hoN ] iksU n kwn rwiK hoN ]
I say only that which the Lord hath said,
I do not yield to anyone else.
(Sri Guru Gobind Singh Sahib Ji - Bachitar Natak)

Bani is the form (srUp) of Guru Sahib Ji. Through the Shabad,
it unites us with Guru Akaal Purukh. Thus, one who unites
with Gurbani, unites with Guru Sahib Ji and God(inMrkwr).

bwxI gurU gurU hY bwxI ivic bwxI AMimRqu swry ]

The Word, the Bani is Guru, and Guru is the Bani.
Within the Bani, the Ambrosial Nectar is contained.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 982)

qU byAMqu ko ivrlw jwxY ] gur pRswid ko sbid pCwxY ]1]
You are infinite - only a few know this.
By Guru Sahib Ji’s Grace,
some come to understand You through the Shabad.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 562)

nwnk Git Git eyko vrqdw sbid kry prgws ]58]
O Nanak, the One Lord is pervading and permeating
in each and every heart;
the Word of the Shabad brings illumination.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 1420)

sbdu bIcwir Bey inrMkwrI ]

Contemplating the Shabad, we become Nirankaari we come to belong to the Formless Lord God.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 904)
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From the time a person first becomes physically conscious,
he is troubled by an enemy called fear, danger. In some form
or the other, this fear is always troubling him. Sometimes it
is mental fear, sometimes physical danger, sometimes workrelated fear. This fear keeps obstructing his path and does
not allow his progress.
How can one overcome these fears? Gurmat tells us that
there is ONLY one way - merge with that Force, that Spirit.
Develop love and meditational focus on that which is Itself
Fearless.

BgvMq Bgq kau Bau ikCu nwhI
Awdru dyvq jwm ]1]

The Lord’s devotee is very fortunate; he has absolutely no fear.
Even the Messenger of Death pays homage to him.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 702)

Gurbani is the Divine Order (hukm) of the Fearless Nirankar.
Whoever attaches himself to Gurbani also becomes
fearless ‑ provided he immerses himself and merges with
the aims and directives of Gurbani.
What is the aim of Gurbani? Gurbani seeks to grant God’s
meditation(pRBU BgqI) to the human and to dye him in God’s
colour so that he can attain salvation.

gur kI miq qUM lyih ieAwny ]

Take the Guru’s advice, you ignorant fool;

Bgiq ibnw bhu fUby isAwny ]

without devotion, even the clever have drowned.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 288)
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Bhagti Marg is also called Bhagti Yog. But Gurmat does not
refer to Yog as those methods or ways used in ancient times.
The Yog Marg of ancient times was ant-like. Progress was
very slow and strong emphasis was laid on doing difficult
rituals(hT krm) and obtaining occult powers(ir`DI is`DI).
However, Bhagti Marg is a spiritual path in which progress
is like a bird taking a flight (as compared to the ant-like
progress in the ancient Yog Marg). In Bhagti Marg, progress
is easy and fast. Here, emphasis is not on obtaining occult
powers but on meeting God. Meeting God is akin to a fruit
which is on a faraway tree and the only way to obtain it is
to fly there (through bhagti).
Bhagti Marg is a path that leads one on an internal search.
Only one who searches within himself will find this secret.

AMdru KojY qqu lhY pwey moK duAwru ]

He searches within himself, and finds the true essence;
he finds the Door of Salvation.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 650)

Those who have unlocked this internal lock have made it in
this path.1
The meditational practise(AiBAws) of going within oneself has
to be done EVERYDAY. As one progresses in this meditational
1 		
		
		
			

iqn pwieAw Byd klMdr dw [
ijn KoilHAw rwh Awpxy AMdr dw [
That person learns the secret of God,
who looks and finds the way within himself.
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practise(AiBAws), one’s worries and difficulties get reduced.

bMdy Koju idl hr roj nw iPru pryswnI mwih ]

O human being, search your own heart every day,
and worries will not trouble you.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 727)

When a person embarks on the journey to search internally,
he realises that he is an obstruction to his own self. The
name of this obstruction is ego (haumY).

haumY myrw vf rogu hY ivchu Twik rhwie ]21]
Egotism and self-conceit are terrible diseases;
tranquility and stillness come from within.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 756)

This ego comes before a person in many forms. There are
various forms of ego - to have superiority complex, to consider
oneself learned, rich, of noble birth, honourable etc.
In Bhagti Marg, the mind rises above such egoistic thoughts
and becomes pure and different. An egoistic mindset is like
the peak of a mountain - rain falls there but does not remain
there. Such a mindset can also be likened to an inverted
container upon which rain pours but it remains empty.
Like rain, the Grace of Akaal Purukh is upon everyone.

sBnw aupir ndir pRB qyrI ]

Above all is Your Glance of Grace, O God.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 119)

However, those with an egoistic mindset like the mountain
peak and the inverted container, are not able to receive
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these blessings.
Bhagti Marg emphasises that one’s mind should always remain
in a receptive mode. Always stay humble so that the doors
of the mind remain open to receive blessings. This is the
reason why there is a lot of emphasis on sweetness and
humility in Gurmat.

imTqu nIvI nwnkw gux cMigAweIAw qqu ]
Sweetness and humility, O Nanak,
are the essence of virtue and goodness.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 470)

When one is overpowered by ego or when the signs and
symptoms of ego begin to show, one should do ardaas, do
Satsang.

Awpu gvwie syvw kry qw ikCu pwey mwnu ]

But if he eliminates his self-conceit and then performs service,
he shall be honoured.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 474)

The singing of hymns and prayers is fruitful for the person
who lets go of his ego and becomes a humble servant.
This is called correcting(cleansing) oneself. Just as putting
a seed in uncultivated soil will not bear fruit, in the same
way, an uncorrected mind will not get the full benefits of
meditation(Bjn bMdgI). Shabad is the main tool/method of
correcting the mind.

ibnu sbdY suDu n hoveI
jy Anyk krY sIgwr ]

Without the Word of the Shabad, purity is not obtained,
even though the soul-bride may
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adorn herself with all sorts of decorations.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 651)

Satsangat is extremely useful in the correction(cleansing)
of the mind. One cannot progress fully by doing
meditation(Bjn bM d gI) individually. In Satsang, there is a
miraculous unseen force/power that aids in one’s spiritual
progress.

AMimRqu nwmu inDwnu hY imil pIvhu BweI ]

The treasure of the Naam, the Name of the Lord, is Ambrosial Nectar;
meet together and drink it in, O Siblings of Destiny.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 318)

True benefit is obtained if the gathering(siqsMg) is of likeminded
people, though they may be few in number. Fakirs call this
char yari (small group of like-minded people).
The old teachings advocate that if you want to do meditation,
you have to leave your family and home and go into the
caves in mountains to live. They called this solitary living(iekWq
vws). But Gurmat says that there is no need to go into caves.
Instead, the need is to silence the mind; to free it from all
bad thoughts and concentrate within itself.

so iekWqI ijsu irdw Qwie ]

He alone is a hermit, whose heart is steady and stable.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 1180)

If this concentration is not achieved within and while living
physically in solitude, a person is still gripped in the five
vices(anger, lust, greed, emotional attachment, ego), then it
is meaningless to have solitary living. It is all falsehood.

dysu Coif prdysih DwieAw ]
pMc cMfwl nwly lY AwieAw ]4]

Leaving your own country, you wander in foreign lands.
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But you bring along the five vices
(anger, lust, greed, emotional attachment,ego).
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 13848)

Gurmat teaches us to adopt a state of mind that while living
in the normal world (of work and family), our outlook changes
such that we see the One God in all.

sB mih vsY pRBu eyko soie ]
gurmqI Git prgtu hoie ]

He is the One God, abiding within all.
Through Guru Ji’s teachings, He is revealed in the heart.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 663)

A person in such a mental state views none as good and
none as bad. We see evil in others as long as there is evil in
us. If there is no evil within a person, then he sees everyone
as friends.

mn Apuny qy burw imtwnw ]
pyKY sgl isRsit swjnw ]

One who eradicates evil from within his own mind,
looks upon all the world as his friend.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 266)

To overcome and get rid of the evil within the mind, ancient
philosophy was to do Pranayam. Yam means ‘to bind’.
Pranayam means to control or bind the breath (pRwn) so as
to control the mind. But Bhagti Marg instructs us to listen
to the teachings of Guru Sahib Ji with full faith and onepointedness.

AMDy eyk n lwgeI ijau bWsu bjweIAY PUk ]158]
The blind do not take in any of His Teachings;
it is as useless as blowing into bamboo.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 1372)
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In fact, we have to listen or read the Orders(bcn) of Guru
Sahib Ji with such alertness and one-pointedness that these
Orders get instilled and engraved within us.
A wise farmer does not allow water to go out of the
boundaries of his fields and ensures that the boundary walls
of the fields are strong. In the same way, one who walks
on this spiritual path has to instill the Orders(bcn) of Guru
Sahib Ji within his mind. One who does not do this, does
not keep the boundary walls of his mind strong. Thus, he
will not be able to sustain progress in this spiritual path for
long.
Guru Sahib Ji takes care of those who follow His Orders and
dyes them in the true colour. The main aim of Bhagti Marg
is to remain dyed in the colours of the Lord, to remain in
the care of Guru Sahib Ji and to belong to Guru Sahib Ji.
This is the path to peace and happiness.

jau suK kau cwhY sdw srin rwm kI lyh ]

If you yearn for eternal peace, then seek the Sanctuary of the Lord.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 1427)

Guru Sahib Ji strongly enforces this fact:

nwnk khq pukwir kY ghu pRB srnweI ]3]3]

Nanak proclaims:
hold tight to the Protection and the Sanctuary of God.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 727)

How can one upon whom Guru Akaal Purukh places His Hand
suffer from unhappiness, fear or danger? Lets surrender our
thoughts to Guru Sahib Ji, and join in Shabad through kirtan.
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Lets join Guru Sahib Ji:

sUhI mhlw 5 ]
ijs ky isr aUpir qUM suAwmI so duKu kYsw pwvY ]

When You stand over our heads, O Lord and Master,
how can we suffer in pain?

boil n jwxY mwieAw mid mwqw mrxw cIiq n AwvY ]1]
The mortal being does not know how to chant Your Name
- he is intoxicated with the wine of Maya
and the thought of death does not even enter his mind.

myry rwm rwie qUM sMqw kw sMq qyry ]

O my Sovereign Lord,
You belong to the Saints, and the Saints belong to You.

qyry syvk kau Bau ikCu nwhI jmu nhI AwvY nyry ]1] rhwau ]
Your servant is not afraid of anything;
the Messenger of Death cannot even approach him.

jo qyrY rMig rwqy suAwmI iqn@ kw jnm mrx duKu nwsw ]

Those who are attuned to Your Love, O my Lord and Master,
are released from the pains of birth and death.

qyrI bKs n mytY koeI siqgur kw idlwsw ]2]
No one can erase Your Blessings;
the True Guru has given me this assurance.

nwmu iDAwiein suK Pl pwiein AwT phr AwrwDih ]

Those who meditate on the Naam, the Name of the Lord, obtain the
fruits of peace. Twenty-four hours a day, they worship and adore You.

qyrI srix qyrY BrvwsY pMc dust lY swDih ]3]

In Your Sanctuary, with Your Support, they subdue the five villains.

igAwnu iDAwnu ikCu krmu n jwxw swr n jwxw qyrI ]

I know nothing about wisdom, meditation and good deeds;
I know nothing about Your excellence.

sB qy vfw siqguru nwnku ijin kl rwKI myrI ]4]10]57]
Guru Nanak is the greatest of all;
He saved my honour in this Dark Age of Kali Yuga.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 749)
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WHERE IS GURU SAHIB JI?
Where is Guru Sahib Ji? Where does He reside? Every Gursikh
makes this enquiry within himself.
Recently I met a well-educated retired Judge. He claimed
that Sri Guru Gobind Singh Sahib Ji resides at Hemkunt
Sahib. Such convictions are also voiced by some Gursikhs.
We wish them well in their convictions but we have to enquire
whether such convictions are in line with Gurmat.
Where is Guru Sahib Ji? Before finding an answer to this
question, we have to contemplate as to who do we call a
Guru? According to Gurmat, Guru is Spiritual Light(joq). A
Guru does not take birth. He manifests(pRgt) so as to give
illumination. Sri Guru Gobind Singh Sahib Ji says:

qhI pRkws hmwrw BXo ]

I illuminated there (Patna Sahib)
(Sri Guru Gobind Singh Sahib Ji - Bachitar Natak)

The body in which the Spiritual Light(joq) of Guru Sahib
Ji manifests and gives illumination deserves honour and
respect. However, the body is NOT the Guru. Wherever
Guru Sahib Ji went in His bodily form, He ultimately left
that place. Guru Sahib Ji left Hemkunt and manifested in
the body of Sri Guru Gobind Singh Sahib Ji. Guru Sahib Ji
writes about this in the Sri Dasam Granth Ji. Hemkunt Sahib
was the place of Sri Guru Gobind Singh Sahib Ji’s meditation
in His previous body. In His own words:
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Ab mY ApnI kQw bKwno ]
qp swDq ijh ibiD muih Awno ]

Now I relate my own story as to how I was brought here,
while I was absorbed in deep meditation.

hym kMut prbq hY jhW ]
spq isMRg soiBq hY qhW ] 1]

The site was the mountain named Hemkunt,
with seven peaks that look very impressive.

spq isMRg iqh nwmu khwvw ]
pMfu rwj jh jogu kmwvw ]

That mountain is called Sapt Shring (seven-peaked mountain),
where the Pandavas practised Yoga.

qh hm AiDk qp`isAw swDI ]
mhwkwl kwilkw ArwDI ]2]

There I was absorbed in deep meditation on the Primal Power, the
Supreme KAL.
(Sri Guru Gobind Singh Sahib Ji - Bachitar Natak)

Guru Sahib Ji’s Spiritual Light(joq) takes on a bodily form and
manifests as a ‘model being’ from which people can take
inspiration to rise high and reach the spiritual peak.
At the present time, Guru Sahib Ji has left His physical human
body and He resides in His Divine Orders in the form of
Gurbani.

bwxI gurU gurU hY bwxI ivic bwxI AMimRqu swry ]

The Word, the Bani is Guru, and Guru is the Bani.
Within the Bani, the Ambrosial Nectar is contained.

guru bwxI khY syvku jnu mwnY prqiK gurU insqwry ]5]
If His humble servant believes
and acts according to the Words of GuruJi’s Bani,
then the Guru, in person, emancipates him.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 749)
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The all-pervading Spirit and Light(joiq) of Guru Maharaj Ji
is in Bani. That’s why, when a Sikh joins himself to Bani and
contemplates(ArwDnw), there Guru Sahib Ji manifests Himself.
In this way, the Guru resides in the contemplation of a Sikh.
What is Gurbani? It is not just plain poetry. Gurbani is the
Divine Voice and Divine Order(hukm) of Akaal Purukh. This
Divine Order(hukm) is mentioned in Sri Japji Sahib.
Bani means the Divine Tune(DunI), Divine Voice. We are unable
to hear this Divine Tune or Divine Voice because our mind
is in chaos. When our mental state rises above the chaos of
the positive and negative thoughts(sMklp ivklp), only then
can this Divine Tune be heard and the Divine Order becomes
audible.
Sri Guru Gobind Singh Sahib Ji says that He heard the Divine
Order of Akaal Purukh because His mental state rose above
the worldly thoughts and were focused so strongly on Akaal
Purukh that not even a shadow of worldly thoughts remained.

ieh ibiD krq qpisAw BXo ]
dÍY rUp qy iek rUp hÍY gXo ] ....

In this way, my meditation reached its zenith
and I became One with the Omnipotent Lord.

icq n BXo hmro Awvn kh ]
cuBI rhI sruiq pRBu crnn mh ]

I had no desire to come,
because I was totally absorbed in devotion for the Holy feet of the
Lord.
(Sri Guru Gobind Singh Sahib Ji - Bachitar Natak)

This is it. This is the secret. The more a person becomes
one-pointed and rises above the positive and negative
thoughts(sMklp ivklp), he becomes that much nearer to that
Divine Voice.
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This Divine Voice or Dhuni(DunI) is compiled in Sri Guru Granth
Sahib Ji in the form of Bani. The first name was Pothi Sahib
Ji and the second name is Aad Granth Ji. After getting
Gurgaddi, the name became Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji. This
is the embodiment of Guru Sahib Ji in the present time.
That’s why, it is important to say ‘Dhan Sri Guru Granth
Sahib Ji’ five times as the first action/thought of the day
upon waking up every morning.
Isn’t it sad that on one hand we believe this Bani of the Lord
as our Guru and on the other hand, this very same Bani is
being sold in shops? It is necessary for some arrangements
to be made such that Guru Sahib Ji’s Saroop is not sold
and displayed like common products in a shop. Divinity and
business - how do they go together?
It is so sad that nowadays, even Akhand Paaths have become
businesslike. There are $500 Akhand Paaths, $100 Akhand
Paaths. Can a price be put on Bani? Bani is priceless! Bani
is the illumination(pRkwS) of this world.

gurbwxI iesu jg mih cwnxu krim vsY min Awey ]1]
Gurbani is the Light to illuminate this world; by His Grace,
it comes to abide within the mind.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 67)

This Bani has come from the land of Akaal Purukh. Guru
Maharaj Ji says that this Bani is the Voice of His Lord and
Master. Whoever joins to this Bani, joins to the Lord and
merges in the Truth.

vwhu vwhu pUry gur kI bwxI ]
pUry gur qy aupjI swic smwxI ]1] rhwau ]

Waaho! Waaho! Blessed is the Word of the Perfect Guru’s Bani.
It wells up and springs forth from the Perfect Guru
and merges into Truth.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 754)
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A human is generally in pain and unhappiness. Betrayal and
fraud are at every corner, ready to trap him. He is pressured by
speculation, imagination, conflicts, fear, worries, evil desires,
etc. The purpose of Gurbani is to uplift the human being
and bring him to that spiritual stage where these different
forms of pain and unhappiness are unable to affect him.

soriT mhlw 9 ]
jo nru duK mY duKu nhI mwnY ]

That man, who in the midst of pain, does not feel pain,

suK snyhu Aru BY nhI jw kY kMcn mwtI mwnY ]1] rhwau ]
who is not affected by pleasure,affection or fear
and looks alike upon gold&dust;

nh inMidAw nh ausqiq jw kY loBu mohu AiBmwnw ]
Who is not swayed by slander or praise,
nor affected by greed, attachment or pride;

hrK sog qy rhY inAwrau nwih mwn Apmwnw ]1]

who remains unaffected by joy and sorrow, honour and dishonour;

Awsw mnsw sgl iqAwgY jg qy rhY inrwsw ]
who renounces all hopes and desires
and remains desireless in the world;

kwmu k®oDu ijh prsY nwhin iqh Git bRhmu invwsw ]2]
who is not touched by sexual desire or anger
- within his heart, God dwells.

gur ikrpw ijh nr kau kInI iqh ieh jugiq pCwnI ]
That man, blessed by Guru’s Grace, understands this way.

nwnk lIn BieE goibMd isau ijau pwnI sMig pwnI ]3]11]
O Nanak, he merges with the Lord - like water with water.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 633)

In the shabad above, we get the Darshan of Sri Guru Teg
Bahadur Sahib Ji. Here, Guru Sahib Ji is describing that
spiritual sphere of perfection - where Gurbani can take the
human being to.
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Gurmat teaches us not to be affected by pain and unhappiness,
as is evident in the following:

jo nru duK mY duKu nhI mwnY ]

That man, who in the midst of pain, does not feel pain,
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 633)

Darkness cannot stay where there is light. In the same way,
pain and unhappiness cannot affect one whose mental
thoughts(ibrqI) are deeply focused on the Divine Feet of
Akaal Purukh. Gurmat tells us the way(jugiq) to channel our
mental focus on the Divine Feet of Akaal Purukh. What is
needed is for us to become the Sikh of the Guru.
Question: Who is a Sikh?When does a Sikh become perfect?
Answer: When doubts regarding Guru Sahib Ji are eliminated.
A Sikh becomes perfect when his state becomes like that as
in the following line:

jo guru khY soeI Bl mwnhu hir hir kQw inrwlI ]1] rhwau ]
Whatever the Guru says, accept that as good;
the sermon of the Lord, Har, Har, is unique and wonderful.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 667)

As a Sikh abides by the Divine Orders of Guru Sahib Ji,
Guru Sahib Ji also extends His support. This is Guru Sahib
Ji’s nature.
Guru Sahib Ji’s Spirit is present everywhere. He is not in any
specific temple or place. Daily, we do the following Ardaas:

jhW jhW Kwlsw jI swihb qhW qhW riCAw irAwieq [
Wherever your Khalsa is present,
there please be with him and take care of him.
(Ardaas)

The above Ardaas makes it clearly evident that Guru Sahib Ji
is present everywhere. Guru Sahib Ji is present in that heart
in which there is Ardaas and continuous contemplation.
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There is a veil over a human being’s physical eyes and thus
he is unable to see Guru Sahib Ji’s Divine Light or the
Spirit of Guru Sahib Ji - despite His closeness. This is like
the situation where a person cannot see due to corneal
infection. Despite having eyes, he is unable to see the things
in front of him. When the doctor operates on his eyes and
removes the infection, he is able to see. In the same way,
the perfect Guru removes the veil of doubt in a person and
he is able to have the Divine Vision.
What happens then? The Sikh feels the constant presence
of Guru Sahib Ji everywhere.

gur kI suriq inkit kir jwnu ]

This is contemplation upon the Guru,
to know that the Lord is close at hand.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 897)

Within his mind, such a Sikh constantly sings of Guru Sahib
Ji:

so siqguru Dnu DMnu
ijin Brm gVu qoiVAw ]

Blessed, blessed is the True Guru,
who has demolished the fortress of doubt.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 522)

Where is Guru Sahib Ji?
Guru Sahib Ji is there where there is true Ardaas and
continuous contemplation.
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so siqguru ipAwrw myrY nwil hY
ijQY ikQY mYno ley CfweI ]

That Beloved True Guru is always with me;
wherever I may be, He will save me.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 588)

sPl mUriq gurdyau suAwmI
srb klw BrpUry ]

Fruitful is the form of the Divine Guru, O Lord and Master;
He is overflowing with all powers.

nwnk guru pwrbRhmu prmysru
sdw sdw hjUry ]1]

O Nanak, the Guru is the Supreme Lord God, the Transcendent Lord;
He is ever-present, forever and ever.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 802)
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PRAISE BE TO GURU SAHIB JI
For thousands of years, philosophy and religious idealogy
have been telling us that a Guru is always Guru and a disciple
is always a disciple. That’s acceptable.
However, the Sikh Guru brought about a major paradigm
shift to this perspective. For the first time in the history of
religions, a Guru became a disciple and made His disciples
His Guru. Sri Guru Gobind Singh Sahib Ji Maharaj has given
His disciples the seat of the Guru and He Himself became
their disciple.

vwh vwh goibMd isMG Awpy guru cylw ]

All praise be to Sri Guru Gobind Singh Sahib Ji
who is both a Guru and a disciple.
(Vaar Bhai Gurdas Ji )

Guru Sahib Ji did not stop here. He went further to say:

ienhI kI ikRpw ky sjy hm hYN
nhIN mo so grIb kror pry ] 2 ]

It is through their(The Khalsa) aid that I have attained this status,
otherwise there are millions of unknown mortals like me.
(Sarab Loh Granth)

Do not think that Guru Sahib Ji has gone far away from us.
Believe firmly that Guru Sahib Ji is always present (hwzr nwzr)
with us. Some ask, “Is this not blind faith?”. Blind faith is
that in which there is no Truth. Guru is Truth, pure Truth,
Enlightenment. How then can firm faith in this be called
‘blind faith’? On the contrary, this belief of thinking of Guru
Sahib Ji as being ever-present is actually stepping out of
darkness into enlightenment. This is moving from the false
to the real.
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Some doubtful people question that there have always been
quarrels in the House of Guru Sahib Ji, as stated in history.
If this is true, then how can a Sikh of the Guru escape from
problems and difficulties? The answer to this question is
that they look at things from a different perspective or
paradigm. In our human perspective, we see that there were
quarrels in Guru Sahib Ji’s house and that the rulers of those
times persecuted Guru Sahib Ji. However, Guru Sahib Ji’s
perspective does not see these incidents in this light. Guru
Sahib Ji’s perspective is:

burw nhI sBu Blw hI hY ry hwr nhI sB jyqY ]1]
No one seems evil to him - all are good.
There is no defeat - he is totally victorious.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 1302)

In Guru Sahib Ji’s perspective, evil is not self-existant. Evil
reveals the greatness of good1.
Both evil and goodness co-exist in the same way as a flower
and a thorn. This is in accordance to the Divine Law. The
thorn draws energy and strength from that same earth and
environment as does the flower. Likewise, evil and goodness.
Guru Sahib Ji’s perspective sees that which is above evil and
goodness, above happiness and unhappiness.

qYsw hrKu qYsw ausu sogu ]

As is joy, so is sorrow to him.
1
• There is no merit where there is no test; and till experience stamps
the mark of strength, cowards may pass for heroes, and faith for
falsehood.A. Hill
• Adversity is the trail of principle - without it a man hardly knows
whether he is honest or not.Fielding
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sdw Anµdu qh nhI ibEgu ]

He is in eternal bliss, and is not separated from God.

qYsw suvrnu qYsI ausu mwtI ]
As is gold, so is dust to him.

qYsw AMimRqu qYsI ibKu KwtI ]

As is ambrosial nectar, so is bitter poison to him.

qYsw mwnu qYsw AiBmwnu ]

As is honour, so is dishonour.

qYsw rMku qYsw rwjwnu ]

As is the beggar, so is the king.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 275)

This is the highest of the highest frame of thought. Ordinary
human frame of thought is lower. To raise a lowly frame of
thought to a high level is the wonder of the House of Guru
Sahib Ji.

nIch aUc krY myrw goibMdu kwhU qy n frY ]1]
You exalt and elevate the lowly,
O my Lord of the Universe;
You are not afraid of anyone.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 1106)

Guru Sahib Ji blessed such high thinking to a lowly grasscutter
who became so brave that he ignored the worldy king
(Jahangir) and only believed in the True King (Sri Guru
Hargobind Sahib Ji). Such thinking bore fruits. The words
of Guru Sahib Ji came to pass:

ien gRIb isµGn kO dXY piqSwhI
ey Xwd r`KY hmrI guirAweI [

I will bestow royalty upon these poor Sikhs
so that they would remember my Guruship.
(Sri Guru Panth Parkash 73)

Some people believe and preach that Guru Sahib Ji lives in
some special mountain or worldly abode. Such views belittle
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the Glory and teachings of Guru Sahib Ji. A question to such
people is: Was Guru Sahib Ji’s Divine Light merged into the
Divine Light of Akaal Purukh? If they answer ‘yes’ (which is
the truth), then why say that Guru Sahib Ji dwells only in
some special place?
Before Sri Guru Gobind Singh Sahib Ji left His physical body,
He gave an Order(hukm) that if we wish to see His physical
body, then we should look at His Khalsa. If we wish to see
His Divine Light, then we should see It in Sri Guru Granth
Sahib Ji.

dohrw ]
qIn rUp hYN moih kY sunhu nMd icq lwie ]

There are three forms of mine(Sri Guru Gobind Singh Sahib Ji);
O Nand, listen attentively.

inrgux srgux gur Sbd khoN quih smJwie ]

Formless, Physical Form and Gurshabad. Let Me explain further.

cOpeI ]
eyk rUp iqh gux qy pry ]

My first form is Formless(beyond the qualities of rajo, tamo, sato)

nyiq nyiq ijh ingm aucry ].....

Many many times, this has been discussed in sacred scriptures.

dusr rUp gRMQ jI jwn ]

My second form is Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji.

aunih AMg myro kr mwn ]

Consider the pages of Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji as My limbs.

rom rom A~Cr so lhhu ]

Let this be written on each and every of your body-hair,

jQwrQ bwq qum soN khhu ]

And this is a factual declaration I make to you.
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jo isK gur drSn kI cwih ]

The Sikh who wishes to have Darshan of the Guru,

drSn krY gRMQ jI Awih ]

Should go and have the Darshan of Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji.

pRBwq smY kr kY iesnwn ]

At Amritwela, after taking a bath(shower)

qIn pRdCnw krY sujwn ]

Three times circumambulate around
the All-knowing Lord(Sri GuruGranthSahib Ji).

dohrw ]
hwQ joV kr Adb soN bYTy moih hzUr ]

With hands folded respectfully, sit in My Presence

sIs tyk gur gRMQ jI bcn suxy so hzUr ]16]
Pay obeisance to Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji
and listen to the Divine Sermon.

cOpeI ]
Sbd sunY gur ihq icq lwie ]

Hearing the Shabad with concentration, and with love of Guru Ji,

igAwn Sbd gur sunY sunwie ]

Listen and make others to heed to the enlightening Shabad.

jo mm swQ chY kir bwq ]

One who wishes to communicate with Me,

gRMQ jI pVih ibcwrih swQ ]

should read and contemplate over Bani of Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji.

jo muJ bcn sunn kI cwih ]

Those who wish to listen to My sermons,

gRMQ ivcwr sunhu icq lwie ]

Should listen and understand the Bani of Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji.

myrw rUp gRMQ jI jwx ]
ies mih Byd n rMck mwx ]...
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There is ABSOLUTELY no difference
between Me(Sri Guru Gobind Singh Sahib Ji)
and Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji.

qIsr rUp is`K hYN mor ]
gurbwxI r`q ijh ins Bor ]

My third form is in Khalsa
who has immersed himself in Gurbani Shabad.
(Rehetnama Bhai Nand Lal Ji)

It should be remembered that Guru Sahib Ji’s Divine Light(joq)
is not revealed through force, through the recommendations
of a worldly king or any person in a high worldly position.
Neither is this Divine Light revealed through clever cunning
actions or ostentatious displays. Guru Sahib Ji’s Divine Light
is ONLY revealed through His Grace and Blessings.
If there is any way, it is this:

mnu bycY siqgur kY pwis ]
iqsu syvk ky kwrj rwis ]

One who sells his mind to the True Guru
that humble servant’s affairs are resolved.

syvw krq hoie inhkwmI ]
iqs kau hoq prwpiq suAwmI ]

One who performs selfless service,
without wish of reward,shall attain his Lord.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 286)

Whoever followed the Divine Order of Guru Sahib Ji merged
in the Gurshabad and became exalted. To the extend that
even the Gurugaddi was not passed down to Guru Sahib
Ji’s (Sri Guru Nanak Dev Sahib Ji) sons but was given to
the Sikh who sacrificed himself totally to Guru Sahib Ji and
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obeyed His Orders. Guru Sahib Ji did not show preference
to His own sons.

puqRI kaulu n pwilE kir pIrhu kMn@ murtIAY ]
His sons did not obey His Word;
they turned their backs on Him as Guru.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 967)

The concept of eat, drink and be merry, which some people
widely associate with, is not accepted in Guru Sahib Ji’s
Sikhi. On the contrary, Gurmat orders us to practice restraint
in eating and drinking.

Alp Ahwr sulwp sI inMdRw dXw iCmw qn pRIiq ]
Eat less and sleep less,
cherish mercy and forgiveness;
(Sri Guru Gobind Singh Sahib Ji - Shabad Hazarey)

jog jugiq gurisK gur smJwieAw]

Guru has explained the technique of yoga to the Sikhs.

Awsw ivic inrwis inrwsu vlwieAw]

Remain detached amidst all the hopes and cravings.

QoVw pwxI AMnu Kwie pIAwieAw]

Eat less food and drink little water.

QoVw bolx boil n JiK JKwieAw]

Speak less and do not talk nonsensical.

QoVI rwqI nId n moih PhwieAw]

Sleep less and do not be caught in any infatuation.

suhxy AMdir jwie n loB luBwieAw ]

Even in dreams, they do not attached to materialistic beauty.
(Bhai Gurdaas Jee Vaar 20 Pauri 15)

The Path of Gursikhi is a struggle, a fight. In reality, a human’s
life is also like this. Its purpose is to take action. As the
saying goes: A tree is known by its fruit. The fruit of Guru
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Sahib Ji’s theory(isDWq) is Gursikhi. Pessimism has no place
in Gursikhi. Gursikhi is a path of high spirits(cVHdI klw).
The Gurfateh (Vaheguru Ji Ka Khalsa, Vaheguru Ji Ki Fateh)
that Sri Guru Gobind Singh Sahib Ji gave importance to,
keeps a person in high spirits(cVHdI klw) forever and never
allows a person to fall into pessimism. Those who live their
lives in this blessed gift of Guru Sahib Ji will not think of their
personal glory. A person whose heart desires his personal
glory is very far away from Guru Sahib Ji’s aim.
Amritvela (early hours of the morning) is a time of struggle.
Laziness, which is the biggest enemy, is fought at these
ambrosial hours. Those who do not fight with the enemy
cannot win. That is why it is important not to let this precious
time go to waste. By making full use of these ambrosial
hours, we gain control over our bad thoughts and internal
weaknesses, move towards high spirits(cVHdI klw), get Naam
and the secrets of life are revealed.

sbwhI swlwh ijnI iDAwieAw iek min ]

Those who praise the Lord in the early hours of the morning
and meditate on Him single-mindedly:

syeI pUry swh vKqY aupir liV muey ]

They are the perfect kings;
at the right time(Amritvela), they die fighting.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 145)
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hir Dnu rqnu jvyhru mwxku
hir DnY nwil AMimRq vylY vqY
hir BgqI hir ilv lweI ]

The Lord’s wealth is like jewels, gems and rubies.
At the ambrosial hours of the morning,
the Lord’s devotees lovingly center their attention on the Lord.

hir Dnu AMimRq vylY vqY kw bIijAw
Bgq Kwie Kric rhy inKutY nwhI ]

The devotees of the Lord plant the seed of the Lord’s wealth
in the ambrosial hours of the morning;
they eat it and spend it but it is never exhausted.

hliq pliq hir DnY kI Bgqw kau imlI vifAweI ]3]
In this world and the next,
the devotees are blessed with glorious greatness.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 734)

AMimRq vylw scu nwau
vifAweI vIcwru ]

In the ambrosial hours before dawn, chant the True Name,
and contemplate His Glorious Greatness.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 2)

bwbIhw AMimRq vylY boilAw
qW dir suxI pukwr ]

The rainbird chirps in the ambrosial hours of the morning before dawn;
only then, are its prayers heard in the Court of the Lord.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 1285)

Merely reading and studying are just worldly pursuits and
do not reveal the secrets of life.
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pVxw guVxw sMswr kI kwr hY AMdir iqRsnw ivkwru ]
Reading and studying are just worldly pursuits;
there is still thirst and corruption within.

haumY ivic siB piV Qky dUjY Bwie KuAwru ]
Reading in egotism, all have grown weary;
through the love of duality, they are ruined.

so piVAw so pMifqu bInw gur sbid kry vIcwru ]
He alone is educated, and he alone is a wise Pandit,
who contemplates the Word of the Guru’s Shabad.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 650)

pVy ry sgl byd nh cUkY mn Byd
ieku iKnu n DIrih myry Gr ky pMcw ]

I have read all the Vedas,
and yet the sense of separation in my mind has still not been removed;
the five thieves of my house are not quietened, even for an instant.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 687)

Yes, at most, reading gives us a path, a direction but that
is not our destination. We can reach the destination only if
we walk upon the path.

mwrig cly iqn@I suKu pwieAw
ijn@ isau gosit sy qry ]

Those who walk on the path find peace;
they are saved, along with those who speak with them.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 1208)

To achieve our aim, the holy company of spiritually-elevated
Gursikhs is beneficial. The words that an elevated Gursikh
speaks dyes our mind in the Lord’s colours and helps to
control our mind from running astray.
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swD kY sMig Awvih bis pMcw ]
swDsMig AMimRq rsu BuMcw ]

In the Company of the Holy, the five passions are brought to rest.
In the Company of the Holy, one enjoys the essence of ambrosia.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 271)

If nothing else seems to work, then one should just keep the
company of spiritually elevated souls. However, it is important
to remember that the more spiritual the soul, the higher the
level of spiritual teachings he can impart. Thus, we should
keep the company of highly spiritual souls so that we can
gain higher levels of knowledge and understanding.
Ego is a big hindrance that does not allow our spiritual level
to rise high. A person on the path of Spirituality falls when
‘I’ or ‘my’ comes into him. Guru Sahib Ji repeatedly cautions
a Sikh to escape from this danger and also emphasises on
the need to efface this ego. According to Bhai Gurdass Ji,
a person only qualifies to be called a Gursikh if he lives his
life above the pitfall of ego.

gur prmysru ieku jwin gurmuiK dUjw Bwau imtwieAw]
Accepting Guru and God as one,
the gurmukh has erased the sense of duality.

haumY pwil Fhwie kY qwl ndI dw nIru imlwieAw]

Knocking down the wall of ego,
the gurmukh has united the pond(self) with the river(God).
(Bhai Gurdas Ji Vaar 29 Pauri 14)

Another big hindrance in the Path of Spirituality is having
the thoughts(sMklp) of worldly things. The world does not
have its own existence. It exists only in the thoughts(sMklp) of
the human. As long as there are thoughts(sMklp), the world
appears real and there is death. Whatever thoughts(sMklp)
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there are in us are all vain and unnecessary thinking. The
increase in thoughts(sMklp) creates an increase in problems/
tension/difficulties. A decrease in thoughts(sM k lp) creates
an increase in calmness and peace.That is why, for the
achievement of the ultimate destination, Gurmat teaches
us “that path” through which the mind’s thoughts(sMklp) and
aimless wandering ends.

prqn prDn prinµd myit nwmu dwnu iesnwnu idVwieAw]

Holding (the Gursikh) back from other’s body, wealth and slander,
Guru Ji makes them resolute for the practice of meditation on the
Lord’s name, ablution and charity.

gurmiq mnu smJwie kY bwhir jWdw vrij rhwieAw]
Through the teaching of Guru Sahib Ji,
the Gursikh restrains his mind from going astray.
(Bhai Gurdas Ji Vaar 29 Pauri 2)

That is why :

pauVI ]
DMnu DMnu gurdyv ijsu sMig hir jpy ]

Blessed, blessed is the Divine Guru;
associating with Him, one meditates on the Lord.

gur ik®pwl jb Bey q Avgux siB Cpy ]
When the Guru becomes merciful,
then all of one’s demerits are dispelled.

pwrbRhm gurdyv nIchu auc Qpy ]

The Supreme Lord God, the Divine Guru,
uplifts and exalts the lowly.

kwit islk duK mwieAw kir lIny Ap dsy ]
Cutting away the painful noose of Maya,
He makes us His own slaves.

gux gwey byAMq rsnw hir jsy ]19]

With my tongue, I sing the Glorious Praises of the infinite Lord God.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 710)
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KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING
What is Knowledge?
Generally, it is assumed that if we read many books and
conduct research, then we are knowledgeable.
However, from Gurmat’s point of view, this is only considered
as being scholarly and not knowledgeable. Mere reading
causes us to be trapped in the net of ego. What is the
use of reading when the mystery of the ONE GOD is not
understood? If we understand the ONE GOD, there is no
need to understand anything else. The understanding of the
ONE GOD is perfect knowledge.

piV piV gfI ldIAih piV piV BrIAih swQ ]
You may read and read loads of books;
you may read and study vast multitudes of books.

piV piV byVI pweIAY piV piV gfIAih Kwq ]
You may read and read boat-loads of books;
you may read and read and fill pits with them.

pVIAih jyqy brs brs pVIAih jyqy mws ]
You may read them year after year;
you may read them as many months there are.

pVIAY jyqI Awrjw pVIAih jyqy sws ]
You may read them all your life;
you may read them with every breath.

nwnk lyKY iek gl horu haumY JKxw JwK ]1]

O Nanak, only one thing is of any account:
everything else is useless babbling and idle talk in ego.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 467)
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Ultimately, only one thing is of any account. Everything else
is useless babbling and idle talk in ego. What is this one
thing? Guru Sahib Ji says in Sri Japji Sahib:

gurw iek dyih buJweI ]
sBnw jIAw kw ieku dwqw so mY ivsir n jweI ]5]

The Guru has given me this one understanding:
there is only the One, the Giver of all souls. May I never forget Him!
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 2)

This means that true knowledge is something that requires
understanding(buJweI). This understanding can be attained if
we keep the One Ultimate Truth(Vaheguru) in our mind and
thoughts, never forgetting Him even for a moment. This is
Simran. This is the Bhagti which is approved in this Age.
The path of True knowledge is one of patience(DIrj)
and determination(shj) . First a person makes enquiries,
understands the path and then he determines the destination.
He will be successful if his targeted destination is correct and
he gets the correct path and walks upon this path. Otherwise,
it is difficult to succeed.
It is observed that most people are obsessed in maintaining
and decorating their physical bodies or are busy in their
worldly tasks or in the pleasures of the sense organs. Life is
passing away but the mentality of the human mind does not
rise above that of the physical body and its sense organs.
A few people have made this enquiry: What is the purpose
of this body that I have been given? They enquire: Is this
body ours? If it is ours, then why do we have to give it up
one day and die. Also, this body was not there before birth
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and will not remain after death. Thus, it cannot be ours. The
awakening of such thoughts leads one to contemplate : How
are we to look after this body?
Sometimes such thoughts lead a person to the company
of people. Company of knowledgeable people give this
understanding that if we do not waste the energy of the body
in the evil pleasures of the senses, then our mental energy
will increase. Some people get stuck at this point. They
remain engrossed in circles in this area of the mind. They
refrain from the pleasures of the sense organs and spend
most of the time in the thoughts of the mind. Examples of
such people are philosophers, writers, artists and scholars.
The company of knowledgeable people also gives
understanding that through meditation, if one is to raise
the mental level(surqI) above the pleasures of the senses
and the thoughts of the mind (mn b` u D I) , then another
realisation awakens within. This realisation is called Godly
Understanding(prmhMs b`uDI), True Understanding(s`q b`uDI) or the
power of discrimination(ibbyk b`uDI).
As our Simran increases, our mind starts to focus inwards and
external distractions and thoughts decrease. This is the Divine
Law: Break from the external physical world and join(focus)
internally.
As we progress on this Path, the physical senses come under
control, the Divine Vision of the “ONE Lord in all” becomes
clearer and the powers of discrimination(ibbyk b`uDI) increase.
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ds ieMdRI kir rwKY vwis ]
qw kY AwqmY hoie prgwsu ]1]

They keep the ten organs under their control;
their souls are enlightened.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 236)

sB mih jwnau krqw eyk ]
swDsMgiq imil buiD ibbyk ]3]

I recognise that the One Creator is contained in all.
Joining the Company of the Holy, my understanding is refined.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 377)

Just as a swan is able to separate water and milk, in the
same way, in whosoever the True Understanding awakens,
he is able to distinguish between Truth and Untruth.

buiD pRgws BeI miq pUrI ]
qw qy ibnsI durmiq dUrI ]1]

My intellect has been enlightened,
and my understanding is perfect.
Thus my evil-mindedness, which kept me far from Him,
has been removed.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 377)

What is the Truth(siq)? The Gita says the Truth is that which
is everlasting. What can be seen but is not permanent is
not the Truth. It is a doubt. For example, depending on the
lighting, a rope is sometimes mistaken for a snake. Another
example is that of a person seeing a scene in his dream.
Doubts disappear from the mind of the person who gets
True Understanding. Such people see the Light of the All
Pervading Lord. They see the Creator, not the creation.
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bRhmo pswrw bRhmu psirAw sBu bRhmu idRstI AwieAw ]
God created it, and God spreads through it everywhere.
Everywhere I look, I see God.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 782)

We can look at it another way: a normal person sees the
waves while a person with True Understanding sees the
water in the sea. This is referred to as understanding of the
self. This is the highest stage(qurIAw pd). This is the stage of
purity, non‑accusation and flawlessness.

bRhm igAwnI inrml qy inrmlw ]
The God-conscious being is
the purest of the pure;
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 272)

Here, the fears and evils of the lower stages do not exist; for
example, the fear of birth and death, the worries of hunger
and thirst, the feelings of pleasure and pain, ect.
A person who is in the pure state of mind does not get
affected by impure things or evil pleasures. The purer the
mind, the more the person is able to remain aloof from
negative forces. Just like the sky is pure and does not get
polluted by the clouds, just so, is a person who has reached
this state. Such a person does not waver or get agitated due
to external circumstances.
Gurbani says the following of the characteristics of such
knowledgeable(igAwnvwn) or liberated(jIvn mukq) souls:
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pRB kI AwigAw Awqm ihqwvY ]
jIvn mukiq soaU khwvY ]

One who, in his soul, loves the Will of God,
is said to be Jivan Mukta - liberated while yet alive.

qYsw hrKu qYsw ausu sogu ]
sdw Anµdu qh nhI ibEgu ]

As is joy, so is sorrow to him.
He is in eternal bliss, and is not separated from God.

qYsw suvrnu qYsI ausu mwtI ]
qYsw AMimRqu qYsI ibKu KwtI ]

As is gold, so is dust to him.
As is ambrosial nectar, so is bitter poison to him.

qYsw mwnu qYsw AiBmwnu ]
qYsw rMku qYsw rwjwnu ]

As is honour, so is dishonour.
As is the beggar, so is the king.

jo vrqwey sweI jugiq ]
nwnk Ehu purKu khIAY jIvn mukiq ]7]

Whatever God ordains, that is his way.
O Nanak, that being is known as Jivan Mukta.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 275)

A person possessing such qualities is called a Sadhu or
a Saint. In the Sufi language, he is called Arif or Fakir. In
Gurmat, Sainthood is where there is non-attachment and the
mind is immersed in God’s Praises. A Fakir is not one who is
hungry and naked. Very rare ones reach the level of a Sadh
as advocated in Gurmat. Many get stuck in lower levels of
egoism(mwn vifAweI) and in creating disciples.
This high level, which is also called the True level, is achieved
by those who have true devotion, continuous longing and
enormous dedication.
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Acru crY qw isiD hoeI isDI qy buiD pweI ]

If one eats the uneatable,
then he becomes a Siddha(a being of perfect spirituality)
through this perfection, he obtains wisdom.

pRym ky sr lwgy qn BIqirqw BRmu kwitAw jweI ]1]
When the arrow of the Lord’s Love pierces his body,
then his doubt is eradicated.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 607)

Sainthood is not just an outward appearance. By taking on
garbs, internal satisfaction is not achieved. Internal hunger
is not satisfied.

siqguir imilAY BuK geI ByKI BuK n jwie ]

Meeting with the True Guru, hunger departs;
just by wearing spiritual robes, hunger does not depart.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 586)

The sign of a Sadhu is that not only is his hunger 1 under
control, but those who come in contact with him also have
their hunger under control and they become satisfied and
contented.

iqn imilAw mnu sMqoKIAY iqRsnw BuK sB jwie ]
Meeting them, the soul is satisfied,
and one’s hunger and thirst all depart.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 587)

True Understanding is the elimination of all desires and
hunger from within and is the fruit of True Knowledge.

1 Translator’s Note:
Hunger here refers to having the longing for more
ie. not being contented with what a person already has.
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FERRY ACROSS THE OCEAN OF LIFE
Can a human be ferried across the ocean of life by his
own efforts (Gwlxw) , means (swDn) , knowledge (iv` i dAw) and
strength(bl)? What is the meaning of ‘ferried across’ ?
Gurmat says:

Gwl n imilE syv n imilE imilE Awie AicMqw ]
We cannot meet the Lord by our own efforts,
nor can we meet Him through service;
He comes and meets us spontaneously.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 672)

According to Gurmat, our personal efforts (which have
limitations) are not enough. We need the Grace of
Guru Sahib Ji. The Grace of Guru Sahib Ji has unfathomable
and unlimited power.
A glass of water can only quench the thirst of a certain limited
number of people or remove the dirt of hardly anyone by
serving as bathing water. However, the water in the sea
is limitless. It has the capability of quenching the thirst of
uncountable number of people and also removing the dirt
of many by serving as bathing water. Consider human effort
and means in this same manner. Although they are very
important, however, they are not enough for success. The
Grace of Guru Sahib Ji makes up for this lack of success as
it is an unfathomable sea of blessings.

guru swgru rqnI BrpUry ]

The Guru is the ocean, filled with pearls.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 685)
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Just as personal efforts and means are not enough, in the
same way, mere intelligence and theories are not enough.
Human beings are weak and seek support. Intelligence and
theories are not able to give them this support. Only Guru
Sahib Ji is capable of giving them this support.
That is why, humans should give up other methods and take
up the support of Guru Akaal Purukh. There are blessings,
success and power in this support. Here,even the impossible
becomes possible.
In Gurmat, the key to success is in accepting and following
Sikhi. What is Sikhi? Sikhi is obeying the Order of Guru
Sahib Ji and living according to it i.e. self-surrender.

gur kI thl gurU kI syvw gur kI AwigAw BwxI ]
Working for the Guru, serving the Guru
and the Guru’s Command; all are pleasing to me.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 671)

On His part, Guru Sahib Ji takes care of His Sikhs. This is
the characteristic of Guru Sahib Ji. It is His nature to look
after them.

siqguru isK kI krY pRiqpwl ]
The True Guru cherishes His Sikh.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 286)

Guru Sahib Ji breaks all the barriers that come in the way
of a Sikh. He frees a Sikh from the couriers of Death(jmdUq).

khu nwnk ijin jm qy kwFy iqsu gur kY kurbwxI ]4]4]
Says Nanak, He has released me from the clutches of Death;
I am a sacrifice to that Guru.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 671)
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Gurmat aims to make a Sikh spiritually high and make him
like his Guru. Gurmat gives a Sikh those values that are
in the Guru. This is a path of quality and not quantity.
Gurmat does not place importance in devotion to rituals.
It advocates devotion to values.

ivxu gux kIqy Bgiq n hoie ]

Without virtue, there is no devotional worship.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 4)

Gurmat does not acknowledge devotional worship(BgqI) that
is self-orientated(Awp hudrI). Only devotional worship(BgqI)
which is Guru-orientated(gurU prwiex) is approved.

gwivAw suixAw iqn kw hir Qwie pwvY
ijn siqgur kI AwigAw siq siq kir mwnI ]1]

Their singing and listening is approved by the Lord;
they accept the Order of the True Guru as True, totally True.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 669)

Doubt(sMsw) is an enemy that does not allow us to have faith
in Akaal Purukh. Human life is like a boat in the sea. If there
is a single hole in the boat and it is not sealed, the boat
will sink. In the same way, if there is doubt in a person and
it is not cleared, it can ruin the life of that person and be a
barrier in his progress and success. Thus, it is important to
eliminate doubt totally.
It is possible to overcome doubt of the mind with the power
of a discerning intellect(ibbyk bu`D). The power of a discerning
intellect(ibbyk bu`D) is not an ordinary thing. Human beings are
in distress because of the lack of this power. Ardaas is the
means of gaining this discerning intellect. This lack cannot
be fulfilled by the mere performance of rituals. Doing Ardaas
and dedicating oneself to Guru Sahib Ji are helpful ways.
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ipAwry ien ibiD imlxu n jweI mY kIey krm Anykw ]
O Beloved, this is not the way to meet the Lord;
I have performed these rituals so many times.

hwir pirE suAwmI kY duAwrY dIjY buiD ibbykw ] rhwau ]
I have collapsed, exhausted, at the Door of my Lord Master;
I pray that He may grant me a discerning intellect.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 641)

As the power of a discerning intellect(ibbyk buD) increases,
doubts begin to disappear and a person starts to live in the
Will of God. Worry and fear lessen and he starts to give up
the desires of his mind. He starts living above such thoughts
like ‘this should happen’ and ‘that should not happen’. The
outlook of ‘how’ and ‘why’ diminish and the outlook of
‘whatever pleases Guru Sahib Ji’ takes root.

jo quDu BwvY sweI BlI kwr ]

Whatever pleases You is the only good done,
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 3)

Meditation(Bjn bMdgI) is done so that the mind begins to live
in the Will of God and gives up its own thoughts(sMklp ivklp).
These mental thoughts of the mind are the root cause of all
fights and conflict. The Light(joq) of Akaal Purukh manifests
when these mental thoughts cease in a person and his mind
reaches a state of stillness(APur AvsQw).
Gurbani uses a few names to describe this state of calmness(APur
AvsQw) when it is at its peak - Peace Mansion (sU K mhl) ,
Real Home (injGr), Peaceful State (shjpd), City Without
Sorrow (bygmpurw). This is a state where there is only peace and
happiness - no danger, no sadness, no fear and no conflict.
The aim of life is the achievement of this state. Gurbani also
calls this The Higher Court (aUc drbwr). The word Higher(aUc)
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denotes that at this level, there are no inferior thoughts.
Thoughts of worldly things are inferior thought. Giving up
thoughts of worldly things is considered as taking a step
towards The Higher Court (aUc drbwr).
Sewa and Simran are two huge supports in the approach to
The Higher Court(aUc drbwr). Elaboration of Sewa and Simran
is very long. In short, Sewa washes the impurity of ego and
Simran raises the spiritual state of mind.
Ego is a barrier, a solid barrier that does not allow a soul to
be ferried across. It tears the soul apart from Akaal Purukh.

Dn ipr kw iek hI sMig vwsw ivic haumY BIiq krwrI ]
The soul-bride and the Husband Lord live together as one,
but the hard wall of egotism has come between them.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 1263)

We have to break this wall of ego to reach The Higher Court(aUc
drbwr). Sewa is one of the methods(jugqI) of breaking this wall.
Ego comes in many different forms: ego of rank and status,
ego of wealth and riches, ego of caste and religion, ego
of knowledge and meditation, etc. As a person does more
Sewa, his ego decreases1.
As Simran increases in a person, stillness of the mind
results. With this stillness and one-pointedness, the
mental thoughts(ibrqI) becomes subtle(sUKSm) and difficulties,
sickness and sorrow go away.

1 While performng sewa, we have to be very careful and alert that we
remain humble and do not get the ego of ‘performing a lot of Sewa’.
This is also another form of ego.
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jh hir ismrnu BieAw qh aupwiD gqu kInI
vfBwgI hir jpnw ]

Wherever anyone remembers the Lord in meditation,
disaster runs away from that place.
By great good fortune, we meditate on the Lord.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 670)

The state of mind rises above doubt and duality and the
outlook of oneness is reached. The realisation that “God is
everywhere” is achieved.

sB mDy rivAw myrw Twkuru dwnu dyq siB jIA sm@wry ]2]
My Lord and Master is contained in all.
He gives His Gifts to all beings, and cherishes them.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 379)

This is the meaning of being ‘ferried across’ (pwr hoxw) the
ocean of life.
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NAAM AND SPIRITUAL FULFILLMENT
According to the Shastars, there are four types of human
beings. Amongst them, one type is known as the “seekers
of spiritual knowledge(jigAwsU)”.
A seeker of spiritual knowledge(jigAwsU) is one within whom the
desire of the Divine Vision(drSn) of the Lord has awakened.

drsnu pyKq mnu AwGwvY
nwnk imlxu suBweI jIau ]4]7]14]

Gazing upon the Blessed Vision of His Darshan,
my mind is fulfilled.
O Nanak,
with natural ease, I merge into Him.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 98)

How can this desire or thirst be satisfied?
This question is as old as the human being himself. All the
Great Sages that have come into this world, have given various
methods to solve this human problem. These methods are
called Commandments.
Buddha Ji’s eight Commandments are popular. Christians
were given the ten Commandments.
These Commandments are the pillars of the teachings of the
Sages and to adopt them in one’s life is to tread towards
success in life.
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What Commandments has Sri Guru Nanak Dev Sahib Ji given
for a seeker? In actuality, all Gurbani is the Commandment
or Divine Order of Akaal Purukh as is proven in the following
shabad.

hau Awphu boil n jwxdw
mY kihAw sBu hukmwau jIau ]

By myself, I do not even know how to speak;
I speak all that the Lord commands.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 763)

Bani is also known as Shabad. Bani or Shabad means: the
Voice that is All Pervading(DunI). This God’s Voice or Divine
Order has been given the form of words by Guru Sahib Ji
and compiled in the form of Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji.
It is repeatedly emphasised that upon waking up every morning,
one should recite five times “Dhan Sri Guru Granth Sahib
Ji”.
This advice is not given as an emotional sentiment as some
people believe. This praise is of that True Lord, that Genuine
Existance that is All Pervading and whose descriptive form
is Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji.

vwhu vwhu bwxI inrMkwr hY
iqsu jyvfu Avru n koie ]

Waaho! Waaho! is the Bani, the Word, of the Formless Lord.
There is no other as great as He is.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 515)
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From the study of Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji, it can be seen
that the following are the Commandments or Orders(hukm)
of Sri Guru Nanak Dev Sahib Ji which are mentioned in
Japji Sahib.

jqu pwhwrw DIrju suinAwru ]

Let self-control be the furnace, and patience the goldsmith

Ahrix miq vydu hQIAwru ]

Let understanding be the anvil, and let spiritual wisdom be the tools.

Bau Klw Agin qp qwau ]

With the Fear of God as the bellows,
fan the flames of tappa(the body’s inner heat).

BWfw Bwau AMimRqu iqqu Fwil ]

In the crucible of love, melt the Nectar of the Name,

GVIAY sbdu scI tkswl ]

and mint the True Coin of the Shabad, the Word of God.

ijn kau ndir krmu iqn kwr ]

Such is the karma of those upon whom He has cast His Glance of
Grace.

nwnk ndrI ndir inhwl ]38]

O Nanak, the Merciful Lord, by His Grace, uplifts and exalts them.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 8)

Self-control(jqu): One should preserve and conserve one’s
energy. The powers of the mind, speech and body
should not be allowed to deteriorate. One whose power
has gone to waste is like a fused or dead bulb. It is
not able to give light anymore.
Patience(DIrju) : When fighting with opposing forces, one
should maintain mental balance and evenness of mind.
In other words, one should remain calm and unshakable
in opposing circumstances or environments.
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Let understanding be the anvil(Ahrix mq): The mind has to
be so steadfast(idRV) that it should be able to patiently
tolerate and endure any form of attack against its
internal bliss and happiness.
Let spiritual wisdom be the tools(vydu hiQAwru): The awakening
of the intuition(AnuBv Ku`lxw) of the Divine Form(joiq srUp).
Through this, one gains the knowledge(igAwn) of the
All-Pervading Lord.
Fear of God(Bau): To inculcate the rules made by God into
our lives.
Fan the flames of the body’s inner heat(Agin qp qwau): To
surrender oneself to the Orders(bcn) of Guru Sahib Ji
willingly.
Love(Bwau): To identify/immerse one’s little self into the Big
Self(God).
Shabad(Sbdu): To do the spiritual practise(AiBAws) of becoming
in tune with the All-Pervading and All-Permeating Truth.
Grace(nidr): This is when the Infinite Power is pleased and
bestows His favour unexpectedly and takes the seeker
in His embrace.
So, according to Gurmat, the nine Commandments stated
above are Divine Orders which a seeker needs to implement
for his salvation.
Performing other penances like torturing the body by sitting
in the blazing sun of summer and lighting five fires around
them, standing in icy cold water in the peak of winter or
doing any other such rituals to gain salvation are all futile.
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This can be compared to a person repeatedly writing zeros(0)
on a piece of paper. All these zeros have no value on their
own. But, if the numeral 1 is written before the zeros, then
every zero increases the value tenfold.
In the same way, if a person’s aim is to reach out to God and
to reach there - while inculcating the nine Commandments
- a person does meditation, prayers, etc, then their value
becomes manyfold. Without the numeral 1, all the zeros are
useless. In the same way, without Naam, all rituals are futile.
Sri Guru Gobind Singh Sahib Ji says :

ibn eyk nwm iek ic~q lIn ]
Pokto srb Drmw ibhIn ] 20]140]

Without single-minded devotion
and the absorption in the Word of the Lord,
all religious efforts are worthless and meaningless.
(Sri Guru Gobind Singh Sahib Ji - Akaal Ustat)

What is that ‘Naam’ without which all rituals are useless?
According to Gurmat, Naam is that Reality(q`q) which has, is
and will always be True:

Awid scu jugwid scu ]
hY BI scu nwnk hosI BI scu ]1]

True In The Primal Beginning. True Throughout The Ages.
True Here And Now. O Nanak, Forever And Ever True.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 1)

In Sri Japji Sahib, Sri Guru Nanak Dev Sahib Ji says that the
understanding of this Naam comes with the realisation of
the Divine Order. This understanding does not come with
cleansing baths, cleverness, keeping silence or with any other
such rituals.
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socY soic n hoveI jy socI lK vwr ]

By washing(bathing), He cannot be realised
even if one takes hundreds of thousands of baths.

cupY cup n hoveI jy lwie rhw ilv qwr ]

By remaining silent, inner silence is not obtained,
even by remaining lovingly absorbed deep within.

BuiKAw BuK n auqrI jy bMnw purIAw Bwr ]
The hunger of the hungry is not appeased,
even by piling up loads of worldly goods.

shs isAwxpw lK hoih q iek n clY nwil ]

Hundreds of thousands of clever tricks,
but not even one of them will go along with you in the end.

ikv sicAwrw hoeIAY ikv kUVY qutY pwil ]
So how can you become truthful?
And how can the veil of illusion be torn away?

hukim rjweI clxw nwnk iliKAw nwil ]1]

O Nanak, it is written that you shall obey the Hukam of His Command,
and walk in the Way of His Will.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 1)

In Sri Sukhmani Sahib, it is emphasised that chanting,
meditations, wisdom, etc are all not equal to Naam.

jwp qwp igAwn siB iDAwn ]

Chanting, intense meditation, spiritual wisdom and all meditations;

Kt swsqR isimRiq viKAwn ]

the six schools of philosophy and sermons on the scriptures;

jog AiBAws krm DRm ikirAw ]

the practice of yoga and righteous conduct;

sgl iqAwig bn mDy iPirAw ]

the renunciation of everything and wandering around in the wilderness;

Aink pRkwr kIey bhu jqnw ]

the performance of all sorts of works;
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puMn dwn homy bhu rqnw ]

donations to charities and offerings of jewels to fire;

srIru ktwie homY kir rwqI ]

cutting the body apart
and making the pieces into ceremonial fire offerings;

vrq nym krY bhu BwqI ]

keeping fasts and making vows of all sorts

nhI quil rwm nwm bIcwr ]

- none of these are equal to
the contemplation of the Name of the Lord,

nwnk gurmuiK nwmu jpIAY iek bwr ]1]

O Nanak, if, as Gurmukh, one chants the Naam, even once.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 265)

Before ongkar (EAM k wr) , Guru Maharaj Ji has placed the
numeral 1(1). This is of special significance. There was a
difference in opinion amongst different religions regarding
ongkar(E). Study of ancient religious scriptures show that
different sages gave different meanings to ongkar(EAMkwr). By
writing the numeral 1(1) before ongkar(EAMkwr), Guru Maharaj
Ji ended these arguments and emphasised that the jist(q`q)
of everything is the ONE(1) and a seeker has to search and
attain this ONE(1).
This supreme essense i.e. Naam, is not a business commodity.
Sad to say, some preachers are making it so, for their own
selfish interests. Search and effort is required to find Naam.
When a seeker goes in search of this Supreme Reality called
Naam, Gurmat guides him towards two things:
1.		Gurbani - The study of Gurbani clears the doubts
of the mind.
2.		Sadh Sangat - Sadh Sangat reveals the secrets of
Gurbani.
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Sadh Sangat refers to those people who have known the
Highest Truth. It is to be noted that story tellers (who tell
self created stories), debators, etc are not Sadh Sangat.
Sadh Sangat gives pointers which are helpful in the journey
towards God. In the Urdu language, the words Teacher(mihrm)
and Student(mujrm) differ in only one letter but the difference
in meanings of these words is totally different. In English,
the words God and Dog have minor difference in the letters
but a vast difference in their meaning. In the same way, if
one is to work towards spirituality, based on the pointers
that one gets in Sadh Sangat, many more secrets will unveil
themselves as compared to a person working individually.
A seeker of spiritual knowledge(jigAwsU) and Sadh Sangat
- both must be present for real results. For example, there
must be both negative and positive poles for there to be
light in the bulb.
There is a big barrier in the path of a seeker. This barrier is
the mind(mn). Gurbani refers to some qualities of this barrier
as blind, lowly and wanderer.

AMDulw nIc jwiq prdysI iKnu AwvY iqlu jwvY ]
The blind, low class wandering soul,
comes for a moment, and departs in an instant.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 731)

This blind, lowly and wandering mind needs to be sorted out
first i.e. brought under control. A wise farmer tills the land
first and then plants the seed. One does not get Naam if the
mind is not ready even though he keeps harping about it.
By repeating the word ‘sugar’, the mouth does not become
sweet. By repeating the word ‘fire’, the cold does not go
away. In the same way, by repeating the word ‘naam’, one
does not get Naam. Not until the mind is pure and ready.
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Bhai Gurdas Ji says:

KWf KWf khY ijhbw n svwdu mITo AwvY
Agin Agin khY sIq n ibnws hY ]
By repeatedly saying “sugar, sugar” ,
the tongue cannot taste sweetness.
By repeatedly saying “fire, fire” ,
coldness does not disappear.

bYd bYd khY rog imtq n kwhU ko
drb drb khY koaU drbih n iblws hY ]
By repeatedly saying “doctor, doctor” ,
disease is not cured.
By repeatedly saying “money, money” ,
a poor person does not become rich.

cMdn cMdn khq pRgtY n subwsu bwsu
cMdR cMdR khY aujIAwro n pRgws hY ]

By repeatedly saying “sandal wood, sandal wood” ,
a person does not smell nice.
By repeatedly saying “sun, sun” ,
darkness is not illuminated.

qYsy igAwn gosit khq n rhq pwvY
krnI pRDwn Bwn audiq Akws hY ]437]

Similarly, just talking about knowledge
does not make a person a Gursikh,
if he does not have a Gursikhi way of life (rihq).
Just like the sun in the sky is visible to all,
a person with a Gursikhi way of life become well known.
(Kabit Bhai Gurdas Ji)

One major fault of the mind is that it is always
‘non‑present’(prdysI). It does not stay focused. It is always
wandering from “door to door” in search of vices and lowly
pursuits.
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A wild boar repeatedly goes to other people’s farmland.
Even if you try to stop it, the wild boar still continues to
wander. The mind has cultivated a similar habit; it does not
stay at its center and wanders around aimlessly.
Wise farmers solve the problem of the wild boar by tying a
wooden restraint on its neck and because of this, the wild
boar is unable to poke its mouth here and there. In this
same way, Sadh Sangat teaches us to put the restraint of
Guru Sahib Ji’s Shabad to the mind.

iesu mn kau horu sMjmu ko nwhI
ivxu siqgur kI srxwie ]

This mind is not controlled by any other discipline,
except the Sanctuary of the True Guru.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 558)

The restraint of Gurshabad frees the mind from bad habits.
As the mind slowly gives up its bad habits, it gradually
becomes pure and starts to be more focused. In this way,
its desires diminish.
A pure and satisfied mind(mn) is egoless. When a person
becomes egoless, God fulfills his wishes and gives him honour.
Come, lets humble ourselves before Guru Sahib Ji and sing
and understand the meaning of this shabad:
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mwJ mhlw 5 ]
kihAw krxw idqw lYxw ]
grIbw AnwQw qyrw mwxw ]

As You command, I obey; as You give, I receive.
You are the Pride of the meek and the poor.

sB ikCu qUMhY qUMhY myry ipAwry qyrI kudriq kau bil jweI jIau]1]
You are everything; You are my Beloved.
I am a sacrifice to Your Creative Power.

BwxY auJV BwxY rwhw ]
BwxY hir gux gurmuiK gwvwhw ]

By Your Will, we wander in the wilderness;
by Your Will, we find the path.
By Your Will,
we become Gurmukh and sing the Glorious Praises of the Lord.

BwxY Brim BvY bhu jUnI sB ikCu iqsY rjweI jIau ]2]

By Your Will, we wander in doubt through countless lifetimes.
Everything happens by Your Will.

nw ko mUrKu nw ko isAwxw ]
vrqY sB ikCu qyrw Bwxw ]

No one is foolish, and no one is clever.
Your Will determines everything;

Agm Agocr byAMq AQwhw qyrI kImiq khxu n jweI jIau ]3]
You are Inaccessible, Incomprehensible, Infinite and Unfathomable.
Your Value cannot be expressed.

Kwku sMqn kI dyhu ipAwry ]
Awie pieAw hir qyrY duAwrY ]

Please bless me with the dust of the Saints, O my Beloved.
I have come and fallen at Your Door, O Lord.

drsnu pyKq mnu AwGwvY nwnk imlxu suBweI jIau ]4]7]14]

Gazing upon the Blessed Vision of His Darshan, my mind is fulfilled.
O Nanak, with natural ease, I merge into Him.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 98)
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TAKE THE SUPPORT OF NAAM
Human beings have one major shortcoming - they consider
themselves to be weak and helpless. However, when Sri Guru
Gobind Singh Sahib Ji was in this world in human form, He
was the manifestation of strength(SkqI), radiance(KyVy) and
victory(&qh).
That is why, those people who would like to remain in
high spirits(cVHdI klw) and bliss, should constantly remain in
the rememberance of Sri Guru Gobind Singh Sahib Ji, study
His Bani and instill His Divine Vision within themselves.

jo quDu syvih sy quD hI jyhy inrBau bwl sKweI hy ]4]
Those who serve You,  become just like You;
O Fearless Lord, You are their best friend from infancy.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 1021)

One who instills frightful things within his mind will always
feel frightened but one who instills the Fearless within his
mind, becomes fearless. A study of the Zafarnama tells us
that Sri Guru Gobind Singh Sahib Ji was the epitome of
fearlessness.
A question arises : What is the form of Sri Guru Gobind
Singh Sahib Ji in the present time? In His own words, Sri
Guru Gobind Singh Sahib Ji tells us that His Darshan is in
the Khalsa and His physical form is Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji.

dusr rUp gRMQ jI jwn ]

Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji is my second form.
(Rehetnama Bhai Nand Lal Ji)
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Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji is the storehouse of Bani and Bani
is of Akaal Purukh.

ieh bwxI mhw purK kI inj Gir vwsw hoie ]40]

This is the Bani of the Supreme Being;
through it, one dwells within the home of his inner being.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 935)

Thus, one who does not read or listen to Bani with
concentration does not show respect to Bani and to Guru
Akaal Purukh.
There is an incident where Sri Guru Gobind Singh Sahib
Ji punished a Sikh because he read Gurbani wrongly. This
happened when Sri Guru Gobind Singh Sahib Ji was at Sri
Anandpur Sahib.
A Sikh was reciting the Dakhni Oankar(dKxI EAMkwru) bani. When
he reached the following line:

krqy kI imiq krqw jwxY
kY jwxY guru sUrw ]3]

Only the Creator Himself knows His own extent;
or the Brave Guru Ji knows.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 930)

The Sikh wrongly pronounced the 6th word, Kae(kY) as Kay(ky).
Guru Sahib Ji told the Sikh three or four times to pronounce his
recital correctly. However, he did not understand Guru Sahib Ji’s
command. Guru Sahib Ji then told another Sikh to go and slap
this Sikh and forcibly move him away.
After completing his recital, the Sikh made his way back towards
Guru Sahib Ji and said to Guru Sahib Ji, “You tell us that we will
be liberated if we recite Gurbani, yet in your own court I get
slapped and moved away when reciting Gurbani.”
Guru Sahib Ji replied to the Singh, “Gurbani is a part of me.
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When you read Gurbani wrongly, you break my limbs(AMg). In the
same way you got hurt when slapped, don’t you think I got hurt
when you were breaking my limbs.”
Guru Ji explained to the Singh that by reading Bani wrongly,
he had changed the whole meaning of the line he was reciting,
making it degrading to Guru Sahib Ji instead of praising the Guru.
If the word Kae(kY) is read as Kay(ky) , then the meaning of the
line changes to
Only the Creator Himself knows His own extent;
What does the Brave Guru know?
Sometime later, Guru Sahib Ji went to Sabo Ki Talwandi
(Damdama Sahib as it is known today). There He removed His
waistband(kmr ksw) to signify that He will not enter battle again.
The Sikhs then made supplications to Guru Sahib Ji to educate
them, as had been promised (at Sri Anandpur Sahib) during the
war and Guru Ji agreed to fulfil their request.
Guru Sahib Ji sent 25 Singhs to get the Kartarpur Sahib Saroop
of the Sri Aad Granth Sahib from Dhirmal. However, Dhirmal refused
to hand over the saroop, stating that if Guru Sahib Ji was of the
same light and spirit as the other Gurus, He should not read the
Sri Aad Granth Sahib but on the contrary, He should be able to
recite all of it from memory.
Guru Sahib Ji then did recite all of the Shabads from memory.
Daily at Amrit Vela (Ambrosial Hours of 2am-5am), Guru Maharaj
Ji would recite Gurbani. Bhai Mani Singh Ji was the scribe. Baba
Deep Singh Ji would get all the paper, ink and materials needed
in compiling the Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji. In the evenings, Guru
Sahib Ji would do Katha and teach the meanings of the Gurbani
uttered in the morning. In total, this whole process took 9 months
and 9 days and the Damdama Saroop of Sri Guru Granth Sahib
Ji was compiled.
A total of 48 Sikhs were fortunate to listen to this whole Divine
Katha. Out of these, 46 immediately left their bodies and ascended
to Sachkand after the completion of the compilation of Sri Guru
Granth Sahib (as they became enlightened). Bhai Mani Singh Ji
and Baba Deep Singh Ji were ordered by Guru Ji to carry on the
teachings and till today, there is an unbroken lineage of leadership
of Teachers/Jathedars of Damdami Taksal that have carried on the
teachings of Sri Guru Gobind Singh Sahib Ji from generation to
generation.
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Research of human life reveals that a person feels weak when
his mind becomes supportless or when his mind becomes
scattered into many divisions through its thought-waves. The
more scattered his thought-waves are within him, there is
that much more division in his mental energy. These divisions
are the core reason for his weakness.
The cure to this weakness as prescribed by Sri Guru
Granth Sahib Ji is to make the mind one-pointed through
Simran(meditation) and Jaap(prayers) and to stabilise it on
one point or target. That one target is Akaal Purukh.

Avrn kI Awsw ikCu nwhI ]
eykY Aws Dro mn mwhI ]

Have no hopes on others, rely only on the ONE Lord.
(Sri Guru Gobind Singh Sahib Ji - Bachitar Natak)

The ability to reach this target (Akaal Purukh) is only possible
by following the Order(hukm) of Guru Sahib Ji.

siqgur kI bwxI siq siq kir mwnhu
ieau Awqm rwmY lInw hy ]14]

Accept as True, Perfectly True, the Word of the True Guru’s Bani.
In this way, you shall merge in the Lord, the Supreme Soul.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 1028)

The human mind, being tied up in many obligations, does
not progress in the direction of its target. Who has tied up
the human mind?
Gurbani gives the answer:
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bMDn mwq ipqw sMswir ]
bMDn suq kMinAw Aru nwir ]2]

People are entangled with mother, father and the world.
They are entangled with sons, daughters and spouses.

bMDn krm Drm hau kIAw ]
bMDn puqu klqu min bIAw ]3]

They are entangled with religious rituals, and religious faith,
acting in ego.
They are entangled with sons, wives and others in their minds.

bMDn ikrKI krih ikrswn ]
haumY fMnu shY rwjw mMgY dwn ]4]

The farmers are entangled by farming.
People suffer punishment in ego
and the king exacts the penalty from them.

bMDn saudw AxvIcwrI ]
iqpiq nwhI mwieAw moh pswrI ]5]

They are entangled in trade without contemplation.
They are not satisfied by attachment to the expanse of Maya.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 416)

In order to gain freedom from the above-mentioned
entanglements, some people leave their homes, wear religious
robes and go to places of pilgrimage(qIrQ) and stay there.
But Gurmat does not believe in this method.

ByKI hwQ n lBeI qIriQ nhI dwny ]

Wearing religious robes, the Lord is not obtained,
nor is He obtained by giving donations at sacred shrines of pilgrimage.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 1012)

Gurmat says that we should not bind ourselves to these
entanglements. When our minds get attached to these
entanglements, they become the root cause of diseases.
This is the ‘I’ (ego) that takes on many forms and imprisons
the person.
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jjw jwnY hau kCu hUAw ]

JAJJA: When someone,
in his ego, believes that he has become something,

bwiDE ijau nilnI BRim sUAw ]

he is caught in his error, like a parrot in a trap.

jau jwnY hau Bgqu igAwnI ]

When he believes, in his ego,
that he is a devotee and a spiritual teacher,

AwgY Twkuir iqlu nhI mwnI ]

then, in the world hereafter, the Lord shall have no regard for him at all.

jau jwnY mY kQnI krqw ]

When he believes himself to be a preacher,

ibAwpwrI bsuDw ijau iPrqw ]

he is merely a peddler wandering over the earth.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 255)

Meaning: Whoever believes he has become ‘someone’, moves
far away from the path of Guru Ji and gets imprisoned in
entanglements.
To escape from these entanglements, one must do constant
meditation(AiBAws) as prescibed by Gurbani and always remain
one-pointed.
As long as the fruit of spiritual practise(AiBAws) is not ripe,
there will be problems and there is no pleasure (bliss) in the
taste of the fruit. Such is the rule of Nature.
By constantly making a practise of joining one’s mind with The
Ripe One(Akaal Purukh), ripeness comes within that person.
Guru Sahib Ji repeatedly emphasises that we must join our
thought-waves(surq) to Akaal Purukh and seek His support
as Akaal Purukh is the only Power(SkqI) and Existence(hsqI)
that is free of entanglements.
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myry mn nwm kI kir tyk ]

O my mind, take the Support of the Naam, the Name of the Lord.

iqsih bUJu ijin qU kIAw pRBu krx kwrx eyk ]1] rhwau ]
Understand the One who created you;
the One God is the Cause of causes.

cyiq mn mih qij isAwxp Coif sgly ByK ]

Remember the One Lord in your mind, renounce your clever tricks,
and give up all your religious robes.

ismir hir hir sdw nwnk qry keI Anyk ]2]6]29]
O Nanak, Meditate forever on the Lord,
remembrace of Whom countless beings have been saved.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 1007)

We should not attach ourselves to people and worldly things
as they are unripe(transitory). Everything about this world
is transitory. This is weakness(inrblqw), this is Maya, this is
Kalyug, this is the devil, this is an obstacle.
But if meditation(AiBAws) is ripe(p` k jwvy ) and the outlook
becomes stable and one-pointed on the One Lord, then the
clamour within will end. If the clamour within has not ended
and the internal (mind) is still restless, then be assured that
ripeness has not come yet.
Through God’s Grace, when a pearl producing raindrop(sMvwqI bUd
M )
falls into the seashell(is`pI), it shuts. In the same way, the
mind(mn) that has obtained the exilir of Naam becomes silent
and peaceful. Various types of thoughts and desires do not
arise within it. Thus its energies do not get divided and it
does not become weak. Even if circumstances are such that
difficulties arise, these words of Guru Sahib Ji restores its
strength:
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blu hoAw bMDn Cuty sBu ikCu hoq aupwie ]

My strength has been restored, and my bonds have been broken;
now, I can do everything.

nwnk sBu ikCu qumrY hwQ mY qum hI hoq shwie ]54]
Nanak: everything is in Your hands, Lord;
You are my Helper and Support.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 1429)

Gurmat calls a person who has such a one-pointed outlook
a SatPursh. A Satpursh is one whose mind is in Akaal(without
time and death). That which is in Kaal (subject to time and
death), passes. Kaal itself does not pass. Satpurukhs live in
Akaal, away from Kaal. Thus they become eternal.

inhclu scu Kudwie eyku Kudwie bMdw AibnwsI ]17]
The One True Lord God is eternal and unchanging.
The Lord’s slave is also eternal.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 1100)

Such a person has overcome disease and sorrow. The veil of
“time, cause and space” has been removed from his outlook.
He has also overcome the other barriers such as ego, maya,
mukti, raaj, etc.
The big forces of Nature (eg Sun, Moon, Water and Air) live
in the Will of Akaal Purukh and walk in His Command. Just
like them, one other special quality that is always in these
Satpurshs is that they too live in the Will of Akaal Purukh
and walk in His Command.

hukmy DrqI Daul isir BwrM ]
hukmy paux pwxI gYxwrM ]

His Command is
the mythical bull which supports the burden of the earth on its head.
By His Hukam, air, water and fire came into being.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 1037)
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A Satpursh advices those who come in his contact or those
who are close to him to live according to the Will of Akaal
Purukh and move beyond physical rituals, yoga, etc. This
is sometimes refered to as The Hidden Teachings Beyond
Yoga. A Satpursh generally remains focused inwards, although
physically he may be seen to be doing his normal daily
routines. He emphasises to others to make an effort to focus
inwards - where the True and Real attendance of being in
Guru Ji’s presence is marked.
Bowing in reverence(mQw tyknw) , offering of flowers, fruits
etc - these are external gifts and presents and these are
just the beginning rituals and practises. However, the real
gift is to focus within ourselves. This understanding comes
only after much spiritual practise(nwm AiBAws). Real spiritual
consciousness (and understanding) comes only when the
mind starts to internally mark spiritual attendance in Guru
Sahib Ji’s Court. It is only then that the veil of ego will be
broken.
Gurmat sometimes refers to such a Satpursh as a perfect
person(p`kw purS). In the holy company of such a soul, we
learn how to be one-pointed in Akaal and gain perfection.
Gurbani says:

nwnk kciVAw isau qoiV FUiF sjx sMq pikAw ]
O Nanak, break away from the false,
and seek out the Saints, your true friends.

Eie jIvMdy ivCuVih Eie muieAw n jwhI CoiV ]1]

The false shall leave you, even while you are still alive;
but the Saints shall not forsake you, even when you are dead.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 1102)
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What benefits(PL) do they get who leave falsehood aside
and walk towards Truth?
Gurbani says:

kUVu Coif swcy kau Dwvhu ]
jo ieChu soeI Plu pwvhu ]

Abandon falsehood, and pursue the Truth,
and you shall obtain the fruits of your desires.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 1028)
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A SATISFIED LIFE AND ABODE IN THE
HOME OF YOUR INNER SELF
It is not sufficient for human beings to live solely on bread.
Something other than bread is also necessary for the fulfillment
of life. At the ending of Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji, Guru
Sahib Ji says that This Granth is a plate(Qwl) which contains
the immeasurable(AQwh) food(lMgr) of Akaal Purukh. Whoever
eats from this food(lMgr) becomes satisfied(iqRpq) and gets
salvation.

jy ko KwvY jy ko BuMcY\ iqs kw hoie auDwro ]
One who eats it and enjoys it shall be saved.

eyh vsqu qjI nh jweI inq inq rKu auir Dwro ]
This thing can never be forsaken;
keep this always and forever in your mind.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 1429)

Because the world is ever-changing and not permanent,
one is not satisfied by relishing its products. No worldly
product has the capability of giving everlasting satisfaction
because it is not permanent. But The Truth(siq) is permanent.
That is why, moving towards The Truth is moving towards
satisfaction(iqRpqI). This is the law of nature.
What is The Truth(siq) ? The Gita says that The Truth is
that essence that is forever present and existing. Temporary
worldly commodities get destroyed (at some point in time)
but that which is The Truth(siq) is:

hY BI hosI jwie n jwsI rcnw ijin rcweI ]

He is, and shall always be. He shall not depart,
even when this Universe which He has created departs.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 8)
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In the universe, one rule of nature can be seen at work. That
rule is: Everything makes an effort to move towards its centre
or source. The following examples illustrate this point:
1. In a cyclone, sand flies upwards and moves vast distances.
In the end, when the cyclone dies down, the sand falls
back to earth, which is its center.
2. When something burns, flames move upwards from the
fire. After a short while, these flames merge back into the
fire.
3. Water from the sea evaporates and forms clouds which
fall as rain on the mountains. Flowing through streams
and rivers, this rain finally ends up in the sea, its original
source.

jYsy eyk Awg qy knUkw kot Awg auTy
inAwry inAwry huie kY Pyir Awg mY imlwihNgy ]

Just as millions of sparks are created from the fire;
although they are different entities, they merge in the same fire.

jYsy eyk nd qy qMrg kot aupjq hYN
pwn ky qMrg sbY pwn hI khwihNgy ]

Just as millions of waves are created on the surface of the big rivers
and all the waves are called water.

qYsy ibsUu rup qy ABUq BUq pRgt huie
qwhI qy aupj sbY qwhI mY smwihNgy ] 17]87]

Similarly the animate and inanimate objects
come out of the Supreme Lord;
having been created from the same Lord, they merge in the same Lord.
(Sri Guru Gobind Singh Sahib Ji - Akaal Ustat 17:87)
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Everything is moving towards its centre(source). To
understand this rule of Nature is to understand the purpose
of life. The reason why humans suffer from fear, anxiety and
lack of contentment is because of their ignorance of this
basic rule of Nature.
As a human drifts away from his centre, his tension and
problems increase. This is true even though modern science
has made various facilities for his comfort. But this tension
and problems decrease when the human returns to his centre
and keeps his base there.
This is something that can be experimented and tested. This
is not mere theory. The life of a householder is a special
laboratory for this experiment.
Guru Sahib Ji came into this world for a specific reason and
mission. His mission was to remind humans and give them an
understanding of their centre (home of their inner self(injGr)
so that they can be freed from tension and problems.

gurU duAwrY hoie soJI pwiesI ]

Through the Gurdwara, the Guru’s Gate, one obtains understanding.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 730)

This understanding is not a common thing. The milk of a
tigress cannot be stored in an ordinary pot. We need a
gold pot to contain this milk. In the same way, a clean and
pure mind is required as the pot to contain Guru Sahib Ji’s
knowledge.
The human mind is a center, an axle around which human
life rotates. If the mind is pure, then the life is also pure.
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But everyday experience of human life tells us that the human
mind is covered with the impurity of many previous lifetimes.
This impurity is so much that the mind has become pitch
black. Even by washing, it does not become clean.

jnm jnm kI iesu mn kau mlu lwgI kwlw hoAw isAwhu ]
The filth of countless incarnations sticks to this mind;
it has become pitch black.

KMnlI DoqI aujlI n hoveI jy sau Dovix pwhu ]

The oily rag cannot be cleaned by merely washing it,
even if it is washed a hundred times.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 651)

How has the oilman’s rag become so dirty? Initially, it was
very clean. Then, why has so much dirt accumulated on it?
The reason is: the association(sMgiq) of the rag with oil and
the crushing machine(kohlU). The mind is in a similar situation.
Initially, the mind too was pure(Kwls), as Bhagat Kabir Sahib
Ji says:

khu kbIr iehu rwm kI AMsu ]

Says Kabeer, this is formed of the same essence as the Lord.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 871)

However, by being in the company(sMgiq) of evil things and
actions, the mind started drifting far away from its source. As
it continued to identify itself with evil, the cloth of impurity
continued to cover it. This situation has been repeating for
many lifetimes and as a result, today, the condition of the
mind is totally reverse. It has become unreliable. Guru Sahib
Ji says :

mn Kuthr qyrw nhI ibswsu qU mhw audmwdw ]
O vicious mind, no faith can be placed in you;
you are totally intoxicated.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 815)
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Seeing this poor condition of the mind, Gurmat advices us
to make an enquiry about our mind; examine it.

iesu mn kau koeI Kojhu BweI ]

Let each person examine his own mind, O Siblings of Destiny.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 1129)

Slowly, and after a period of time, an examination of the
mind leads it back to its centre - where it came from.

mnu Kojq nwmu nau iniD pweI ]1] rhwau ]

Examine your mind,
and you shall obtain the nine treasures of the Naam.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 1129)

Gurbani emphasises:

ijs qy aupijAw iqsih pCwnu ]

Acknowledge the One, from whom You originated.

pwrbRhmu prmysru iDAwieAw kusl Kym hoey kilAwn ]1]rhwau]
Meditating on the Supreme Lord God, the Transcendent Lord,
I have found peace, pleasure and salvation.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 825)

An examination of the mind starts from examining the
thoughts(sMklp Aqy ivklp). This is a basic point that needs to be
understood. Without the right theory, spiritual practice(AiBAws)
cannot be done and thus there is no fruit. This is likened
to a situation where if one does not know the technique of
putting culture to milk, yogurt cannot form.
Gurmat teaches that the positive and negative
thoughts(sMklp Aqy ivklp) of the mind have to be detached
from the external physical world and attached to the God
which is inside us. In other words, to retract the focused
attention of the mind from other commodities, make it
one‑pointed and merge it in God.
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ey mn hir jI iDAwie qU iek min iek iciq Bwie ]
O mind, meditate on the Dear Lord,
with single-minded conscious concentration.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 653)

suAwmI ko igRhu ijau sdw suAwn qjq nhI inq ]
nwnk ieh ibiD hir Bjau iek min huie iek iciq ]45]
A dog never abandons the home of his master.
O Nanak, in just the same way, meditate on the Lord,
single-mindedly, with one-pointed consciousness.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 1428)

mMnu Dovhu sbid lwghu hir isau rhhu icqu lwie ]
Wash your mind by attaching it to the Shabad,
and keep your consciousness focused on the Lord.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 919)

mn ry smJu kvn miq lwgw ]

O mind, you must realize what your intellect is focused on.

nwmu ivswir An rs loBwny iPir pCuqwih ABwgw ] rhwau ]
Forgetting the Naam, the Name of the Lord,
one is involved with other tastes;
the unfortunate wretch shall come to regret it in the end.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 1428)

A person who does not control his thoughts is far away from his
destination, from his purity, his centre. As a practitioner(AiBAwsI)
gradually controls his thoughts(Purny), he slowly moves closer
to his centre. Through worldly rituals(krm kWf), thoughts do
not come under control and the wandering of the mind does
not end.
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In Saank Shaster, there is a story of Rishi Jada Bharata who
became a deer because he had not totally gained control
over his thoughts(sMklp) and during his last moments before
death, he was thinking of a deer. As such, he was reborn as
a deer.
Life As A King: Bharata was born in the line of Manu Svayambhuva,
the eldest of a hundred sons of a saintly king by the name of
Rishabha Deva, who ruled over the earth. When Rishabha Deva
became old, he entrusted the rule of his kingdom to Bharata and
retired to the forest to perform meditation.
Bharata, on assuming rule, married a girl named Panchajani and five
sons were born to them. Bharata ruled the earth for a long time
in a just manner. He performed a number of yagas, worshipped
God in the prescribed manner and did many dharmic acts. Thus,
he earned much merit. At the forest, he stayed in the hermitage
of Rishi Pulaha on the banks of Gandaki river and by means of his
austerities, became a great sage.
When Bharata in turn became old, he divided his kingdom amongst
his five sons and, following the footsteps of his father, went to
the forest to perform meditation.
Bharata smitten by love for a deer: One day, while praying on
the river bank, he saw a lone and heavily pregnant doe coming
to quench its thirst in the river. It had hardly touched the water
when the forest echoed with the roar of a lion. The doe became
terror-stricken and it just leaped into the water in a bid to escape
to the other side of the river. Shocked by fear and overcome by
the effort to negotiate the watercurrents, the doe gave birth to a
young deer midstream. Without even being aware of it, the doe
reached the other bank where it died of exhaustion.
The royal sage, who saw it all, was moved by compassion at the
sight of the motherless infant deer being carried away by the river.
He picked the young deer, took it to his ashram and fed it with
tender grass and protected it from wild beasts. Soon he grew very
fond of it. In course of time, the sage became so attached to it
that he could not part from it even for a short while. He feared all
sorts of harms to his pet and prayed for their removal. He forgot
that he was a sage and behaved like a foolish householder doting
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over his child. In the end, he died with thoughts of the deer in
his mind.
Bharata’s next birth: That sage was born as a deer in his next
birth. The scriptures say that a man will be born in his next birth
as that thing about which he was thinking about at the time of his
death. Therefore, Saints advise people to think of God so that it
will become a habit and thus after death, they can achieve God’s
abode.
As a result of his meditation and merits, the deer (Bharata) could
remember its past life. It regretted:
“How foolish of me to have forgotten my meditation and become
attached to an animal? And now, I suffer for it - being born an
animal. I shall not repeat the mistake.”
Saying this, the deer left its mother and began living in the vicinity
of a Rishi’s ashram - spending all its time thinking of God. When
death approached, the deer entered the water of a river and
standing there, gave up its body.
Bharata, reborn as a Jada: In the next birth, the deer was born as
the son of a pious Brahman. The past meditations and mistakes
lingered in the child’s mind and so he did not want to commit
the same mistake. As a child, Bharata, in his third birth, did not
show any attachment to his family. He did not even speak. People
therefore called him Jada or a dunce. Hence the name Rishi Jada
Bharata. Rishi Jada Bharata spent his whole life in prayer and
meditation.
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Gurmat advises our mind to stop wavering.

fgmg Cwif ry mn baurw ]

Stop your wavering, O crazy mind!

Ab qau jry mry isiD pweIAY lIno hwiQ sMDaurw ]1] rhwau ]
Now that you have taken up the challenge of death,
let your mind burn and die,
and attain perfection.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 338)

This path demands both serious enquiry(sMjIdw pVcol) and
serious effort(gMBIr Xqn). We should be strong and fight with
the thought-waves(sMklp Aqy ivklp) of the mind. We should
do meditation with a one-pointed mind. By doing this daily
and continously(lgwqwr), steadfastness(pRp`kqw) is achieved. We
then progress to the next stage - the stage of Grace(ndr).
In Gurmat, Grace(ndr) is a very important thing. The spiritual
capital (kmweI) of Gurshabad makes a person worthy of
Akaal Purukh and takes him to the doorstep of Grace(ndr).
Akaal Purukh has put His Greatness and His powers(klw) in
Gurshabad.
In the Janam Sakhi, it is said that Akaal Purukh gave an
Order to Sri Guru Nanak Dev Sahib Ji:

nwnk ijs aupir qyrI ndir iqs aupr myrI ndir [
ijs aupir qyrw krmu iqs aupir myrw krmu [
myrw nwau pwrbRhm prmySru Ar qyrw nwau gurU prmySr [

Nanak, upon whom is Your Grace, upon him is My Grace.
Upon who are your blessings, upon him are My blessings.
My name is Parbhram Permeshar; Your name is Guru Permeshar.
(Janam Sakhi)
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That’s why, the spiritual capital(kmweI) of Gurshabad has the
ability to tear the veils of the mind. With other efforts, the
veils of the mind are not lifted.

sbid mrY mnu mwrY Apunw mukqI kw dru pwvixAw ]3]
Those who die in the Shabad and subdue their own minds,
obtain the door of liberation.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 117)

nwnk gur ibnu mn kw qwku n auGVY Avr n kuMjI hiQ ]1]

O Nanak, without the Guru, the door of the mind cannot be opened.
No one else holds the key in hand.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 1237)

Gurshabad is the support. Keep Akaal Purukh in the mind,
slash the barrier of wavering thoughts and proceed towards
your inner self, your center.
Success does not depend upon a person’s own efforts. In
this path, personal effort is a very important factor BUT
ultimate success lies in the Hands of Guru Akaal Purukh, in
His Grace(ndr).
That is why, it is necessary that we take the support of Guru
Sahib Ji’s Grace(ndr). Without Gurshabad, without Grace(ndr),
this mind is unable to reach its centre (its original state) to
achieve the state of permanent satisfaction.

lohau hoXau lwlu
ndir siqguru jid DwrY ]

Iron is transformed into jewels,
when the True Guru bestows His Glance of Grace.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 1399)
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Shabad to ponder upon:

sloku mÚ 3 ]
ey mn hir jI iDAwie qU
iek min iek iciq Bwie ]

O mind, meditate on the Dear Lord,
with single-minded conscious concentration.

hir kIAw sdw sdw vifAweIAw dyie n pCoqwie ]

The glorious greatness of the Lord shall last forever and ever;
He never regrets what He gives.

hau hir kY sd bilhwrxY
ijqu syivAY suKu pwie ]

I am forever a sacrifice to the Lord;
serving Him, peace is obtained.

nwnk gurmuiK imil rhY
haumY sbid jlwie ]1]

O Nanak, the Gurmukh remains merged with the Lord;
he burns away his ego through the Word of the Shabad.

mÚ 3 ]
Awpy syvw lwieAnu
Awpy bKs kryie ]

He Himself enjoins us to serve Him,
and He Himself blesses us with forgiveness.

sBnw kw mw ipau Awip hY
Awpy swr kryie ]

He Himself is the father and mother of all;
He Himself cares for us.

nwnk nwmu iDAwiein iqn inj Gir vwsu hY
jugu jugu soBw hoie ]2]

O Nanak, those who meditate on the Naam, the Name of the Lord,
abide in the home of their inner being;
they are honoured throughout the ages.
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pauVI ]
qU krx kwrx smrQu hih krqy
mY quJ ibnu Avru n koeI ]

You are the Creator, all-powerful, able to do anything.
Without You, there is no other at all.

quDu Awpy issit isrjIAw
Awpy Puin goeI ]

You Yourself created the world,
and You Yourself shall destroy it in the end.

sBu ieko sbdu vrqdw
jo kry su hoeI ]

The Word of Your Shabad alone is pervading everywhere;
whatever You do, comes to pass.

vifAweI gurmuiK dyie pRBu
hir pwvY soeI ]

God blesses the Gurmukh with glorious greatness,
and then, he finds the Lord.

gurmuiK nwnk AwrwiDAw
siB AwKhu DMnu DMnu DMnu guru soeI ]29]1] suDu

As Gurmukh, Nanak worships and adores the Lord;
let everyone proclaim, “”Blessed, blessed, blessed is He, the Guru!
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 653-4)
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WHOEVER MEDITATES
ON THE LORD IS HAPPY
kbIr hir kw ismrnu jo krY so suKIAw sMswir ]

Kabeer, whoever meditates in remembrance on the Lord,
he alone is happy in this world.

ieq auq kqih n foleI ijs rwKY isrjnhwr ]206]
One who is protected and saved by the Creator Lord,
shall never waver, here or hereafter.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 1375)

All sins, however evil they may be, are cleared by Simran.
The Shastars believe that there are four big evil sins. They
are: to murder a Brahmgiani, to kill a cow, to murder an
unmarried girl and to eat the food of a sinner’s house.
If there is a way to wash off the above-mentioned sins and
other extreme sins, it is ONLY through the Simran of Akaal
Purukh. Some people do not do Simran but long to be free
from difficulties and desire happiness in their life. These
people are misguided and under delusion. Gurbani says that
where there is no association with people who do Simran,
where there is no Simran, consider that place to be the
abode of ghosts and evil spirits.

kbIr jw Gr swD n syvIAih hir kI syvw nwih ]
Kabeer, those houses in which neither the Holy
nor the Lord are served

qy Gr mrht swrKy BUq bsih iqn mwih ]192]
- those houses are like cremation grounds;
demons dwell within them.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 1374)
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People feel that others give them tension, problems and
unhappiness. But Gurmat says that nobody is making
someone else unhappy. A person is unhappy due to his
bad deeds(krm) and wrongful thoughts.1

ddY dosu n dyaU iksY dosu krMmw AwpixAw ]
Dadda: Do not blame anyone else;
blame instead your own actions.

jo mY kIAw so mY pwieAw dosu n dIjY Avr jnw ]21]
Whatever I did, for that I have suffered;
I do not blame anyone else.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 433)

If a person becomes firmly committed and starts doing
Simran zealously, he will become happy and peaceful. But
the difficulty is that this firm commitment does not come.
How do we get this firm commitment? Gurmat answers this
question: Go meet and be in the company of those people
who have already attained this firm belief. The name of
this circle of people is called Satsangat. There, we too can
attain this firm belief.

sqsMgiq imlY q idVqw AwvY hir rwm nwim insqwry ]3]
But when he joins the Satsangat, he is confirmed in his faith,
and he is saved by the Name of the Lord.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 981)

This is not hearsay. It is a surety.

1 The underlying cause of all weakness and unhappiness in man has
always been and still is, weak habit-of-thought.

Horace Fletcher
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swDsMgiq inhcau hY qrxw ]

In the Sadh Sangat, the Company of the Holy, I am sure to be saved.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 1071)

Such Satsangat (True Sangat) gives us encouragement. It
teaches us that by doing Simran, we should try to forget
our past deeds and immerse our thought-waves(surq) in the
feet of Guru Sahib Ji.
What has happened in the past is the past. Take care of the
present. Make it a routine and habit to stay in the present.
Our mind has got the habit of not staying in the present .
It keeps running away from its centre - from where it can
gain true understanding. Make it a practise to repeatedly
restrain the mind from running around and to involve it in
the Lord’s Simran.1

mn Apuny mih iPir iPir cyq ]
ibnis jwih mwieAw ky hyq ]

Within your mind, over and over again, think of Him,
and your love of Maya shall depart.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 238)

1 Then Sri Guru Nanak Dev Sahib Ji said .... when a person focuses
on Naam or Gurbani, the mind leaves. The mind has to be detached
from other thoughts and repeatedly joined to Naam.
If you want to feed a (sick) horse some mixture of herbs and spices(as
medicine), the horse will not eat it and throws it aside. However, if this
mixture of herbs and spices is fed slowly (by rolling it into small lumps
and feeding into the horse’s mouth one at a time), then the horse
slowly starts to eat it. Hence, the horse gets well.
In the same way, the mind has to be restrained from other thoughts
and joined continously to Shabad. When the mind is totally imbued
in the Shabad, then the person’s cycle of reincarnation ends.
Shaheed Bhai Sahib Mani Singh Ji - Sakhi Prithi Mal
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Keep the idea of the One who is being meditated upon in
your thoughts. The mind has a special characteristic that it
assumes the form of whatever ideas or thoughts it regularly
ponders or thinks about.

jyhw syvY qyho hovY jy clY iqsY rjwie ]

As you serve Him, you will become like Him,
as you walk according to His Will.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 549)

That is why, keep your ideal as high as possible so that you
can achieve the highest state. This is the benefit of Simran.
By doing so, all the smaller powers(CotIAW SkqIAW) show respect.
Guru Sahib Ji says :

PrIdw jy qU myrw hoie rhih sBu jgu qyrw hoie ]95]

O Fareed, if you become mine, the whole world will be yours.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 1332)

Guru Sahib Ji tells us to do the Simran of that All-Powerful
Cause of Causes which is

Awid pUrn miD pUrn AMiq pUrn prmysurh ]

In the beginning, He was pervading; in the middle, He is pervading;
in the end, He will be pervading. He is the Transcendent Lord.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 705)

But if we have doubt in the very existence of this Power, then
what can we achieve? Nothing! To progress in this Path, it
is extremely important to have complete faith.

jw kY irdY ibsÍwsu pRB AwieAw ]
qqu igAwnu iqsu min pRgtwieAw ]

One whose heart is filled with faith in God
the essence of spiritual wisdom is revealed to his mind.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 285)

The lives of Saints like Bhagat Naamdev Ji and others are
great examples of firm faith.
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Along this path, there are many stations, whose understanding
comes only from walking along the path. Sometimes, Simran
is ongoing but faith halts. At other times, faith is firm but
Simran stops. Success and progess is in the continuity of
both Simran and faith at the same time and this only happens
after a long duration.
It is to be remembered that the power of erasing the slate
of bad deeds is not in the meditation. Although meditation
is very important, the power to erase the bad karma is in
the hands of Guru Akaal Purukh, in His Grace(ndr).
While doing meditation, a seeker should remain in a state of
“being in the sanctuary” of Guru Sahib Ji. The words on a
rubber stamp are reversed. They are corrected when stamped
on paper. In the same way, the reversed (evil) karma on our
forehead gets corrected when we seek His Sanctuary and
“stamp” our head at His Lotus Feet. Then we are blessed
with His Grace(ndr) and the mind becomes renewed and
pure.

sqguir imilAY aultI BeI khxw ikCU n jwie ]3]

Meeting the True Guru, one is transformed beyond description.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 558)

ndrI iehu mnu vis AwvY ndrI mnu inrmlu hoie ]1]
By His Grace, this mind is controlled
and by His Grace, it becomes pure.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 558)

Effort(krnI) and Grace(ndr) both go hand in hand. Without
deeds and effort, we do not get Grace(ndr). The secrets of
life are revealed when there is a union of effort(krnI) and
Grace(ndr).
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During his final moments, Socrates was asked, “What is the
secret of life?”
He replied, “Know Thyself.”
When asked again, he gave the same reply.1
To know oneself is not a physical objective. The essence of
life is not an external objective. This ‘know thyself’ is obtained
ONLY through Simran; not through any other ritual(krm kWF).
Swami Sankyacharia said that a person’s ‘self’ is his best
friend and this same ‘self’ is also his greatest enemy. If he
is able to understand his ‘self’, then he gains victory over
his mind and gets happiness. Alternatively, if he has not
understood his ‘self’, then his mind takes him for a ride in
circles and he remains in tension and difficulties.
It is important to preserve our strength(bl). It should be
preserved for it to be utilised to fight with the mind so as
to be able to “know thyself”.2
Those who do not observe this self restraint become weak
and are unable to struggle with the mind.
1 Anyne who has not a complete knowledge of himself will never
have a true understanding of another.
Novalis

2 Fighting with the mind is necessary in spiritual development, as
crying and kicking of a helpless baby is necessary to its growth; but as
crying and kicking is not needed beyond the infant stage, so the fierce
struggling and falling under temptation ends when the knowledge of
mental transmutation is acquired.
James Allan
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Gurbani says :

jo jn lUJih mnY isau sy sUry prDwnw ]

Those humble beings who struggle with their minds
are brave and distinguished heroes.

hir syqI sdw imil rhy ijnI Awpu pCwnw ]

They remain forever united with the Lord - who realize their own selves.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 1089)

When should this adoption of self restraint and Simran be
started. Whenever it can be started, it is good. However,
the earlier we start, the better. If, even at our deathbed, our
faith is unwavering, we can attain salvation.

Ajwml kau AMq kwl mih nwrwien suiD AweI ]

At the very last moment Ajaamal became aware of the Lord;

jW giq kau jogIsur bwCq so giq iCn mih pweI ]2]
that state which even the supreme Yogis desire
- he attained that state in an instant.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 902)

Unwavering faith means having a firm belief within us that
God is with us at all times and at all places. Our outlook
becomes as per the Shabad:

jh jh mn qUM Dwvdw qh qh hir qyrY nwly ]
Wherever you wander, O my mind,
the Lord is there with you.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 440)

Secondly, this firm belief comes within that person - that
God is the Cause of causes, the All-powerful Lord.

hir hir nwmu myrw AwDwru ]
krx kwrx smrQu Apwru ]1] rhwau ]

The Name of the Lord, Har, Har, is our only support.
The Creator, the Cause of causes, is All-powerful and Infinite.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 744)
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To attain this firm belief, it is necessary that the mind is
totally focused during Simran. However, if during Simran,
the mind is engrossed elsewhere, then nothing is achieved.
Success in this path depends upon the total concentration
and one‑pointedness of the mind. Katha, Kirtan and Simran
specifically demand that the mind be totally focused.

pRB kI ausqiq krhu sMq mIq ]
swvDwn eykwgr cIq ]

Sing the Praises of God, O Saints, O friends,
with total concentration and one-pointedness of mind.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 295)

Three types of people do not succeed on this path.
1. A lazy person.
2. A person who is a slave of the pleasures of the tongue
and other worldly pleasures.
3. A person whose mind does not remain focused and keeps
running here and there. Such a person keep straying
from his centre. To be far away from one’s centre is to
become lost and separated. In fact, this is the root of
all separation. This is duality(dubDw).
But spiritual practitioners(AiBAwsI) who gain victory over the
above-mentioned weaknesses gradually progress in their
meditation and over time, start going into Semadhi. Semadhi
does not mean to become silent. In Gurmat, Semadhi means
to have interviews with Akaal Purukh, to have His vision. This
is the benefit of meditation(Bjn ismrn).
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Semadhi is of 2 types:
1. Firstly: that in which the thoughts remain. The spiritual
practitioner(AiBAwsI) is aware that he is sitting in meditation
and doing Simran.
2. The second kind is where no thoughts remain. It takes a
very long time before this stage can be achieved.
A person who goes into semadhi becomes very powerful
and influential. When a Mahapurush who has reached the
final stage of semadhi gets up from his meditation, his Grace
removes the diseases of the sick and the sins of sinners.
Guru Sahib Ji was (and is) full of such powers. It is the result
of the Grace(ndr) of Sri Guru Nanak Dev Sahib Ji that even
after more than 500 years, there is still sweetness in the
soapnut(rITw).
			 In the forest, about forty miles from Gorakhmata,
Sri Guru Nanak Dev Sahib Ji met a group of Yogis. They
sat under a soapnut tree. Sri Guru Nanak Dev Sahib
Ji advised the yogis that salvation is not achieved by
discarding family life and living in the forests, away
from worldly life. The inner change for attainment of
peace and everlasting bliss can be obtained anywhere
by contemplating on God’s name.
			 The Yogis asked, “Master, if the fire of desire is
not quenched even by endless subjection of the body
to discipline, then please tell us a way to quench it.”
			 Guru Sahib Ji replied:

hau hau mY mY ivchu KovY ]

Eradicating egotism and individualism from within,

dUjw mytY eyko hovY ]

and erasing duality, the mortal becomes one with God.
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jgu krVw mnmuKu gwvwru ]

The world is difficult for the foolish, self-willed manmukh;

sbdu kmweIAY KweIAY swru ]

practicing the Shabad, one chews iron.

AMqir bwhir eyko jwxY ]

Know the One Lord, inside and out.

nwnk Agin mrY siqgur kY BwxY ]46]

O Nanak, the fire is quenched, by accepting the True
Guru’s Will.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 943)

			 The shrewd minds of the Yogis wanted to test
Guru Sahib Ji still further. Knowing that Guru Sahib Ji
did not have anything to offer, they asked him to give
them something to eat.
			 Guru Sahib Ji was sitting under a soapnut tree.
Soapnuts are always bitter. He plucked some soapnuts
from the tree and gave them to the Yogi’s to eat. To
the utter surprise of the Yogis, the soapnuts were very
sweet. The soapnuts of half the tree where Guru Sahib
Ji was sitting had become sweet and the other half of
the same tree still had bitter soapnuts.
			 This is true even today. That place is called
Gurdwara Reetha Sahib.

Lets do ardaas to such a Satguru through this shabad:

rwgu sUhI mhlw 5 Gru 6
< siqgur pRswid ]
siqgur pwis bynµqIAw imlY nwmu AwDwrw ]

I offer this prayer to the True Guru,
to bless me with the sustenance of the Naam.

quTw scw pwiqswhu qwpu gieAw sMswrw ]1]

When the True King is pleased, the world is rid of its diseases.
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Bgqw kI tyk qUM sMqw kI Et qUM scw isrjnhwrw ]1] rhwau ]
You are the Support of Your devotees,
and the Shelter of the Saints, O True Creator Lord.

scu qyrI swmgrI scu qyrw drbwrw ]

True are Your devices, and True is Your Court.

scu qyry KwjIinAw scu qyrw pwswrw ]2]

True are Your treasures, and True is Your expanse.

qyrw rUpu AgMmu hY AnUpu qyrw drswrw ]

Your Form is inaccessible, and Your Vision is incomparably beautiful.

hau kurbwxI qyirAw syvkw ijn@ hir nwmu ipAwrw ]3]

I am a sacrifice to Your servants; they love Your Name, O Lord.

sBy ieCw pUrIAw jw pwieAw Agm Apwrw ]

All desires are fulfilled, when the Inaccessible and Infinite Lord is
obtained.

guru nwnku imilAw pwrbRhmu qyirAw crxw kau bilhwrw
]4]1]47]
Guru Nanak has met the Supreme Lord God;
I am a sacrifice to Your Feet.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 746)
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MY DEAR FRIENDS
What is the sign of the blessings of Vaheguroo? The sign
is that He makes us meet with His beloved saints.
Guru Sahib Ji has written the basic characteristics of such
persons in Sri Japji Sahib:

muMdw sMqoKu srmu pqu JolI iDAwn kI krih ibBUiq ]

Make contentment your ear-rings, humility your begging bowl,
and meditation the ashes you apply to your body.

iKMQw kwlu kuAwrI kwieAw jugiq fMfw prqIiq ]

Let the remembrance of death be the patched coat you wear, let the
purity of virginity be your way in the world, and let faith in the Lord be
your walking stick.

AweI pMQI sgl jmwqI min jIqY jgu jIqu ]

See the brotherhood of all mankind as the highest order of Yogis;
conquer your own mind, and conquer the world

Awdysu iqsY Awdysu ]

I bow to Him, I humbly bow.

Awid AnIlu Anwid Anwhiq jugu jugu eyko vysu ]28]

The Primal One, the Pure Light, without beginning, without end.
Throughout all the ages, He is One and the Same.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 6)

This means that a man of God is not trapped in outward
garbs. He is always in mental equipoise. He is contented.
He has disciplined his mind and conquered it.

AweI pMQI sgl jmwqI min jIqY jgu jIqu ]

See the brotherhood of all mankind as the highest order of Yogis;
conquer your own mind, and conquer the world.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 6)
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He is always focused on keeping his mind fixed at some
focal point and ensures that it does not run here and there
aimlessly. He always keeps looking within himself from where
he obtains the unfathomable powers of Akaal Purukh. Except
for the One Akaal Purukh, he does not bring anyone else
in his thoughts. He has wiped out everything else from his
thoughts. This meditation is his “applying ashes to his body”.

muMdw sMqoKu srmu pqu JolI iDAwn kI krih ibBUiq ]

Make contentment your ear-rings, humility your begging bowl,
and make meditation the ashes you apply to your body.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 6)

The whole of mankind is his brotherhood. He loves everyone
equally, without discrimination. The spiritual eye(id`b idRStI)
of such a person is open and he sees God in all. The veil
of duality has been lifted from his thoughts.

idb idRsit jwgY Brmu cukwey ]

One whose spiritual vision is awakened - his doubt is driven out.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 1016)

The birth of such an indiscriminate viewpoint marks the
completion of Yog i.e. Bandagi. However, this is not the state
of an ordinary person. From many past lives, an ordinary
person has had a veil of duality over his vision. This is the
veil of illusion which is mentioned in Sri Japji Sahib:

ikv sicAwrw hoeIAY ikv kUVY qutY pwil ]
So how can you become truthful?
And how can the veil of illusion be torn away?
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 1)

The power to remove this veil and give rise to the spiritual
vision lies in Satguru Ji.
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khY nwnku eyih nyqR AMD sy
siqguir imilAY idb idRsit hoeI ]36]

Says Nanak, these eyes were blind;
but meeting the True Guru, they became all-seeing.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 922)

What method does Satguru Ji advocate to awaken the
spiritual vision( id` b idR S tI ) ? The method is Satsangat and
Shabad Kirtan.
Satsangat means to keep the company of those persons
mentioned earlier. They are the beloved of Vaheguroo. We
go into such company(sMgiq) so that our thought-waves(suriq)
may get trained to get intuned in the Shabad through Katha,
Kirtan and Gurbani. If there is no such facility, then only our
normal desires can be fulfilled but the spiritual vision(id`b idRStI)
is not achieved. The priceless spiritual vision(id`b idRStI) is
obtained in the Sadh Sangat because Guru Ji has put His
power(klw) in the Sadh Sangat.

nc durlBM Dnµ rUpM
nc durlBM sÍrg rwjnh ]

Wealth and beauty are not so difficult to obtain.
Paradise and royal power are not so difficult to obtain.

nc durlBM Bojnµ ibMjnµ
nc durlBM sÍC AMbrh ]

Foods and delicacies are not so difficult to obtain.
Elegant clothes are not so difficuilt to obtain.

nc durlBM suq imqR BRwq bWDv
nc durlBM binqw iblwsh ]

Children, friends, siblings and relatives are not so difficult to obtain.
The pleasures of woman are not so difficult to obtain.
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nc durlBM ibidAw pRbIxM
nc durlBM cqur cMclh ]

Knowledge and wisdom are not so difficult to obtain.
Cleverness and trickery are not so difficult to obtain.

durlBM eyk Bgvwn nwmh
nwnk lbiD´M swDsMig ik®pw pRBM ]35]

Only the Naam, the Name of the Lord, is difficult to obtain.
O Nanak, it is only obtained by God’s Grace,
in the Sadh Sangat, the Company of the Holy.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 1357)

Sadh Sangat gives us the conviction that peace and
happiness(AnMd) is not in worldly commodities. The root source
of peace and happiness(AnMd) is elsewhere. It is within us. The
base of this source is at the point where the positive and
negative thoughts(sMklp Aqy ivklp) arise; where the vibrations
of the mind(mn) emerge. The search for this source within
ourselves has to be carried out by ourselves:

so jnu swcw ij AMqru Bwly ]
gur kY sbid hir ndir inhwly ]

That humble being, who searches within himself,
through the Word of the Guru’s Shabad, sees the Lord with his eyes.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 1357)

Guru Maharaj Ji tells us to abandon the vibrations that arise
within our mind and break our connection with them.

Aws Ainq iqAwghu qrMg ]

Abandon the waves of fleeting desire,
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 295)

Instead of getting engrossed in these vibrations, Guru Sahib
Ji tells us to pray for the company of His beloved ones
and renouncing our selfishness and conceit, immerse the
superthought(surq) in devotional love(Bwau BgqI).
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sMq jnw kI DUir mn mMg ]

Pray for the dust of the feet of the Saints.

Awpu Coif bynqI krhu ]
swDsMig Agin swgru qrhu ]

Renounce your selfishness and conceit and offer your prayers.
In the Company of the Holy, cross over the ocean of fire.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 295)

A person has to continously keep up the practise(AiBAws)
of abandoning the vibrations of the mind and developing
devotional love. As this practice gradually increases, there
will be a simultaneous increase in mental equipoise and a
decrease in tension and worry. The lack of mental equipoise
is the reason for tension and worry.
A wild elephant is a cause of constant worry because it causes
great damage. Such an elephant is brought under control
and disciplined by tying it up with ropes and continously
hitting its forehead with a hook. Once restrained, the elephant
becomes a good means of tranportation.
In the same way, an unrestrained mind that is overloaded
with all kinds of thoughts(sMklp Aqy ivklp) becomes a cause
of worry and tension. Our mind (wild elephant) has to be
tied with ropes(Gurbani, Kirtan, Katha, Satsangat) and be
continously hit with a hook(Simran). Once restrained in this
way and immersed in the dye of meditation(BgqI), it becomes
a means of peace and happiness.
The sign of a person with a pure and disciplined mind is that
he is egoless, his equipoise remains stable and he happily
accepts the Will of the Lord. Also, a person with such a mind
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lives in the present and does not dwell in the past or the
future as per Bhai Gurdas Ji’s words :

vrqmwn ivic vrqdw hovxhwr soeI prvwxw]

He always moves in the present
i.e. never ignores the contemporary situations
and side by side accepts whatever is likely to happen.

kwrxu krqw jo krY isir Dir mMin krY sukrwxw]
Whatever is done by the creator of all the causes,
is gratefully accepted by him.
(Vaaran Bhai Gurdas Ji 18-21)

The Creator has put such ability in the lotus flower that
however high the water rises, the flower remains above the
water level. In the same way, the Creator has put this power
in His beloveds that despite living amongst the commodities
and evils of this world, they remain aloof, no matter how
bad the circumstances get. Being imbued in the dye of
Vaheguroo, they are called His beloved ones. They are also
known as Sadhus. They see the Beloved Lord in all and in
everything.
In the holy company of such persons, we also get imbued
in the same colour in which they are in. In their company,
there is the continuous flow of peace and happiness. Gurbani
encourages us to go into such company even if we get
simple food to eat there. Gurbani recommends us to stay
away from materialistic company.

kbIr swDU kI sMgiq rhau jau kI BUsI Kwau ]
Kabeer, remain in the Company of the Holy,
even if you have only coarse bread to eat.

honhwru so hoiehY swkq sMig n jwau ]99]

Whatever will be, will be. Do not associate with the faithless cynics.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 1369)
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Gurbani refers to these persons as ‘real friends’ because their
company encourages us towards the Name of the Lord.

Eie swjn Eie mIq ipAwry ]
jo hm kau hir nwmu icqwry ]1] rhwau ]

They are my companions, and they are my dear friends,
who inspire me to remember the Lord’s Name.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 739)
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AMRIT
Gurbani tells us that there exists a spiritual vision(idRStI) which
is overflowing with Amrit or Ambrosial Nectar of the Lord.

hir AMimRq iBMny loiexw mnu pRyim rqMnw rwm rwjy ]
My eyes are wet with the Nectar of the Lord,
and my mind is imbued with His Love, O Lord King.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 448)

Where is this Amrit? A study of Gurbani and the viewpoints
of Saints tell us that deep within the human body, there
is a place, a centre where the pool of Ambrosial Nectar is
present.

kwieAw AMdir AMimRq sru swcw mnu pIvY Bwie suBweI hy ]4]
Deep within the body is the true pool of Ambrosial Nectar;
the mind drinks it in with loving devotion.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 1046)

jyqy Gt AMimRqu sB hI mih BwvY iqsih pIAweI ]2]

As many hearts as there are-in all of them is His Ambrosial Nectar;
as He pleases, He causes them to drink it in.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 1123)

This Amrit is a miraculous elixir that makes life perfect, makes
it such that it cannot be destroyed i.e.. makes it one with
the Eternal Force.
However, human nature is such, its paradox is that except for
a rare few, all other humans, instead of heading towards the
sweet Amrit, are instead headed in the opposite direction
which leads to “poison”. As Gurbani says :

AMimRqu kaurw ibiKAw mITI ]

Nectar seems bitter to you, and poison is sweet.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 892)
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jn nwnk kotn mY koaU Bjnu rwm ko pwvY ]2]3]

O servant Nanak, among millions,
there is scarcely anyone who attains the Lord’s meditation.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 218)

Akaal Purukh has made nature such that within every human
framework, there exists a natural touchstone from which a
person can ascertain how perfect he is, how much control
he has over his scattered and unfocused mind, how carefree
he is and how self-reliant he is. As much as he is lacking in
these virtues, that much he is far away from the Amrit within
him.
Now the question arises: What is the reason that despite
the True Amrit being within a person, he still does not take
an interest in this direction and remains attached to poison?
The answer is: Within a human, there is intellectual
ignorance(AigAwnqw) and doubt(Brm) and as such his mental
thoughts are not encouraged towards Amrit.
It is a rule of nature that if our mind starts to focus towards
the Amrit within us, then we are able to obtain the sweet
Amrit. However, if the mind starts to focus on the physical
creation, then we head towards destruction because all
physical creation is under Nature’s law of destruction (or
Law of Impermanence).
What is physical creation? It is to grow (or be born), die
(or get destroyed) and then grow again(or be born again).
Gurbani says :

gwvY ko swij kry qnu Kyh ] gwvY ko jIA lY iPir dyh ]

Some sing that He fashions the body, and then again reduces it to dust.
Some sing that He takes life away, and then again restores it.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 1)
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Whatever we see is an illusion and is perishable.

idRsitmwn hY sgl imQynw ]

All that is seen (the physical creation) is an illusion.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 1083)

Driq Awkwsu pwqwlu hY cMdu sUru ibnwsI ]
The earth, the Akaashic ethers of the sky,
the nether regions of the underworld,
the moon and the sun shall pass away.

bwidswh swh aumrwv Kwn Fwih fyry jwsI ]

Emperors, bankers, rulers and leaders shall depart,
and their homes shall be demolished.

rMg quMg grIb msq sBu loku isDwsI ]

The poor and the rich, the humble and the intoxicated,
all these people shall pass away.

kwjI syK mswiekw sBy auiT jwsI ]

The Qazis, Shaykhs and preachers shall all arise and depart.

pIr pYkwbr AaulIey ko iQru n rhwsI ]

The spiritual teachers, prophets and disciples
- none of these shall remain permanently.

rojw bwg invwj kqyb ivxu buJy sB jwsI ]
Fasts, calls to prayer and sacred scriptures
- without understanding, all these shall vanish.

lK caurwsIh mydnI sB AwvY jwsI ]

The 8.4 million species of beings of the earth shall
all continue to come and go in reincarnation.

inhclu scu Kudwie eyku Kudwie bMdw AibnwsI ]17]
The One True Lord God is eternal and unchanging.
The Lord’s slave is also eternal.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 1100)
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Our mental thoughts have been connected to and focused
on the external creation for such a long time; from many
past lives. This external creation is not the home of sweet
Amrit. Hence, while Amrit resides very near us, it is still at
a very distant reach.
How can this distance be overcome? This is a problem.
Gurbani solves this problem thus: In whatever way possible,
a person should develop the habit of tearing away his mind
from the outside perceivable creations and join it to the
unseen within. The method to do this is called Simran.

pRB kY ismrin ibnsY dUjw ]

In the remembrance of God, duality is removed.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 262)

Gurbani also says:

hir AMimRq iBMny loiexw mnu pRyim rqMnw rwm rwjy ]
My eyes are wet with the Nectar of the Lord,
and my mind is imbued with His Love, O Lord King.

mnu rwim ksvtI lwieAw kMcnu soivMnw ]

The Lord applied His touch-stone to my mind,
and found it one hundred per cent gold.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 448)

Iron is transformed into gold by rubbing it against a
touchstone. Similarly, our corrupted mind can be cleansed
by doing Simran and having love for God.

pRB kY ismrin mn kI mlu jwie ]
In the remembrance of God,
the filth of the mind is removed.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 263)
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Only a pure and clean mind, through Gurshabad, is capable
of drinking the Amrit from the well of nectar that is deep
within us.

AMqir KUhtw
AMimRiq BirAw
sbdy kwiF pIAY pinhwrI ]

Deep within,
the well of Nectar is overflowing with the Lord’s Ambrosial Nectar;
the water-carrier draws and drinks in the nectar, through the Shabad.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 570)

A human life has four parts to it:
1. The physical body,
2. The Mind,
3. The Intelligence,
4. The Soul.
A person can be considered to be healthy and complete
only if all the four areas of his life are fully developed. Sri
Guru Gobind Singh Sahib Ji was one such Complete Person.
Generally, society and governments have put some effort to
develop the first three areas of the human body.
1. For a healthy physical body, huge industries have been
created; like medical science, pharmaceuticals etc.
2. For the pleasures of the mind, various forms of
entertainments have been created.
3. For the development of intelligence, schools and libraries
have been created.
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However, despite all the research, inventions and technological
advances, a person’s outlook of life is still one of tension
and difficulties and lacks ambrosial bliss.
Why is this so? This is because we have failed to understand
the fourth part of the human life, the part that is within
ourselves; the soul. Without understanding the soul, the
ambrosial spiritual vision cannot spring forth.
Gurmat says that to awaken the ambrosial spiritual vision
within, we have to take the shelter of Guru Sahib Ji i.e.
attach ourselves to Gurbani, as Gurbani is filled with Amrit.

siqgur ivic AMimRq nwmu hY AMimRqu khY khwie ]

The Ambrosial Nectar of the Naam is within the True Guru.

gurmqI nwmu inrmluo inrml nwmu iDAwie ]
Following the Guru’s Teachings,
one meditates on the Immaculate Naam,
the Pure and Holy Naam.

AMimRq bwxI qqu hY gurmuiK vsY min Awie ]

The Ambrosial Word of His Bani is the true essence.
It comes to abide in the mind of the Gurmukh.

ihrdY kmlu prgwisAw joqI joiq imlwie ]

The heart-lotus blossoms forth, and one’s light merges in the Light.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 1424)

jnu nwnku bolY AMimRq bwxI ]

Servant Nanak speaks the Ambrosial Bani of the Word.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 196)

AMimRq bwxI gur kI mITI ]

The Nectar of the Guru’s Bani is very sweet.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 113)
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Gurmat says that while making efforts to develop the first
three aspects of a human life, a person should also make
efforts for the growth of the fourth aspect (i.e. spiritual
aspect) as this is where Amrit is to be obtained from. Gurmat
advocates that this fourth part can be developed through
meditation(ismrn AiBAws).

pRB kY ismrin mn kI mlu jwie ]

In the remembrance of God, the filth of the mind is removed.

AMimRq nwmu ird mwih smwie ]

The Ambrosial Name of the Lord, is absorbed into the heart.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 263)

Simran breaks a person from the perishable and perceivable
and joins him to the Everlasting and Unseen.
In reality, only a person who is steadfast in Simran keeps
friendship and love with everyone. Having friendship and
love for all and expanding on it is a crucial aspect of the
path. The mind of a person who has the evil influences of
hatred, jealousy and doubt within him is polluted. He is
thousands of miles away from this path because :

min mYlY Bgiq n hoveI nwmu n pwieAw jwie ]

With a polluted mind, devotional service cannot be performed,
and the Naam, the Name of the Lord, cannot be obtained.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 39)

If a seeker is genuine, he can awaken the power from within
him which can conquer the evil influences controlling his
mind. This power is awakended by doing Simran. Over
time, when the faults and evil of the mind begin to get
destroyed, stage by stage, an instinct develops from which
a person gets understanding within himself that indulging
in the physical creation and its pleasures leads towards
destruction.
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But even after this instinct has been awakened, sometimes,
once in a while, a person still falls back and continues to
indulge in worldly pleasures. This is because his past deeds
come forward and pressurise him. But a seeker should not lose
hope. By continously doing Simran, he gains steadfastness.
While taking care of his physical body, his mind and his
intellect, one day, with the support of Simran, he gains access
into a spiritual sphere where he achieves the ambrosial nectar
or Amrit.1

nwnk nwmu n vIsrY miQ AMimRqu pIAw ]8]15]
O Nanak, one who does not forget the Naam,
churns and drinks in the Ambrosial Nectar.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 419)

1 		 Bhai Sahib (Vir Singh) told me that he felt as if nectar was constantly
trickling down, drop by drop, from the vertex of his head into his
body. He asked me, as a medical man, if there was any physical basis
for that phenomenon.
		I replied, “Yes Sir. There resides in that region the Hypothalmus,
the Conductor of the Endorine Orchestra, which makes flow out,
through the pituitary gland, vital hormones like ACTH (Cortisone),
T. S. H. (Thyroid ) L.H. (Testosterone), F.S.H. (Oestrogen) and others
on which life subsists. In this Hypothalamus again reside vital centres
which regulate metabotic life on the physical plane and spiritual life
on the metaphysical plane. Through intense communion with God,
the phychic centres get so highly developed that there flows out from
them the fluid of eternal ecstacy, which you have called the nectar.”
Dr. P.V. Karamchandani
(Bhai Vir Singh, 6th river of the Punjab’ By Lt Col. J.S. Guleria)
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A summary of the above ideas is given in this shabad:

hm Avguix Bry eyku guxu nwhI AMimRqu Cwif ibKY ibKu KweI ]
I am overflowing with sins and demerits;
I have no merits or virtues at all.
I abandoned the Ambrosial Nectar, and I drank poison instead.

mwXw moh Brm pY BUly suq dwrw isau pRIiq lgweI ]
I am attached to Maya, and deluded by doubt;
I have fallen in love with my children and spouse.

ieku auqm pMQu suinE gur sMgiq iqh imlµq jm qRws imtweI ]
I have heard that the most exalted Path of all
is the Sangat, the Guru’s Congregation.
Joining it, the fear of death is taken away.

iek Ardwis Bwt kIriq kI
gur rwmdws rwKhu srxweI ]4]58]

Keerat the poet offers this one prayer:
O Guru Raam Daas, save me! Take me into Your Sanctuary!
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 1406)

Shabad to ponder upon:

mwJ mhlw 3 ]
AMimRq nwmu mMin vswey ]
haumY myrw sBu duKu gvwey ]
AMimRq bwxI sdw slwhy AMimRiq AMimRqu pwvixAw ]1]

Enshrining the Ambrosial Naam, the Name of the Lord, in the mind,
all the pains of egotism, selfishness and conceit are eliminated.
By continually praising the Ambrosial Bani of the Word,
I obtain the Amrit, the Ambrosial Nectar.
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hau vwrI jIau vwrI AMimRq bwxI mMin vswvixAw ]
AMimRq bwxI mMin vswey AMimRqu nwmu iDAwvixAw ]1] rhwau ]
I am a sacrifice, my soul is a sacrifice,to those who enshrine
the Ambrosial Bani of the Word within their minds.
Enshrining the Ambrosial Bani in their minds,
they meditate on the Ambrosial Naam.

AMimRqu bolY sdw muiK vYxI ]
AMimRqu vyKY prKY sdw nYxI ]
AMimRq kQw khY sdw idnu rwqI Avrw AwiK sunwvixAw ]2]
Those who continually chant the Ambrosial Words of Nectar
see and behold this Amrit everywhere with their eyes.
They continually chant the Ambrosial Sermon day and night;
chanting it, they cause others to hear it.

AMimRq rMig rqw ilv lwey ]
AMimRqu gur prswdI pwey ]
AMimRqu rsnw bolY idnu rwqI min qin AMimRqu pIAwvixAw ]3]
Imbued with the Ambrosial Love of the Lord,
they lovingly focus their attention on Him.
By Guru’s Grace, they receive this Amrit.
They chant the Ambrosial Name with their tongues day and night;
their minds and bodies are satisfied by this Amrit.

so ikCu krY ju iciq n hoeI ]
iqs dw hukmu myit n skY koeI ]
hukmy vrqY AMimRq bwxI hukmy AMimRqu pIAwvixAw ]4]

That which God does is beyond anyone’s consciousness;
no one can erase the Hukam of His Command.
By His Command, the Ambrosial Bani of the Word prevails,
and by His Command, we drink in the Amrit.
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Ajb kMm krqy hir kyry ]
iehu mnu BUlw jWdw Pyry ]
AMimRq bwxI isau icqu lwey AMimRq sbid vjwvixAw ]5]

The actions of the Creator Lord are marvellous and wonderful.
This mind is deluded, and goes around the wheel of reincarnation.
Those who focus their consciousness on the Ambrosial Bani,
hear the vibrations of the Ambrosial Word of the Shabad.

Koty Kry quDu Awip aupwey ]
quDu Awpy prKy lok sbwey ]
Kry priK KjwnY pwieih Koty Brim BulwvixAw ]6]
You Yourself created the counterfeit and the genuine.
You Yourself appraise all people.
You appraise the true, and place them in Your Treasury;
You consign the false to wander in delusion.

ikau kir vyKw ikau swlwhI ]
gur prswdI sbid slwhI ]
qyry Bwxy ivic AMimRqu vsY qUM BwxY AMimRqu pIAwvixAw ]7]

How can I behold You? How can I praise You?
By Guru’s Grace, I praise You through the Word of the Shabad.
In Your Sweet Will, the Amrit is found;
by Your Will, You inspire us to drink in this Amrit.

AMimRq sbdu AMimRq hir bwxI ]
siqguir syivAY irdY smwxI ]
nwnk AMimRq nwmu sdw suKdwqw
pI AMimRqu sB BuK lih jwvixAw ]8]15]16]

The Shabad is Amrit; the Lord’s Bani is Amrit.
Serving the True Guru, it permeates the heart.
O Nanak, the Ambrosial Naam is forever the Giver of peace;
drinking in this Amrit, all hunger is satisfied.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 119)
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THE PATH OF SALVATION

nwnk khq mukiq pMQ iehu gurmuiK hoie qum pwvau ]2]5]
Says Nanak, this is the path to liberation.
Become a Gurmukh, and attain it.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 218)

In His Bani, Sri Guru Teg Bahadur Sahib Ji tells us, in forceful
words, that the aim of life is the meditation(Bjn ismrn) of
Naam, through which the human soul can reach the heights
of that peak from where even extreme difficulties are not
able to weaken him. This the state of salvation.
When Guru Sahib Ji looks at our actions, deeds and way of
living (krnI Aqy rihxI), He says :

swDo iehu jgu Brm Bulwnw ]

O Holy people, this world is deluded by doubt.

rwm nwm kw ismrnu CoifAw mwieAw hwiQ ibkwnw ]1] rhwau ]
It has forsaken the meditative remembrance of the Lord’s Name,
and sold itself out to Maya.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 684)

What is this doubt(Brm) that everyone has got lost in?
In the viewpoint of Dharma, doubt means fake knowledge(imQXw
igAwn) i.e.. the reality being one thing but we believe it to
be something else.
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Experts of Hindu Scriptures have divided doubt (Brm) into
five categories :
1.		
Phed Pharm (Byd Brm) - not to believe the Creator
to be the form of the soul(Awqmw rUp) and to imagine
Him in various different forms.
2.		
Krettvh Pharm (kirqqv Brm) - to believe that ‘I am
the Creator’.
3.		
Sangh Pharm (sMg Brm) - to have this conviction that
‘I am the body’ and go through the cycle of birth
and death.
4.		
Vehkar Pharm (ivkwr Brm) - to understand that the
world is a transformation of the Creator.
5.		
S atyatav Pharm (sqXqv Brm) - to believe to be
separate from the Creator, Brahm and be a True
Intellectual (s`qX bu`iD).
Blessed and praiseworthy is he who is not a prey of doubt(Brm).
Guru Maharaj Ji says that our outlook changes and the doubt
of this world vanishes if, while living in it and doing all our
worldly duties, we also remember (deep within ourselves)
the Omnipresent Creator.
If we do His Simran, He becomes visible to us as He is the
Truth and the Ultimate Reality.
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swDo iehu qnu imiQAw jwnau ]

O Holy Saints, know that this body is false.

Xw BIqir jo rwmu bsqu hY swco qwih pCwno ]1] rhwau ]

The Lord who dwells within it - recognise that He alone is real.

iehu jgu hY sMpiq supny kI dyiK khw AYfwno ]

The wealth of this world is only a dream; why are you so proud of it?

sMig iqhwrY kCU n cwlY qwih khw lptwno ]1]

None of it shall go along with you in the end; why do you cling to it?

ausqiq inMdw doaU prhir hir kIriq auir Awno ]

Leave behind both praise and slander;
enshrine the Kirtan of the Lord’s Praises within your heart.

jn nwnk sB hI mY pUrn eyk purK Bgvwno ]2]1]

O servant Nanak,
the One Primal Being, the Lord God, is totally permeating everywhere.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 1186

Guru Sahib Ji says that three things are eternal. One is the
Lord Creator, the other is the Power of Naam and third is a
Sadh (that person who becomes One with the Lord through
Gurmat).

nwmu rihE swDU rihE rihE guru goibMdu ]
The Naam remains; the Holy Saints remain;
the Guru, the Lord of the Universe, remains.

khu nwnk ieh jgq mY ikn jipE gur mMqu ]56]
Says Nanak, in this world
- how rare are those who chant the Guru’s Mantra
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 1429)

If a human does not become a Sadh (he has not adopted
the ideal of purifying and disciplining his mind), then it
is meaningless for him to take baths at sacred shrines of
pilgrimage, keep fasts, adore his body with religious symbols
and other religious rituals.
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qIrQ krY bRq Puin rwKY nh mnUAw bis jw ko ]

He bathes at sacred shrines of pilgrimage, and adheres to fasts,
but he has no control over his mind.

inhPl Drmu qwih qum mwnhu swcu khq mY Xw kau ]1]
Know that such religion is useless to him.
I speak the Truth for his sake.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 831)

The aim of life is to bring the mind under control. This is
the difference between a human and an animal. A human
can keep watch over his mind and can take control over it.
An animal cannot do this. A person who does not set a high
goal with his life and who wastes his life in hypocrisy is like
an animal.

swc Cwif kY JUTh lwigE jnmu AkwrQu KoieE ]
Abandoning Truth, you cling to falsehood;
your life is uselessly wasting away.

kir prpMc audr inj poiKE psu kI inAweI soieE ]1]

Practicing hypocrisy, you fill your belly, and then sleep like an animal.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 633)

Anyway, what can the poor human do? The purification of
the mind is a faraway achievement, the human being does
not even know why his mind is uncontrollable. Guru Maharaj
Ji tells us that the human being is helpless and unable to
control his mind because of the dwelling of desires in his
mind.

swDo iehu mnu gihE n jweI ]

Holy Saadhus: this mind cannot be restrained.

cMcl iqRsnw sMig bsqu hY Xw qy iQru n rhweI ]1] rhwau ]
Fickle desires dwell with it, and so it cannot remain steady.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 218)
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Trishna means greed i.e.. the burning desire to obtain worldly
commodities. This Trishna is the noose that is hanging around
the human’s mind. Mukti or salvation is when this noose is
cut off. Guru Maharaj Ji’s concept of Mukti or salvation is
distinct from that of other faiths. The various faiths believe
various forms of Mukti. These are described as follows:
1. Nyayeh Shashtar(nXwX SwsqR) - Mukti is the termination
of the twenty-one sorrows i.e. of the body, mind, six
sense organs, six subjects(ivSy) of these sense organs, six
forms of knowledge(igAqn) of these sense organs and
happiness/sadness.
2. Vshaishik Matt (vSY i Sk mq) - a human soul generally
embraces nine characteristics (knowledge, happiness,
sadness, desire, malice, effort, piety, vice and wishes).
Mukti is the breaking away of the human soul from these
nine characteristics through contemplation(vIcwr) and
spiritual practice(AiBAqs).
3. Sankh Matt(sWK mq) - Mankind and Nature have varied
forms of knowledge(igAwn). Mukti is the total elimination
of the three sorrows: spiritual(AwdI), physical(ibAwdI) and
supernatural(aupwdI).
4. Yog Matt(Xog mq) - Mukti is to dispel Ignorance and the
five evils (Lust, Anger, Greed, Attachment and Ego)
through the highest state of meditation(smwDI) and spiritual
practice(AiBAqs), thus achieving freedom from bondages
for the human soul.
5. Mimasa Matt(mImWsw mq) - Mukti is the achievement of
imperishable joy from rituals like burning scents in
fires(Aginhoq), recitations and charity.
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6. Vedant Matt(vdWq mq) - Mukti is the merging of the soul
into the Creator through spiritual knowledge(Awqm igAwn)
after having removed spiritual ignorance.
7. Shaiv Matt(SYv mq),Vaishnav Matt(vYSnv mq), etc - Mukti is
the worship of their specific deity in this world and thus
achieving imperishable joy in the heavenly world of the
specific deity after death.
8. Jain Matt(jYn mq) - Mukti is to reach out to the higher
worlds by achieving freedom from the bondage of karma
through actions like penance, practising non-voilence,
etc.
9. Islamic,Muslim(ieslwm mq) - those who adhere to the
muslim requirements(follow the instructions stated in
the Koran, performing the five daily prayers, keeping
fasts etc.) will get mukti on the day of judgement and
get everlasting pleasures.
10. Christianity(iesweI mq) - Mukti is to clear all sins and
achieve everlasting life in heaven through complete faith
in the Son of God, Jesus Christ. No one is without sin and
the fruit of sin is death. Jesus gave His life to wash the
sins of people. Christianity says that those who believe
in Jesus will be cleared of their sins and will achieve
everlasting life.
11. Buddhism(buD mq) - Mukti is to achieve Nirvana by being
desireless and following the eight cardinal rules.1
Translator’s Note: These eleven forms of mukti have been translated from the limited knowledge and understanding of the various
sects and religions. This is a very difficult subject and these translations are debatable. We apologise for any errors.
1
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Guru Maharaj Ji says that Mukti is a state(AvsQw) which is
to be achieved while a person is still alive. Mukti is not a
commodity of credit that is to be cashed in the next world.
Mukti is stabilisation and stillness of our mental
thoughts(mnoibrqI) at some high level. It is that high level
where worldly turbulences (friendship/enmity, profit/loss,
joy/sorrow, ect) cannot create a flurry and waver our mental
thoughts.

ausqiq inMidAw nwih ijih kMcn loh smwin ]
One who is beyond praise and slander,
who looks upon gold and iron alike

khu nwnk suin ry mnw mukiq qwih qY jwin ]14]

- says Nanak, listen, mind: know that such a person is liberated.

hrKu sogu jw kY nhI bYrI mIq smwin ]

One who is not affected by pleasure or pain,
who looks upon friend and enemy alike

khu nwnk suin ry mnw mukiq qwih qY jwin ]15] ...

- says Nanak, listen, mind: know that such a person is liberated.

ijih pRwnI haumY qjI krqw rwmu pCwin ]

That mortal, who forsakes egotism, and realizes the Creator Lord

khu nwnk vhu mukiq nru ieh mn swcI mwnu ]19]

- says Nanak, that person is liberated; O mind, know this as true.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 1427)

duKu suKu ey bwDy ijh nwhin iqh qum jwnau igAwnI ]
They are not bound by pleasure and pain
- know that they are truly wise.

nwnk mukiq qwih qum mwnau ieh ibiD ko jo pRwnI ]3]7]
O Nanak, recognise those mortal beings as liberated,
who live this way of life.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 220)
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Every human wants Mukti (freedom from bondages) and the
relationship of this Mukti or freedom is with the mind(mn).
But the mind is absorbed in different pursuits. Then, how
is freedom or Mukti to be achieved? What are the pursuits
that the mind is absorbed in? Guru Maharaj Ji tells us :

ibrQw khau kaun isau mn kI ]

Who should I tell the condition of the mind?

loiB gRisE ds hU ids Dwvq Awsw lwigE Dn kI ]1] rhwau ]
Engrossed in greed, running around in the ten directions,
you hold to your hopes of wealth.

suK kY hyiq bhuqu duKu pwvq syv krq jn jn kI ]
For the sake of pleasure, you suffer such great pain,
and you have to serve each and every person.

duAwrih duAwir suAwn ijau folq nh suD rwm Bjn kI ]1]
You wander from door to door like a dog,
unconscious of the Lord’s meditation.

mwns jnm AkwrQ Kovq lwj n lok hsn kI ]

You lose this human life in vain,
and You are not even ashamed when others laugh at you.

nwnk hir jsu ikau nhI gwvq kumiq ibnwsY qn kI
]2]1]233]
O Nanak, why not sing the Lord’s Praises,
so that you may be rid of the body’s evil disposition?
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 411)

Xh mnu nYk n kihE krY ]

This mind does not follow my advice one tiny bit.

sIK isKwie rihE ApnI sI durmiq qy n trY ]1] rhwau ]
I am so tired of giving it instructions
- it will not refrain from its evil-mindedness.

mid mwieAw kY BieE bwvro hir jsu nih aucrY ]
It has gone insane with the intoxication of Maya;
it does not chant the Lord’s Praise.
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kir prpMcu jgq kau fhkY Apno audru BrY ]1]
Practicing deception, it tries to cheat the world,
and so it fills its belly.

suAwn pUC ijau hoie n sUDo kihE n kwn DrY ]
Like a dog’s tail, it cannot be straightened;
it will not listen to what I tell it.

khu nwnk Bju rwm nwm inq jw qy kwju srY ]2]1]
Says Nanak, vibrate forever the Name of the Lord,
and all your affairs shall be adjusted.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 536)

mweI mnu myro bis nwih ]

O mother, my mind is out of control.

ins bwsur ibiKAn kau Dwvq ikih ibiD rokau qwih ]1]rhwau]
Night and day, it runs after sin and corruption. How can I restrain it?

byd purwn isimRiq ky mq suin inmK n hIey bswvY ]

He listens to the teachings of the Vedas, Puraanas and the Simritees,
but he does not enshrine them in his heart, even for an instant.

pr Dn pr dwrw isau ricE ibrQw jnmu isrwvY ]1]
Engrossed in the wealth and women of others,
his life passes away uselessly.

mid mwieAw kY BieE bwvro sUJq nh kCu igAwnw ]
He has gone insane with the wine of Maya,
and does not understand even a bit of spiritual wisdom.

Gt hI BIqir bsq inrMjnu qw ko mrmu n jwnw ]2]
Deep within his heart, the Immaculate Lord dwells,
but he does not know this secret.

jb hI srin swD kI AwieE durmiq sgl ibnwsI ]
When I came to the Sanctuary of the Holy Saints,
all my evil-mindedness was dispelled.

qb nwnk cyiqE icMqwmin kwtI jm kI PwsI ]3]7]

O Nanak, I remembered the Chintaamani(jewel which fulfills all desires)
and the noose of Death was snapped.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 632)
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The nature of the human mind is to be in the clutches
of the falsehood of the world. Overcome with greed, he
is wandering aimlessly and focused on amassing worldly
wealth. He does prayers, bathes at holy shrines and does
sewa with formality rather than with love and sincerity.
Nothing is achieved by doing this.Then he complains that
there is nothing in religion and quotes Karl Marx who said
“Religion is the opium of the world”. Guru Sahib Ji says
you will achieve something only if, with purity, truth and
honesty, you fill your mind with the meditation of the Lord.

ijh Git ismrnu rwm ko so nru mukqw jwnu ]

That person, who meditates in remembrance on the Lord in his heart,
is liberated - know this well.

iqih nr hir AMqru nhI nwnk swcI mwnu ]43]

There is no difference between that person and the Lord:
O Nanak, accept this as the Truth.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 1428)

nwnk mukiq qwih qum mwnhu ijh Git rwmu smwvY ]2]6]
O Nanak, know that those
whose hearts are filled with the Lord are liberated.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 220)

In this Age, Mukti is an entitlement only for those who do
meditation(Bjn bMdgI) and not by any other method. Anyone
who has understood this secret and implemented it, he
becomes loaded with spiritual riches.

Bugiq mukiq kw kwrnu suAwmI mUV qwih ibsrwvY ]

Our Lord and Master is the source of pleasures and liberation;
and yet, the fool forgets Him.

jn nwnk kotn mY koaU Bjnu rwm ko pwvY ]2]3]

O servant Nanak, there is only an odd one among millions,
who attains the Lord’s meditation.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 218)
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kaunu krm ibidAw khu kYsI Drmu kaunu Puin kreI ]
Which actions, what sort of knowledge, and what religion
- what Dharma should one practice?

kaunu nwmu gur jw kY ismrY Bv swgr kau qreI ]1]

What Name of the Guru should one remember in meditation,
to cross over the terrifying world-ocean?

kl mY eyku nwmu ikrpw iniD jwih jpY giq pwvY ]
In this Dark Age of Kali Yuga,
the Name of the One Lord is the treasure of mercy;
chanting it, one obtains salvation.

Aaur Drm qw kY sm nwhin ieh ibiD bydu bqwvY ]2]

No other Dharma is comparable to this; so speak the Vedas.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 632)

kl mY mukiq nwm qy pwvq guru Xh Bydu bqwvY ]

In this Dark Age of Kali Yuga, liberation comes from the Naam.
Guru Sahib Ji has revealed this secret.

khu nwnk soeI nru grUAw jo pRB ky gun gwvY ]3]3]

Says Nanak, he alone is a great man, who sings the Praises of God.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 831)

byd purwn jws gun gwvq qw ko nwmu hIAY mo Dru ry ]
The Vedas and the Puraanas sing His Praises;
enshrine His Name within your heart.

pwvn nwmu jgiq mY hir ko ismir ismir ksml sB hru ry]1]

Pure and sublime is the Name of the Lord in the world.
Remembering it in meditation, all sinful mistakes shall be washed away.

mwns dyh bhuir nh pwvY kCU aupwau mukiq kw kru ry ]
You shall not obtain this human body again;
make the effort - try to achieve liberation!

nwnk khq gwie krunw mY Bv swgr kY pwir auqru ry
]2]9]251]
Says Nanak, sing of the Lord of compassion,
and cross over the terrifying world-ocean.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 220)
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rqn jnmu Apno qY hwirE goibMd giq nhI jwnI ]
You have wasted the precious jewel of this human life;
you do not know the Way of the Lord of the Universe.

inmK n lIn BieE crnn isNau ibrQw AauD isrwnI ]2]

You have not been absorbed in the Lord’s Feet, even for an instant.
Your life has passed away in vain!
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 220)

rqnu rwmu Gt hI ky BIqir qw ko igAwnu n pwieE ]
The Jewel of the Lord is deep within my heart,
but I do not have any knowledge of Him.

jn nwnk BgvMq Bjn ibnu ibrQw jnmu gvwieE ]2]1]

O servant Nanak, without vibrating, meditating on the Lord God,
human life is uselessly wasted and lost.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 703)

kIey aupwv mukiq ky kwrin dh idis kau auiT DwieAw ]
I have been trying to liberate myself,
running around in the ten directions.

Gt hI BIqir bsY inrMjnu qw ko mrmu n pwieAw ]2]
The pure, immaculate Lord abides deep within my heart,
but I do not understand the secret of His mystery.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 703)

ijh ibiD gur aupdyisAw so sunu ry BweI ]
As Guru Sahib Ji has imparted the Teachings,
so listen to them, O Siblings of Destiny.

nwnk khq pukwir kY ghu pRB srnweI ]3]3]

Nanak proclaims:
hold tight to the Protection and the Sanctuary of God.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 727)
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The above examples make the principles of Guru Maharaj
Ji very clear that :
1. The human body is a priceless gift. There is no guarantee
that it will be obtained again in another birth.
2. Human birth is an opportunity through which the essence
of Naam can be achieved. Other species do not get this
opportunity. Achieving the essence of Naam is achieving
the ultimate state of salvation.
3. Mukti is that stage where worldly entanglements and the
forceful slap of sorrow/joy, profit/loss do not attack. This
state is achieved through meditation on the Lord(pRBU Bjn).
4. Meditation on the Lord(pRBU Bjn) consists of: Har Jap, Har
Jas and Har Simran. But this meditation is only successful
if it is done by rising above the pitfalls of pride(mwn) and
attachment(moh). Otherwise, there is danger of slipping.

mwn moh dono kau prhir goibMd ky gun gwvY ]

One who lays aside both pride and attachment,
sings the Glorious Praises of the Lord of the Universe.

khu nwnk ieh ibiD ko pRwnI jIvn mukiq khwvY ]2]2]
Says Nanak, the mortal who does this
is said to be ‘jivan mukta’ - liberated while yet alive.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 831)

qij AiBmwnu srix sMqn ghu mukiq hoih iCn mwhI ]
Abandon egotism, and grasp the Sanctuary of the Saints;
you shall be liberated in an instant.

jn nwnk BgvMq Bjn ibnu suKu supnY BI nwhI ]2]2]

O servant Nanak, without meditating and vibrating on the Lord God,
there is no peace, even in dreams.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 1231)
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To embrace Guru Maharaj Ji’s Path of Salvation(mukiq pMQ), it
is not conditional that a person must be without sin from
the time of birth. This Path gives equal opportunity to the
sinner as well as to the virtuous. In fact, it is even possible
that the realisation of his sins may make a sinner humble
and thus achieve the Path of Salvation quickly. On the other
hand, a person of good virtues may remain entrapped in
his ego and thus remain deprived of Salvation.

mhw piqq mugD loBI Puin krq pwp Ab hwrw ]

I am a great sinner, foolish and greedy;
but now, at last, I have grown weary of committing sins.

BY mrby ko ibsrq nwihn iqh icMqw qnu jwrw ]1]
I cannot forget the fear of dying;
this anxiety is consuming my body.

kIey aupwv mukiq ky kwrin dh idis kau auiT DwieAw ]
I have been trying to liberate myself,
running around in the ten directions.

Gt hI BIqir bsY inrMjnu qw ko mrmu n pwieAw ]2]
The pure, immaculate Lord abides deep within my heart,
but I do not understand the secret of His mystery.

nwihn gunu nwihn kCu jpu qpu kaunu krmu Ab kIjY ]

I have no merit, and I know nothing about meditation or austerities;
what should I do now?

nwnk hwir pirE srnwgiq ABY dwnu pRB dIjY ]3]2]

O Nanak, I am exhausted; I seek the shelter of Your Sanctuary;
O God, please bless me with the gift of fearlessness.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 703)

kir swDsMgiq ismru mwDo hoih piqq punIq ]

Join the Sadh Sangat and meditate in remembrance on the Lord;
even a sinner like yourself will become pure.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 631)
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Ajwml kau AMq kwl mih nwrwien suiD AweI ]
At the very last moment on his deathbed,
Ajaamal became aware of the Lord;

jW giq kau jogIsur bwCq so giq iCn mih pweI ]2]
that state which even the supreme Yogis desire
- he attained that state in an instant.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 902)

Ajwmlu pwpI jgu jwny inmK mwih insqwrw ]
Ajaamal, known throughout the world as a sinner,
was redeemed in an instant.

nwnk khq cyq icMqwmin qY BI auqrih pwrw ]3]4]

Says Nanak, remember the Chintaamani(jewel which fulfills all desires),
and you too shall be carried across and saved.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 632)

piqq punIq dIn bMD hir srin qwih qum Awvau ]
He is the Purifier of sinners, the Friend of the poor.
Come, and enter the Lord’s Sanctuary.

gj ko qRwsu imitE ijh ismrq qum kwhy ibsrwvau ]1]
Remembering Him, the elephant’s fear was removed;
so why do you forget Him?
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 218)

AjhU smiJ kCu ibgirE nwihin Bij ly nwmu murwir ]
Understand this today - it is not yet too late!
Chant and vibrate the Name of the Lord.

khu nwnk inj mqu swDn kau BwiKE qoih pukwir ]2]8]
Says Nanak, this is the subtle wisdom of the Holy Saints,
which I proclaim out loud to you.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 633)
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The truth is that nobody can claim to be perfectly virtuous,
no matter how much he boasts of his virtues. Thus it is only
appropriate that he acknowledges the attitude as in the
following shabad :

mhw piqq mugD loBI Puin krq pwp Ab hwrw ]

I am a great sinner, foolish and greedy;
but now, at last, I have grown weary of committing sins.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 703)

One should then go whole-heartedly into Har Jap, Har Jas
and Har Simran.
HAR JAP
Jap means: to say in the mind, repeatedly. Holy Scriptures
have acknowledged three main ways of Jap:
1. First way is speaking/reading(vwck) that is done in specific
words. By hearing and reading, one is able to understand
the meaning. Recitation of Gurmantar and the Paath of
Bani comes in this category.
2. The second way is worship that is done in a very soft
sound in the mouth. Nothing can be heard; only lip
movement can be seen.
3. The third way is to do mentally i.e. in the thoughts of
the mind.
Which method of Jap should we implement? For this, each
person has to judge according to his own spiritual stage.
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The purpose of Jap is to implant the image of God in the
deep recesses of the mind. Unfortunately the mind is always
lost in fanciful imaginations. That is why, saintly persons teach
that the method is to divert the mind from these fanciful
imaginations and attach it to GurShabad.
The goal of Jap is to make both the tongue and mind in
unison. By doing this, the image of the worshipped(God)
sits in the depth of the heart of the worshipper.
HAR JAS (KIRTAN)
Kirtan is also a support to steady the mind, to make it
one‑pointed. Kirtan is a method(swDn), not a destination.
The aim or destination is:

mwns dyh pwie pd hir Bju nwnk bwq bqweI ]3]3]
Now that you have obtained this human body,
meditate on the Lord’s Feet;
Nanak advises with this advice.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 632)

This is what we have forgotten. God is within us but we
are engrossed with the outside world. Kirtan is a means
to return our focus within. Through the ears and eyes, our
superthought(suriq) is attached outside and is dispersed.
Kirtan consolidates these dispersed thoughts. The Gurbani
that is sung in Kirtan pushes the superthought(suriq) inwards.
The musical instruments, raag and sitting together aids in
Kirtan. Kirtan attaches our mind to the meanings of Gurbani
and brings us into Ardaas mode. By doing this, the impurity
of the mind is removed.
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gun gwvq qyrI auqris mYlu ]

Chanting His Glories, your filth shall be washed off.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 289)

nwnk hir jsu ikau nhI gwvq
kumiq ibnwsY qn kI ]2]1]233]

O Nanak, why not sing the Lord’s Praises,
so that you may be rid of the body’s evil disposition?
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 411)

Gurmat teaches us that our aim is not to become a ragi
but to become a Kirtani. To sing, to listen and to love
the Creator and His Creation – these are the attributes of
Kirtan. By steadfastly adopting these attributes, the mental
thoughts(ibrqI) internalise and become still.
To be an introvert, to be without grievances and to connect
one’s feelings with God is to walk on the path of salvation.

mn mUrK AjhU nh smJq isK dY hwirE nIq ]

The foolish mind has not yet reformed itself,
although I have grown weary of continually instructing it.

nwnk Baujlu pwir prY jau gwvY pRB ky gIq ]2]3]6]38]47]
O Nanak, one crosses over the terrifying world-ocean,
singing the Songs of God.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 536)

HAR SIMRAN
Jap, Kirtan and Simran complement each other. These are
the three attributes of meditation(Bjn), just like the three
sections of a finger. The stabilisation of the thoughts(ibrqI)
in the rememberance of the Lord is called Simran.
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Why has God been forgotten? Because humans have called
their own, those commodities and values which are false and
not real. These false commodities and values have trapped
the human in them and thus the Lord is forgotten.

kwm k®oD moh bis pRwnI hir mUriq ibsrweI ]

Mortal beings are held in
the power of sexual desire, anger and emotional attachment;
they have forgotten the Lord, the Immortal Form.

JUTw qnu swcw kir mwinE ijau supnw rYnweI ]1]
The body is false, but they believe it to be true;
it is like a dream in the night.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 218)

pRwnI kau hir jsu min nhI AwvY ]

The Praise of the Lord does not come to dwell
in the minds of the mortal beings.

Aihinis mgnu rhY mwieAw mY khu kYsy gun gwvY ]1] rhwau ]
Day and night, they remain engrossed in Maya.
Tell me, how can they sing God’s Glories?

pUq mIq mwieAw mmqw isau ieh ibiD Awpu bMDwvY ]
To children, friends, Maya and possessiveness
- they bind themselves in the ways described earlier.

imRg iqRsnw ijau JUTo iehu jg dyiK qwis auiT DwvY ]1]
Like the deer’s delusion, this world is false;
and yet, beholding it, they chase after it.

Bugiq mukiq kw kwrnu suAwmI mUV qwih ibsrwvY ]

Our Lord and Master is the source of pleasures and liberation;
and yet, the fool forgets Him.

jn nwnk kotn mY koaU Bjnu rwm ko pwvY ]2]3]
O servant Nanak, there is only one among millions
who attains the Lord’s meditation.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 218)
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Simran is a method to free the human from these false
commodities and values. Simran means: to remember.
Remembrance is going on even now. However, the
remembrance going on now is ”day and night, we remain
engrossed in Maya”.

Aihinis mgnu rhY mwieAw mY khu kYsy gun gwvY ]1] rhwau ]
Day and night, we remain engrossed in Maya.
Tell me, how can we sing God’s Glories?
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 218)

The Simran of the Lord converts this chain of remembrance.
The more the chain of remembrance gets converted, the
more one progresses towards the path of salvation. The
sign of progress is that one begins to feel a certain pleasant
sensation(rs), a bloom, a lightness. Gurbani starts to give
its secret meanings. Complex mysteries begin to unravel.
Remembrance (ismrn) and forgetting ( ivsrnu ) go hand in
hand. The summit of remembrance(ismrn) is to forget(ivswr)
everything else from the mind except the One Lord.

sBy glw ivsrnu ieko ivsir n jwau ]

Let me forget everything, but let me not forget the One Lord.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 43)

This stage(AvsQw) comes after a long journey. In reality, humans
have the capability to reach up to this stage only. For blessings,
grace and support beyond this stage, one can only make a
supplication(qrlw, Ardws). Actually, meditation(Bjn bMdgI) itself
starts with humbleness but upon reaching this stage, only
supplication and meekness remains.

jn nwnk mY nwih koaU gunu rwiK lyhu srnweI ]2]6]

O Nanak, I have no virtues at all;keep me in Your Sanctuary, Lord.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 632)
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nwnk lwj ibrd kI rwKhu nwmu quhwrau lInau ]3]9]

Says Nanak, please, Lord, uphold the honor of Your innate nature;
I chant Your Name.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 633)

khu nwnk hir ibrdu pCwnau BUly sdw prwnI ]3]10]
Says Nanak, O Lord, please, confirm your innate nature;
this mortal is continually making mistakes.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 633)

nwnk hwir pirE srnwgiq ABY dwnu pRB dIjY ]3]2]

O Nanak, I am exhausted; I seek the shelter of Your Sanctuary;
O God, please bless me with the gift of fearlessness.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 703)

nwnk srin pirE jg bMdn rwKhu ibrdu quhwrw ]2]3]
Nanak has entered the Sanctuary of the One,
before whom the whole world bows down;
please, preserve and protect me, by Your innate nature.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 703)

ijh nr jsu ikrpw iniD gwieE qw kau BieE shweI ]

That man, who sings the Praise of the Lord, the treasure of mercy,
has the help and support of the Lord.

khu nwnk mY iehI BrosY ghI Awin srnweI ]2]1]
Says Nanak, I have come to rely on this.
I seek the Sanctuary of the Lord.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 1008)

When a person is spiritualy stabilised in one-pointed Simran
and goes into supplication as part of life, then Grace and
Blessings shower and occasionally, the Divine Light flashes
within that person. This is the way of self-realisation through
which doubts and misunderstandings disappear from our
vision. Until self-realisation is not achieved, doubts do not
disappear and one does not reach the path of salvation.
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jn nwnk ibnu Awpw cInY imtY n BRm kI kweI ]2]1]
O servant Nanak, without knowing one’s own self,
the moss of doubt is not removed.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 684)

A person who reaches this stage(AvsQw) achieves the state
of salvation. This ideal stage is where profit/loss, sadness/
happiness, joy/sorrow, lust/anger, hopes/desires ect are not
able to waver a person. The life of Sri Guru Teg Bahadur
Sahib Ji is a perfect example of this. Guru Sahib Ji refers to
this stage in His Bani as follows :

soriT mhlw 9 ]
jo nru duK mY duKu nhI mwnY ]

That man, who in the midst of pain, does not feel pain,

suK snyhu Aru BY nhI jw kY kMcn mwtI mwnY ]1] rhwau ]
who is not affected by pleasure, affection or fear,
and who looks alike upon gold and dust;

nh inMidAw nh ausqiq jw kY loBu mohu AiBmwnw ]
Who is not swayed by either slander or praise,
nor affected by greed, attachment or pride;

hrK sog qy rhY inAwrau nwih mwn Apmwnw ]1]
who remains unaffected by joy and sorrow,
who remains unaffected by honor and dishonor,

Awsw mnsw sgl iqAwgY jg qy rhY inrwsw ]
who renounces all hopes and desires
and remains desireless in the world;

kwmu k®oDu ijh prsY nwhin iqh Git bRhmu invwsw ]2]

One not touched by sexual desire or anger- God dwells within his heart

gur ikrpw ijh nr kau kInI iqh ieh jugiq pCwnI ]
That man, blessed by Guru’s Grace, understands this way.

nwnk lIn BieE goibMd isau ijau pwnI sMig pwnI ]3]11]
O Nanak, he merges with the Lord, like water mixes with water.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 633)
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It is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to achieve this
stage. Only rare ones achieve this state.
The mind which is called incorrigible and leads everyone in
whirls, is stilled here. The mind is as restless as the wind and
as sturdy and strong as the elephant that is uncontrollable.
But the mind of those who reach this stage becomes
completely carefree. Naam dwells in the mind that goes
into total stability and because of Naam the mind goes into
a state of rest. Guru Sahib Ji says:

mweI mY Dnu pwieE hir nwmu ]

O mother, I have gathered the wealth of the Lord’s Name.

mnu myro Dwvn qy CUitE kir bYTo ibsrwmu ]1] rhwau ]

My mind has stopped its wanderings, and now, it has come to rest.

mwieAw mmqw qn qy BwgI aupijE inrml igAwnu ]

Attachment to Maya has run away from my body,
and immaculate spiritual wisdom has welled up within me.

loB moh eyh pris n swkY ghI Bgiq Bgvwn ]1]
Greed and attachment cannot even touch me;
I have grasped hold of devotional worship of the Lord.

jnm jnm kw sMsw cUkw rqnu nwmu jb pwieAw ]

The cynicism of countless lifetimes has been eradicated,
since I obtained the jewel of the Naam, the Name of the Lord.

iqRsnw skl ibnwsI mn qy inj suK mwih smwieAw ]2]
My mind was rid of all its desires,
and I was absorbed in the peace of my own inner being.

jw kau hoq dieAwlu ikrpw iniD so goibMd gun gwvY ]

That person, unto whom the Merciful Lord shows compassion,
sings the Glorious Praises of the Lord of the Universe.

khu nwnk ieh ibiD kI sMpY koaU gurmuiK pwvY ]3]3]
Says Nanak, this wealth is gathered
only by the Gurmukh.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 1186)
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Only a rare individual acheives this amazing and wonder‑filled
state. There is no end to his glory. What does he become?
He himself knows the answer to this question. Yes, one thing
that is visible is that :

ijin jin Apnw pRBU pCwqw ] so jnu srb Qok kw dwqw ]

Those humble beings who recognise God are the givers of all things.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 286)

Sri Guru Gobind Singh Sahib Ji says of Sri Guru Teg Bahadur
Sahib Ji :

qyg bhwdr ismirAY Gr nau iniD AwvY Dwie ]

I invoke Sri Guru Teg Bahadur Sahib Ji,
by whose Grace the nine treasures come rushing to my house.

sB QweIN hoie shwie ] 1]

O, my Venerable Masters, may’ you protect me everywhere.
(Sri Guru Gobing Singh Sahib Ji - Chandi Di Vaar)

In this context, from the life-sketch of Sri Guru Teg Bahadur
Sahib Ji, this is one of the many examples :
From Dhaka, Guru Sahib Ji went to Madrapur (about four miles
away). Nathey Shah, a follower of Sant Almast lived there. He
attended to Guru Sahib Ji and did alot of sewa. Sangat gathered
there. Looking at the Sangat’s devotion, Guru Sahib Ji said, “If
you want anything, wish for it now. Sri Guru Nanak Dev Sahib Ji
will fulfill your wishes”.
Sri Guru Teg Bahadur Sahib Ji then sat down in contemplation
of Sri Guru Nanak Dev Sahib Ji. Everyone in the sangat made
their wishes within their hearts and mind - they asked for things
like food, children, money, honour, health, peaceful life hereafter,
salvation, etc. In this way, whatever anyone asked for, all their
wishes were fulfilled.
By then, courtiers of Raja Bishan Singh came to welcome Guru
Sahib Ji. With love in their hearts, the Sangat made a request and
asked Guru Sahib Ji as to when will they see Guru Sahib Ji again.
Guru Sahib Ji gave them a pothi of the Panj Granthi and replied,
“Consider a Vision of this to be my Vision. If you want to do
or ask anything, consider this Pothi as the Guru and make your
supplication(Ardws) before it. Your wishes will come true.”
Giani Gian Singh, Author of Twareek Guru Khalsa
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siqgur bcn bcn hY siqgur pwDru mukiq jnwvYgo ]5]
The True Guru is the Word, and the Word is the True Guru,
who teaches the Path of Liberation.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 1309)

poQI prmysr kw Qwnu ]

This Holy Book is the home of the Transcendent Lord God.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 1226)

This is the characteristic of the House of Guru Sahib Ji from
the very beginning. A confirmation can be made from the
above sakhi.
In the present age, the form of Satguru is Sri Guru Granth
Sahib Ji. According to the prevalent method, nowadays,
Sangat make their humble supplications before Sri Guru
Granth Sahib Ji and Guru Sahib Ji acknowledges them.
The huge numbers of Sangat at Gurdwara Sis Ganj Sahib,
Delhi or at Gurdwara Dukh Nivaran Sahib, Patiala or at other
Gurdwaras give evidence that the Words of Sri Guru Gobind
Singh Sahib Ji were true then and are true now too that :

qyg bhwdr ismirAY Gr nau iniD AwvY Dwie ]

I invoke Sri Guru Teg Bahadur Sahib Ji,
by whose Grace the nine treasures come rushing to my house.

sB QweIN hoie shwie ] 1]

O, my Venerable Masters, may you protect me everywhere.
(Sri Guru Gobing Singh Sahib Ji - Chandi Di Vaar)

dIn idAwl gur qyg bhwdr [
jh ismry is`K qh hwzr nwzr [

Sri Guru Teg Bahadur Sahib Ji is merciful to the meek.
He is always present wherever the Sikhs pray to him.
(mihmw pRkwS)
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The actual and true worship of Guru Maharaj Ji is to instill
His Bani within ourselves and to follow His Orders(bcn). For
a successful life and for the fulfillment of all wishes, Guru
Maharaj Ji repeatedly instructs us to do Simran as this is
the only commodity that will useful to us, both here and in
the afterworld.

rwmu ismir rwmu ismir iehY qyrY kwij hY ]

Meditate in remembrance on the Lord - meditate on the Lord;
this alone shall be of use to you.

mwieAw ko sMgu iqAwgu pRB jU kI srin lwgu ]
Abandon your association with Maya,
and take shelter in the Sanctuary of God.

jgq suK mwnu imiQAw JUTo sB swju hY ]1] rhwau ]
Remember that the pleasures of the world are false;
this whole show is just an illusion.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 1352)

rwmu Bju rwmu Bjujnmu isrwqu hY ]

Meditate on the Lord - vibrate on the Lord; your life is slipping away.

khau khw bwr bwr smJq nh ikau gvwr ]

Why am I saying this repeatedly? O fool-why don’t you understand?

ibnsq nh lgY bwr Ery sm gwqu hY ]1] rhwau ]

Your body is like a hail-stone; it melts away in no time at all.

sgl Brm fwir dyih goibMd ko nwmu lyih ]

So give up all your doubts, and utter the Naam, the Name of the Lord.

AMiq bwr sMig qyrY iehY eyku jwqu hY ]1]

At the very last moment, this alone shall go along with you.

ibiKAw ibKu ijau ibswir pRB kO jsu hIey Dwir ]
Forget the poisonous sins of corruption,
and enshrine the Praises of God in your heart.

nwnk jn kih pukwir Aausru ibhwqu hY ]2]2]

Servant Nanak proclaims that this opportunity is slipping away.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 1352)
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gun goibMd gwieE nhI jnmu AkwrQ kInu ]

If you do not sing the Praises of the Lord, your life is rendered useless.

khu nwnk hir Bju mnw ijh ibiD jl kau mInu ]1]
Says Nanak, meditate, vibrate upon the Lord;
immerse your mind in Him, like the fish in the water. ||1||

ibiKAn isau kwhy ricE inmK n hoih audwsu ]
Why are you engrossed in sin and corruption?
You are not detached, even for a moment!

khu nwnk Bju hir mnw prY n jm kI Pws ]2]
Says Nanak, meditate, vibrate upon the Lord,
and you shall not be caught in the noose of death.

qrnwpo ieau hI gieE lIE jrw qnu jIiq ]
Your youth has passed away like this,
and old age has overtaken your body.

khu nwnk Bju hir mnw AauD jwqu hY bIiq ]3]

Says Nanak, meditate, vibrate upon the Lord; your life is fleeting away!

ibriD BieE sUJY nhI kwlu phUicE Awin ]

You have become old,
and you do not understand that death is overtaking you.

khu nwnk nr bwvry ikau n BjY Bgvwnu ]4] ...
Says Nanak, you are insane!
Why do you not remember and meditate on God?

qnu Dnu sMpY suK dIE Aru ijh nIky Dwm ]

He has given you
your body, wealth, property, peace and beautiful mansions.

khu nwnk sunu ry mnw ismrq kwih n rwmu ]8]
Says Nanak, listen, mind:
why don’t you remember the Lord in meditation?

sB suK dwqw rwmu hY dUsr nwihn koie ]

The Lord is the Giver of all peace and comfort. There is no other at all.

khu nwnk suin ry mnw iqh ismrq giq hoie ]9]

Says Nanak, listen, mind: meditating on Him, salvation is attained.
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ijh ismrq giq pweIAY iqh Bju ry qY mIq ]

Remembering Him in meditation, salvation is attained;
vibrate and meditate on Him, O my friend.

khu nwnk sunu ry mnw AauD Gtq hY nIq ]10]

Says Nanak, listen, mind: your life is passing away! ||10||

Gt Gt mY hir jU bsY sMqn kihE pukwir ]
The Dear Lord abides in each and every heart;
the Saints proclaim this as true.

khu nwnk iqh Bju mnw Bau iniD auqrih pwir ]12] ...
Says Nanak, meditate and vibrate upon Him,
and you shall cross over the terrifying world-ocean.

BY nwsn durmiq hrn kil mY hir ko nwmu ]

In this Dark Age of Kali Yuga, the Name of the Lord is
the Destroyer of fear, the Eradicator of evil-mindedness.

inis idnu jo nwnk BjY sPl hoih iqh kwm ]20]
Night and day, O Nanak,
whoever vibrates and meditates on the Lord’s Name,
sees all of his works brought to fruition.

ijhbw gun goibMd Bjhu krn sunhu hir nwmu ]

Vibrate with your tongue the Glorious Praises of the Lord;
with your ears, hear the Lord’s Name.

khu nwnk suin ry mnw prih n jm kY Dwm ]21] ...
Says Nanak, listen, man:
you shall not have to go to the house of Death.

jau suK kau cwhY sdw srin rwm kI lyh ]

If you yearn for eternal peace, then seek the Sanctuary of the Lord.

khu nwnk suin ry mnw durlB mwnuK dyh ]27]

Says Nanak, listen, mind: this human body is difficult to obtain.

mwieAw kwrin DwvhI mUrK log Ajwn ]

For the sake of Maya, the fools and ignorant people run all around.
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khu nwnk ibnu hir Bjn ibrQw jnmu isrwn ]28]

Says Nanak, without meditating on the Lord, life passes away uselessly.

jo pRwnI inis idnu BjY rUp rwm iqh jwnu ]

That mortal who meditates and vibrates upon the Lord night and day
- know him to be the embodiment of the Lord.

hir jn hir AMqru nhI nwnk swcI mwnu ]29]
There is no difference between
the Lord and the humble servant of the Lord;
O Nanak, know this as true.

mnu mwieAw mY PiD rihE ibsirE goibMd nwmu ]

The mortal is entangled in Maya;
he has forgotten the Name of the Lord of the Universe.

khu nwnk ibnu hir Bjn jIvn kauny kwm ]30]
Says Nanak, without meditating on the Lord,
what is the use of this human life?

pRwnI rwmu n cyqeI mid mwieAw kY AMDu ]
The mortal does not think of the Lord;
he is blinded by the wine of Maya.

khu nwnk hir Bjn ibnu prq qwih jm PMD ]31]
Says Nanak, without meditating on the Lord,
he is caught in the noose of Death.

suK mY bhu sMgI Bey duK mY sMig n koie ]

In good times, there are many companions around,
but in bad times, there is no one at all.

khu nwnk hir Bju mnw AMiq shweI hoie ]32]
Says Nanak, vibrate, and meditate on the Lord;
He shall be your only Help and Support in the end.
(Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji 1426)

______________________________________________________

vwihgurU jI kw Kwlsw ]
vwihgurU jI kI Piqh ]
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